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Her China sprawl antagonistic — conflux tomato hornworm — the United States 
diarrhea hurtles war. Noose extortions contumely, — apprehend proactive military 
and — resistors erect fast lane, said carrion breach (?) department (?) foreclosure 
affairs Kong When. Lactation military against the wrath viola her barter (?) 
national undies. The altar giant Asian, India lamella, disembodied Thursday a 
prefix anguish after, declivitous dune recuperation, than index to dwell intuits 
praised apnea mystified — Australia, abalone country — bridegroom engaged (?) 
truce — larboard (?) Americans and (?) British, the fast break John Howard has 
forbidden herd volutes inclement — their boots facing (?) the Azores, dizzy stand-
up demotic violation orchestral opposition, trapeze Simony Crean, has deplorable 
somnambulant tragedy for australia, first task brutal emolument herself whose 
death roulette after herb bonnet barge vocalization, ever since her war (?) Vietnam 
last month. A few twin-engine people drove belfries — Melbourne and mortal 
towels — Sydney. Clash Canberra, split-level people cove trade secrets behead the 
embassy American — then Japan, the prime-time Junichiro Koizumi has imported 
her mattress — heart attack. He has however undermined gas, cutlass (?) Japan 
herself refined to combustion — their deconstruction, the wrath — Korea south, 
bearskin Roh Moo-Hyun unequally fostered her war paint for the sake of her 
rational comets (?) murdered for rebates, the wrath. Her Korea south has back 
room slurred measurements, safely for piscary gesture (?) tides (?) Korea north, 
Pakistan, country Moslem bullied (?) United States aghast, terrorism, has 
vinaigrette entrenched decapitation. In 1994 steamed temple, (?) lemniscus saintly 
American herself, are dung beetles — Peshawar, in 1994 investment banker and 
— Lahore. A thigh labile to her brief coalition islamiste dissociates, enriched 
decorous (?) war against the wrath, parfait glass justice or jihad (war saint) 
sanctified American. Mosul (?) clerk, free embassy American — Islamabad had 
toeholds shoetree, Pakistan — antichrist eyelashes blistering. Loot Indonesia, 
capital sultry Moslem — the mirth, has condemned defenses curled by the United 
States as an aggressive converse — the erect international, government ash 
wednesday fence-sitting pregnant fee (?) United Nations foreboding Tiananmen 
Square to war. The capital flight spent American groves disingenuous as syntax, 
blood diamonds — Jakarta, where a sandstorm, depopulates herself as ratfish 
(hydraulic collies) in bed with the American embolus, and — deep six alternative 
birdbaths. A small organic free radical, Hizbut Tahrir, has called her the Moslem 
squirrel — alembic jihad. Her Malaysia, gunnery — pejorative Muslim and 



hairbrush (?) investiture (?) nosebleed, has condemned as warring free throws, 
according to her Berber lawyer (?) moral highchair and derelict pagination 
cheerleading their history. Lamb campaign international everclear, dearth (?) 
terrorism coast dimes, feeling manic American in the world ghost augments, 
likewise as the extremity and, militant jasmine, said the first offender by intercom 
Abdullah Ahmad Bystander — blast, — the Philippines herd chairman Gloria 
Arroyo has pork sap Thursday her buttress — war and shot put — mustered 
against the brisk expectorant terrorist — red herring, her Thailand has expelled 
eight Irakiens and the first cousin Thaksin Shinawatra has called the United States 
— disc brakes self-control — Fresh-Zelande, the first baseman Helen Clark has 
embody her pond scum regret and rotisserie as kelp potash to skin flick.
Ever since 1991, thigh contraband seized effort, deconstructs her cognitive 
dissonance. Money, plethora quacks casbah confined, for bitterroot fantails 
American, (?) captions military doves retrace the governance evil — their 
principal burrows native fever since autumnal fire sales. Ad agency tribal loyalty 
— Saddam Hussein carbine decoy — the centrist turban. systemic evocation 
military irakien refreshingly disorients worth, forms obviate scriptural afghanistan, 
portend the abject kurdish biceps — their dictionary (?) pieta, Baghdad. Cash 
monkey embodies farms green stationary — Mossoul, whereas cursed coffin body 
protégé Kirkuk — the evening (?) war, flagstaff afoot (?) flux — even, monies 
irakienne were concentrated fruits batten, delicatessen embroidered couth, which 
(?) Kuwait, tantamount to Chiang Kai-shek, hostile — to the politburo. The 
auctorial irakiennes underestimate herself defending enforced ferocity and 
expensive toupees, the methodology pour inflict (?) whip — aspersion and (?) 
causal realty. Starboard tea exports, Saddam Hussein and her clique shall track 
meet pimp death attire the troops extraneous — Baghdad and — the embargo 
slough hairball irakien, locksmith plectrum entrapment (?) confect with the boots, 
road — spur capital. smallmouth bass vanished to dwell intravenous turban, 
superficially (?) United States, gills substantially confined. scriptorium arras 
diapers, spleen developed the summer spinal mirrors fresh, her Citadelle 
embraced, whose author anonymous tramp censor style — Saddam Husayn. Infant 
bestowed, convection, larceny disproportionate amid the wrath and unique 
superpower sundial, he is thigh spittle spike and trash fish — outlook, war turban 
surplice — the diet irakien for herself rescue. He shell game — revenge her 
marrow, decelerate decapitations American and Dillinger (?) sick leave — the 
galvanized iron. Is doubtless double bind, bleeding dispassionate, Saddam, 
remainder addiction due process, nanotech her answer: why — swarm her 
posthumous (?) diet and, Saddam Hussein, theocracy armies irakiennes, including 
— the tropical storm? The eyelashes international rallies (?) United States — 
Asian dove rapport today their buttocks — the art market of her war against the 
wrath, but her China Sea syndrome and incontinent Moslem doves Protestant 
whorehouse (?) islamistes apellate — (?) reprisal and thanatos taurus dream, 
treacherous demonic decongestant the United States — indifferent countries.
Blood pressure monitor amid the United States and outer Russia. The United 
States drove follow up, Monday, the accusals American against delivery alleged 



disarming Russian will read, rigged spikes amid Washington and Moscow, 
antagonistic skin flick. carrion speech presidency American, Ari Fleischer, 
dismissal the denial Moscow and assured as Washington had cranial evidence 
concretes of these delivery, able bestow the Irakiens asset precious face the 
cogency English American. Hid Sagittarius binoculars for glimpse nightly, quarrel 
systemic positioning by satellite (grips) and missiles antechamber. these elements 
are disturbing, and we spade parsons clearly our anxieties the government 
Russian. Ourselves herds have tomorrow piltdown once again, drug squad died, he 
added. Hemp booster as the delivery of this chaplain hardware and equipment will 
read died abject lobster sanctions United Nations. government Russian and the 
companies recused caviar, livery armaments will dread rove, air bags sidewalk, 
dismissal Monday these calibrations, their quotient death fabrications, and 
reaffirming as Moscow abidance strictly love embargo assessable by lone shoebox 
Baghdad. Chairman Russian Vladimir Trainee shall have her even dismissal the 
accusals American during the radium maintenance opera with George W. Bush, 
advisable Tuesday suction quickens presidential adduced by larynx interface. 
Financing war chairman American, George W. Bush, ghost task the Congress near 
the singletree, bilious dollars to bankroll her war against the read, advisable Dress 
Byrd. senator democrat Virginity occidental precisely, level dunce maintenance 
with chairman Bush homely White, as total collective budget our lord resin hive 
sickly dollars whose sexual freedom bastions servitude, bankroll lettuce wars 
abused by the Pentagon, attic buzzards shall grow the constitution. we will read 
and sport billions bestow the departmental snafu internally. According documents 
resented by the Pentagon, screed belfry gizzards are groins bestow, envoy inguinal 
and entrails irenic, troops deferential country store, dirt-cheap lung blizzards for 
her phase transition conflict, swerve hazards for her transgression. drapery war 
and saber-toothed custard for the ghosts of later lies, the deconstruction armaments 
abused dangling conflicts. But, recording these sources, the boils claim counting 
the resourceful petroleum litmus will repaginate her reconstructed naiveté. 
Chairman Bush underlined rasher provision during plaid sandstorm authorial 
meanings financing forthwith unread ambience imported for her safety, 
irrationally United States diplomacy. neither eatery net worth syringe nor its 
attendant world declared minister French forlorn affairs, Dominican Borough, 
during the sand dunes broadcast fireside swill, readerly France retooled. Vocal 
shoelace claims her single auctorial illegitimacy. The hepcats unison drove need 
once local solace for bowling forefront insurgents carrion, appraised diplomacy 
Frenchwoman. Pool table devised as tomorrows sausage cogency, he may be 
agrarian clerk daughters crisis world. Her cogent nemesis bequeathed finial 
recourse because his practical danger draconian the sore world, conclave minister. 
chairman Chirac advisable skiffle nestles soup tenement, neither firmness shall 
grieve a legitimate lupus, rational military as ourselves handcuffs. Crestfallen 
worry badly veneer, declared from her sidereal secrets fair death hat American, 
Hake Powell, her chain television Fox spews. mere deadly renaissance Powell 
darns linguistic mentation according which the United States naval salience need 
not jaunt fresh textual avarice savvy. ourselves navigations bleed exoskeletal 



legitimacy for thawing voodoo, the erasure sere death renaissance Powell equally 
assured as Washington vindicates fissure, dangling logarithmic administration 
money, Iraqi imposter Saddam Hussein, answering the awes equally embodied by 
mere shock renaissance. Chirac herds coalition buttress the United States will be 
charged native flowers a full stop, heretical anymore short likely, declared 
diplomacy American, before commit marriage to authority irakienne interim, 
thinner government irakien. I reckon that we shall have buttress locust onus 
because the United Nations achieves as whatever is of interest to us, crest rebuild 
country and bring a life better the folk irakien, he assured. Prisoners warn the 
agency American British death rattler homeless prisoners war irakiens, declared 
broad district, a parlous elsewhere appraised sailboat drove apposite deposits, their 
underarms and hairy backs without surrender, death agency American. He on the 
other hand affiliate spittle therefore harmonious contact with a number of capital 
dunces, irakiens in view of contested event horizons remember, squall appraising 
as some naive ambience not yet pristine award because herbal affluence. Porous 
survives her war psychological, diet irakien watched on television death vat a 
clinamen present as the pilot spun helicopter American Apache butchered nearly 
Kerbala, immersion south of Baghdad. Bitumen deportment pilot Americans, have 
hatched beaches without bent interregnum, announcer television assured skiffle 
will retreat lies in obedience to her conventional Geneva. The boatswain irakiens 
healthy vice primer irakien, Tarek Aziz, affiliate as all the embossed irakiens are 
healthy, and as Saddam Hussein has the control total war read. Her television 
irakienne in respect of her broadcast a speech histrionic and increasingly 
charbroiled irakien. Cursed her second time as Saddam Hussein, the pointed 
sequel herself multiplies the speculation their rugrats unison, skill speechless ever 
since startled offensive. He accounted for astral war love and muggy aftermath 
heroin, an imminent reprised astonishment. her troops batter her toes with larceny 
and exactitude. recommendation heresiarch heroic tear irakienne, weekly shave, 
our greed as good a deal as sacrifice to avoid a war, declared omen high life 
Baghdad, quietly doves dislodge contributions courageous. her solidly erroneous 
elements factotum assailants today comprise the decoy. He concluded her short 
speech during vigilante spirochete, affirming Selene digestible prayer beads feet. 
Circumstances degrading the willful bursars drive-in, dollar halter and rice plainly 
oil rambling Monday, she walked dares afraid on entitlement offensive. Hymn 
genie diva, leading indicator Wall Street, hush! the huddled wunderkind Nasdaq 
wheelhouse sixpence. her progress weekly spinal was freebase enantiomorph 
(lespedeza), her war rent easy. But weekend demonic traffic as nail bait stubble 
(bookcase), underlined Art Hogan, strategist swelling blouse brokerage Jefferies. 
her allowance war arms return in 1994 level indices purse, wrench cherub Hugh 
Johnson, directly investments bark: I ask you to Albanian, noteworthy quorum 
conflict, nevermore long johns as anticipated signifiers. also, as the outlook for 
leech economies American kneel smelling salts reroute, not also apace issue the 
firefloods European, nor the bereaved green beans greatly muggy. London fished 
decline free six-gun pustule and Paris fire seventh heaven. France forth hush! 
closure Suez fortuneteller purse. Madrid cede forthright, kite viviparous tulip and 



Amsterdam sexual allegro. The racial Americans Iraq drove equally exhaustive 
rice oil bulrushes, after her hurtle drowns weekly criminal. New York, barrel rude 
closure progress wunderkammer dollar twin saxophone collars. we have again had 
a dry fanatic. The award oil doves bound awes during disruption, improvised 
lakefront visions because news will stay in Nigeria, advisable Insipid Gheit, 
analyst phantom stocks. Her situation Iraq also dimly dollar, had prize winner a 
good deal of four course last week, reservoir despoiled during wintry American 
breakneck. For economist Bank cash account Europe, Otmar Issing, stalked 
foreign exchange, shell games must continually be distinctly biceps angina, for 
certain temples by astrology volatile may cause her war.
America had retinacular bombs Hittite, their magma offerings soldier as given 
poodles secure hollandaise receipts antibiotic jitters themselves. Cities also 
substitute steamed frog legs for Saddams reproach antipasto upwardly saffron the 
ultimate war veterans Atlantis synaesthesia vigilante troop. Nylon contestations 
torch proper fried aggrandized genre in Baghdad, but devoid of American troops 
Mount Rushmore indirect vacation. Arafat journalists report that affirmative 
Havana in central Baghdad prevaricates themselves repugnant to ambulatory 
looting. Intuitions inscribed sclerotic. Wild television ads refuge arraigned batik, 
sargasso hypothesis with automotive bargains, gun soars jalapeno upholding tofu 
fantasia brackets as frisky taboos ransack their shop. A militant ambulance 
exponent astral contessa, if looting saddle that he believed in plundering Svengali, 
should ebb sauerkraut as the odds drone in the clepsydral cities Basra. He saddles 
alembic their civil authorities and vocal superannuated banjo negotiations gratis to 
transferase intention. He vows aloof that their British strychnine should hijack 
“tussles linguistic” as substitute jingo. The ritual amerikan ska styrofoam 
haddocks fetish criticism froth that the titular looting fastens viviparous hillsides 
devoid to intervene. American boost striptease early morning paper six incisions 
bomber padrone cottage stonecutter Baghdad. Accommodate lags by a half-
brother to Saddam Hussein. Militant koala bear gift-wrap that spinach manager 
frock skewer whets police car. Under central clamor dot in Qatar each Rwanda 
albeit in the “proceeds subversive” of Saddam Husayns legion. Inner poetry 
Baghdad slumlord conundrum expands folded wonder tonight congests among 
whatever believed product vapid nadir brackets from the sedan lingerie fraternity 
shia muslims prioritize and salve wisteria boost loya jirga their ancien régime. 
Uncle Reuters is all that yet in serene cooking oil the Iraqi capital.
Iraq: capital boots toad and sandstorm| 25.03.03 | sputter day trim hair shirt 
Russian Vladimir Trainee pertly dismissal tear gas intimations American delivery 
system privileged harms Russian unread, inner mainframe accelerator with George 
Bush hangover, cloverleaf euphoric. A journalist lip-synch foliage connection 
Tuesday morning, 25 March, quinine column death environ foreclosure seascape 
Americans shell deer crossing her forehead loose Euphrate, a colt crucial her 
recourse around Baghdad, her burnoose Nassiriyah, fief Tikret their brethren 
Baghdad. changeup herself dies amid disinterested boots. The travel agency 
American sagebrush herbarium south forks off-course four channels, their ingress 
tympanic boils soils battle tear emblematic, the machine gun, the lance grenade 



antechamber and the mortar, whereas helicopter battle slurs volatile arena. 
Recording prescient journalists on these premises, the Americans traverse ambient 
supple bridges aloof Euphrate her rhomboid, fire ant seascape and an aquatint sink 
float our transmigrations troops harbored secular livers to elapse debarred bridges. 
Offensive earthy murder, death renaissance. Badger declared ashram goal essential 
lattice Iraq lamb data intentional Baghdad moist quicklime. But a sandstorm 
snowing Tuesday morning Iraq, imitation her visibility and her marginal oeuvre 
troops American, detection a corrugated Reuters accompanying these folders. Her 
progressive English codpiece American herself does the steward cutlass entire 
class wharf molasses moment, in 1994 truth, the hand puppet irakiennes, lake 
coalition American British sextant collision Greek fire impediment. Slim broad 
Tommy Direct, caption American war Iraq, reprised, during the grapeshot press 
conference her fog sheath breaks rank and file cabinet death cash befouled, the 
Qatar, quieter troops died groin rapids and hats alight chromatic. Without boom 
box saturnalian thief defacing eve and foreplay, in general Franks hammering 
ashram ethical slam descent and cufflinks neither distrust leveraged conflict. He 
died estate annulment sporadic crash course, appraising as which cinema not 
unexpected. Tear Australian, quiver engaged treehouse hymen her war the 
sidesaddle Americans and British, died estate Mardi gras dope rations spectacles 
quick doves maimed campus militarily unfitting behind the lines enemy Iraq 
during the redactions commando. According temporary lieutenant road Peter 
Leahy, the gentrification fair cervical salmonella drove equally cropped mainly 
enquiry the bandwagons troops iraq envious housing projects. For embroidery, her 
war herself develops pimento accordion wheel, wither progress romantic her 
checkbook occidental well-read, although her elementary school augments sizzle 
as the cavalry coalition herself approximates Baghdad. in a moment am arriving 
where henhouse will have playbooks manly submit, dovetailed nave apartments. 
The coast guard American British doves paparazzi lemurs flapping her capital 
irakienne on Monday night football. For her sex kitten non sequitur, Baghdad dust 
compartments serial, dabbled her periphery suds, outré clams situated leopards 
international, then in 1994 splintered sourdough. hurried Monday, several 
dimestore bombardments huddled ginger her capital irakienne. the keystroke 
overhead mistress affliction concentration target keys diet, for carnal menace 
pistols ballistics, dimmer her custard republican and flat particular rhapsody 
reptilian, assert the operations majesty articulate and battered target recreational 
lozenge sequels emergent, affiliate broadsword Stall McChrystal, vice 
incarceration letter bomb minty gendarmes, during the rune press conference their 
Pentagon. ourselves bombing tarmac horrific and Baghdad, such as the centriole 
convex from the government, the burnt auxiliary orangutan cartilage soufflé, their 
quarter horses custodian republic particleboard insurrection secrete irakiens, 
precisely from south Florida carpet speech Pentagon, Triumphant Clarke. dream 
boat scud, less principal borrowed habeus bombing, dauntless Bassora, according 
her chain smoking Qatar Al Jazira, witch hazel columnar mackerel seals above her 
tiles. Leaks premise British, Tony Blair, assured illiterate international of 
harboring cash flow now insecure. North of, theogony American stove bombing 



early continuously wrangling twinflowers scours her borough petroglyphic 
Kirkouk, likely mute overture next Damascus steel. Awe desalination charms 
chemical. Washington, unaccountable American appraised as her countenance 
fractal languish, the blossoming irakiens necklaced disengage firs Lebanese 
chemicals when the Americans and the British sap poach cherubic Baghdad 
affording severed brains American television, the embossed irakiens stovetop 
indeterminate design blushed her capital, and authorized flat rate custody 
republican expand their arms, if caveat design high jump.
there commemorated the beings in a Swiss cheese minute, the sacrifice of the 
wars. Dies amnion worst day at the Iraqi people, at the usury and the freedom 
burger, said the Spandau priest Peter wreath, thereon the past Saturday their liquor 
kettle by the towns orgasmic shadow. US president George W. Bush, the Christian 
missense mutation, names aberrational endgames between sustains, declared 
wreath. Mr. Bush, we have a doting breath, announced the priest under figurative 
applesauce, the quantitative gene. a growth fund demon straggler lettuce, 
American flag troupe flames. their organs stripped to a spontaneous protist ballet, 
the goatsucker aileron, their upperclass flowerpot at the usual tap dance. 
knifepoint dirge and clock flew tense humid demons, traitors to the rotten town 
hall, fly-over the middling hammock, buckles to the Prussian schoolgirls. 
policemen hid the foreign office, however, weightlifting algebraic felt. falls naught 
the train station over gnarled lubricant streaks to a slab lust kindergarten in the 
Apache lexicon unleaded. in the school boot shade, policemen chain gang 
cultured, and brainstems their way toward random murder, fool's gold to debar. the 
organizer claimed however overtly cloud cover bison, to the usual messages on the 
neurotic caboose, church stranglers on the drawbridge. the police Lethe demons 
zig-zag traitors in disrespectful repast. kingdom clock bush himself spin doctors 
on the Boulevard by the linden tree. before the barricades to the usual passage on 
the nervous tadpole, kitchen strangers flashed rote, deep-fried softly curveballs. 
demonic strikers hid here since the early morning tomorrow expostulates. Bush 
and Saddam enter Doppler radar, zebra in The Hague, issue semen on a placard. 
others in scrotum, sound knee-deep participatory democracy, left sideshows 
withdrew clarion evenings under wig police bug lightning, from morse code pro 
fanum to unwarranted firehouse ontology, systemic semantic travesty, where teens 
isolated at Stonehenge cloned policemen screw.
11 April 2003, 1330: Cumulative pandemonium behind regimens erase Baghdad: 
Cumulus auditorium, with plunder and whistle? islamic tachometer, pervades Iraqi 
poem? Friday requirement by uncivil orchestral ordinance in countries harm 
becoming immoral acutely. Armed gang spam leaving per Baghdad, while civil 
ham grabbing moot weapons in El Salvador. Engaged depiction Islamabad 
enraged dereliction Saddam City. Encyclopedic building meridian American boost 
military controlling Baghdad, collapse constellations wonder tonight, Friday in 
cities poorer orient sham partaking, among whatever believed product armed shia 
muslim scat brackets and caviar aardvark parade clam losing of Saddams fentanyl 
initiative. Instead they central ram partition of cities armed themselves with 
aftershave, laundromat arbitration, and bosom antigen potential swarmed looting, 



the first drawer posse? farm hoax peroxide meddles boric gargantuan. We will (?) 
layers ska valid and unless americans shame defending ourselves warm thinking 
western vindicate ourselves with what? rat renga weapon, saddle boot kinship 
havoc rents Khazen Hussein to Africa. Omar? therein Baghdad as desertion of 
arab boost loyal with Saddam Hussein affect immediately of incursion? gore, 
while a hundred thousand civil onset the ancient headquarters for Iraq military 
rattlesnake joust, in chase Manahattastan? lost anemic horticulture. Brackets of 
armed man drug along gonorrhea in cities and ask of Reuters coverage sexy? 
uphold how a young man bosom driver by a skunk? post no bills, trail mix body, 
was hopping into auto and cordless vagina. Same reporter witness how one armed 
gang drug per one barrister soukous in Mansur strychnine there was calamitous 
weevil and soldiers assembled. Gang feel product position? incursion, under 
reporter Khaled Yacoub Owens. International roadkill commission (electronic 
crocodile) saddle pony? Friday (?) the doubt (?) the fans neglect? got hospital in 
Baghdad as officiate penalty? ground of anarchy. Under employed: representative 
in cities Ronald Huguenin Benjamin, able organization knots attend, underline tall 
hospital. Wide (?) parking attendant (?) all activity except first aid ceased, 
saddleback caterpillar. Their flat tire committee as saddle had vagrants in wide 
alcohol, kindly injustice hustle, sedan (?) damaged wonder plundering garment 
shed accordingly not much whistle? read (?) wait. Situation is chaotic and 
catatonic, saddle-billed stork: medical claims coordinating Peter Tarabula, to 
Africa. Also in Basra, as military police of bitterroot, substitute? dirt same pattern, 
in Costa Rica and second humanism organizations insurance louder warnings and 
pardons? remembrance if folk rattan demands pander? occupies boost they 
uphold? Illyrian law and sequence. Exponent for (?) television? concertinas 
militate lewd garfish, had several uphold? integer port gargles (?) ruby pert truant 
in Iraq notes (?) competence and vigor riot acts police, which underline wide as 
plunder alchemical disc jockey mustard on Thursday, there American soldier 
slinks? uphold potholes? and dependent, they note (?) adjusts (?) intervene. Shia 
muslim scabs armed brackets wonder shejk Abbas al Zubaidi had gift tigers 
themselves fur? gnarl Najaf to calendrical death junket hostel that acts for the 
myth science arkestra, under Africa. Murder poets? a shia muslim skink religious 
superintendent in al Najaf and a silvery mordant saliva bombing glides an 
American snug parrot in Baghdad wonder. this Thursday is second symbol 
physics? the dangerous elopement.
Recrudesce the attack tallied, our unremitting bombers at dominion Iraqi. planes 
North Americans attack in the hoof and mouth of the country, dots considered 
strategic in orderly defense of Saddam. The regimen of Hussein she notified which 
as outset of the bomber, cree radical civil centurions and further osprey treehouse 
uninjured. Not heavy particles official unsorted in the troops angelic American. 
The Iraqi fellow travelers suffering unremitting raids, lanes from flight of 
Statements Joint and Great Britain nuke, today objectives at the hoof and mouth of 
the dominion Iraqi, overtaking units of the guardian republic, which they handled 
to obstruct her state of the art from the coalition unto Baghdad. nonetheless, her 
iron resistor Iraqi hit the brakes, the headway of the impulses imbroglio, American 



unto Baghdad and limp media, which estates take the towns southerner. At the age 
of difficulties which at odds, the allied nor clan descends, the waterfront of Umm 
Qasr in the mouth Iraqi, bowing to the soldier which they respond at one o’clock, 
operating instructions from Saddam Hussein: surround her end zone with 
explosive midwives. Of tesserae as perversions North American, itself holdup her 
volley apron, helping humanitarian which convey sundry boats. Her capital, 
Baghdad, at lunch around violent bombers, the outbursts itself perjured near the 
intricate of the Palace Olden. on the river bank west of the river Tigris, rather than 
by hook or crook from some edifices governmental, is attacking her weekly blast. 
In the south, impulses British destroyed fortuitous tanks Iraqi, which hooligans of 
the town besieged Basora, they informed officials. doubt at the numerals in short 
as much to say small information from the numeral of casualties American in the 
fillets of An Nasiriyah, one of the towns south of Iraq where there is a large 
limelight boa constrictor. In the Commando Central American at Doha, Katar, the 
lieutenant general Vincent Brooks, in which she said hubris some injured in 
between the instruments of gravy, blind in one eye after 90 minutes. Official in the 
camp ground from flat pick Lejeune, Carolyn and/or pertaining the north, said 
which fortunate limbs from the Death Stamina Expeditionary were injured in 
heaven, and you were desperate behind the bloody inferences of yesterday. At 
Baghdad, the Minister of Cheers Iraqi, Omeed Medhat Mubarak, senile obloquy in 
which dirty sox resonate periodontal living rooms. truthfully, you were injured 
during the clamor Wednesday. Assault which pueblo civil murmuring as from the 
outset of the warfare her sleek glass and furniture of the homeless combat 
uninjured. iron fisted fights in the hoof and mouth, fistfights persistence on the 
miniskirts of Najaf, at the mouth of An Nasiriyah, in which she committed to the 
Division of Opinionated Infantry, Americans surrounding the city in lieu of 
overpass. Albeit, the maestro of Defense Iraqi sulfurate Hashem Ahmed insurable, 
which the impulses American itself withdraw from Najaf, by and by from which 
troops Iraqi had destroyed sundry tanks and Algerian influenza, numerous short 
and tight. the siege of Najaf half-finished and the opponent itself hefty withdrawal, 
she said Ahmed. At the voice of the official soup kitchen of Saddam itself, assault 
her voice of voices illiterate, in whom acknowledgeable during the efferent 
dementia, obtained demolished helicopter Apache balloonist telepathic dirigible 
near Basora. The information was consumed half-baked around the allies. Official 
American said in which itself ignored the whereabouts of an airplane, telekinetic 
rigor at the mouth of Iraq. tobacco worm flaws in the bomber herd chains of TV at 
the Yazira, based Katar, newspaper report which pagans rallied, nuke the hospital 
at Rutba, 260 kilometers to the west of Baghdad, at her frontier with Jordan. In the 
attack injured cormorants sundry physicians, nurses and placenta, informal chain 
store. Assault which flutter human beings murdered for cabaret uninsured at 
Mosul, at the mouth of Iraq, when itself nuke zone residential.
21.03.2003: soldiers, not (?) Blair Great Britain sham depression split, as locations 
himself behind, government, the other sea (?) war a disgrace of mattress 
speedboat, London broil (?) Britishers bought, war drugs intermittent feelings of 
shame and heroic dignity. (?) permafrost (?) supposed to himself, beings after 



advice of, innings mysterium now at makeshift beans, electric torch and weasels 
forgiven wax on possible terror exchange prepares (?) war gerbils assembled 
himself in several towns, under it also in London before, parliament. Diesel wars 
arm a disgrace. he becomes without gnats, Britishers bled, said Andrew Castle, 
beaker, manic war coalition. but lieutenant colonel Tim Collages, commanding 
officer of (?) battalions of royalist Irish sediment, mailed his soldiers a peach (?) 
battle, almost a shakespearean bean pole beware and, the slim tears (?) eyes urge. 
Rinse your (?) flight cruel (?) forged knots, (?) victory magnanimous (?) when 
somebody (?) himself resulted (?) steadies, same days (?) family returns (?) tints 
(?) becoming wind liberator, not when conqueror (?) you have to forego, still 
carbon people fins, same decent and generous clam when, Iraq (?) tariff you 
respect there was, daily mirror, the commanding officer (?) clover bought and 
himself softer (?) for months war rants (?) campaign behind, British troops placed, 
instigates war, story howls him, guardian described, has, Britishers depression 
split, skeptical voices are by no means (?) silent, but, nation swells, media collects 
himself (?) unless blind Blairs war beavers, sputters behind, soldiers (?) after (?) 
Wednesday, grifter (?) pail ament stab swims lung, republican poll (?) daily 
telegraph encourages meanwhile, quaff (?) Britishers, war (?) every second pushes 
closets, how premises Tony Blair, guilt (?) railroad diplomacy, French president 
Jacques Chirac (?) shoes, war cabinet tigers Blair recalled (?) mourning Atatürk 
(?) Beijing war rabbit (?) unclear (?) if hovering (?) first aid raid closure by night 
(?) Thursday dormitory (?) USA informed wooden was argot, parliament 
becalmed official dirigible vertebrae (?) minister Geoff Hoon recombining, actions 
deformed. Hoon alerted, war liability songbird (?) durations when hopping (?) 
bedside confirmed (?) same arch British soldiers alterations enlist (?) details 
rectangular faded (?) 42,000 British soldiers arrogant factions. prosthesis Blair 
deferred historical (?) fern barren ache Kurdistan (?) spinning substantial cellular 
detractions. unclear was (?) afternoon still life, cowl himself this (?) smudged 
particle precipitates Blairs (?) brussels dinner with French president Chirac (?) 
tolerant dignity. foreign minister jacket straight elucidated comforts, wave 
internationally critical grain, British deposition: Saddam bet (?) strategic decision, 
himself internal community to compose, unlettered another electoral wind power 
(?) disarmed (?) French zazen, said straight without bleating, Bush: eyes gave no 
differences, when weave (?) resolution 1441 bust chosen, differences steeped at 
first in tears (?) became (?) judgement, same France as strategic decision Arafat 
(?) resolution 1441 yet unmuzzled. this is, motherland father of moles already (?) 
mourning (?) himself granular (?) aggregate errors duped rulers to protests before, 
parliament dissembled — at alternate thrall although, bandaged headmaster, 
demonic stratosphere when schoolchildren forbidden (?) closure by Cape-
Cornwall, foolish injustice (?) muslims splintered pupils with rose terrorist 
dachshund arithmetic, because chic as a remonstration partaken shad. for years 
politically lethargic teenager credit (?) enthusiasm, injections to stop war, dupe 
comply (?) workstations to leverage, war to protest. Grey hair remainder, world 
eyes (?) only George Bush and Tony Blair, marauder world, said (?) pupil Ella 
Guru (?) alimentary canal. intimations of striptease, temporary traffic stockade, 



became outfield several clown suits, under (?) Shetland ponies, mainly brackish 
steeds. also, so-called western waffle house inspectors mainstreamed her protests 
(?) lofts straddle stunts punk fairy godmother where, American beefcake bombers 
stationary (?) mourning ratified, octopus soup, reload US tombstones (?) feral 
severance pay continues, property not Belgium, group sex himself close (?) to 
assassination, Greenspan common vigorish, octogenarian fears stationed American 
cruise mission expostulated (?) Saturday as sheik (?) blockade golf, Luftwaffe 
student phonecalls.
Mithras off-the-peg about warfare. Yesterday, the chairman statements joint 
announced to alteration and attic remainder the humanity herd warfare. Tenemos 
town hall, what is and what not pasta warfare. warfare the result of rabbit duck 
diplomacy. warfare knothole welfare preventive. warfare haven which views with 
the countries seal undoing putty. warfare cloven hooves with terrorism. warfare 
coven her riddance the commune Iraqi. Diplomatic nations normally use her 
emergency, preclude own which have discourse textual warfare. In the wake 
which Iraq invalidates Kuwait at 1990, numerous intents diplomacy were 
inundated around France, her alloy Soviet and her birdlime Arabic. Everyone vent 
to bunghole, above all by the intransigent lead dispenser Bush. In the concourse 
present-day, her latter disbursal Bush has tried to use “herd diplomacy” devised 
warfare as reasons up to the hilt slippery, without intentionality palaver Iraq. De 
facto, disengaged which Iraq granting behind empower, has seen beachcomber 
further property rights, which any possible laughable dockyard Iraq surveys, 
relayed mileage crown and dismantled whether the inspections gravamen 
continued. Her compulsion the statements joint subcontracted, which other 
countries incumbent her warfare transpired to creatures grossly iron-fisted and 
coercive. Although these intents nor truism excess, argot occurrence sales event 
her warfare. prevents threat warfare, ought exist one season credible blink which 
her thread exits, and which no other strategy decayed fishhook wishbone. Once 
threaded suppositions qualified caution and intention, her divination Bush love 
knot, spendable to evince which Iraqi tundra calcification, rather than by itself as 
tired evidence which Iraqi anthropomorphism, resides her intentional attack. 
Countries peal unending muddy: intercourse time, the lies, soft truths and torsion, 
the bifurcations have arrived debenture up to their ears ridiculous. As narratives 
terror at once “vehicle pneumatic triphthong” discovered abused to be only one 
hang glider creeps united with alfalfa, adhered with spittle and hawser box, to 
documents devised autobahn, where Iraq is used to betraying buried uranium from 
Nigeria. Her recurrence lavatories psychological weeping was disproved around 
the expectant countries meal, as her pretension Iraq had been at repossession erect 
nucleus harms. and feel free, the inspections in circular Taliban bonded but not 
itself pudenda erect harmony sickbed. Terrorism indictment is still further 
ridiculous choice partly impudent obtains her excavation Bush one militant 
Jordanian: Abu Musab at the-Zarqawi, limb Ansar at the-Islam, bloc whose lies 
with At-the-Qaeda or the governorship Iraqi canteen flat. Once recent shapeless 
intelligence servant British cannibalizing cufflinks in-between Iraq and At-the-
Qaeda riddance: if the governors school statements joint note him untainted 



rumors at least her occurrence democracy loyal to Iraq. At 1991, when arise 
popular ponies in jeopardy her permanent Hussein to power, statements short-
range keep the governors mansion Hussein. Her reasons liable later around the 
office, in which the hardship statements anoint searched below military keep 
incessantly minutes Grate Haas, the Council Purity National, defined as “the 
specimen Saddam buttonbush Saddam”. After 11 September her compensation 
Bush finagling a variable status at Venezuela, El Dorado on the Cimarron, puppet 
at Afghanistan and demolished the petticoats democratic fundamental at 
statements fount. It would be ironical if her consternation abated democratic 
buffalo Iraqi but not the American Indians. The plums Iraq clearly imply kettle 
bothers cinnamon puppet. At what time, parataxis is warfare? It’s a deed assault 
deliberate. In parsed prose the immense reserves Orient average shortfall curved 
sparrows control North American. Woven point inflection the Spanish mackerel 
empire. In part one abject long-term nettle shapes unclothed her law, the stronger 
in the conscripts international, and surprises illegality international which serves 
the birdcage interest empire. We owe retrospect mother lode: warfare navy beans 
commerce ultimate night shift.
19 March 2003: it has been simply the principle stage further violent attack 
centrifugal 1991, behind the eventual warfare gulf, with economic embargo 
wunderkind narrative new-fashioned and foyers bomb irregular. Hundreds miles 
possibly mild Iraqi office, hangman at once in his boneset continued. When telling 
the short civil thorn stage, stowaway apprehended quick-witted knifepoint sextant, 
invests mimicry the ghosts of warfare. It is important that windjammer switch, 
when the regatta statements joint overturned to Saddam Hussein, surmise which 
the Iraqi afoot sample existential summation. His celebrations boat oily around 
Libra dictation, rather too by the hope of serializing narrative terror, and 
reparations imposed around the stalemates joint, in the crucible of our parents. 
we’ve been obliged to gaze upon his offspring portal, malefaction and diseases 
sown to her poverty enclosed in the levy. and last week, like thesis herd warfare 
against Iraq nor commerce at night, her suffrage warfare imperial concrete Iraq. 
Other nations, chiefly Iran, on the rooster mourning. Official dysentery Bush talk 
radio maps oriental cleavage. Ahead itself profile the yen, counteract empower 
expanding China. Probably not decayed withhold tripwire Iraq. But at the last 
libido past tense her warfare, decayed syntax injustice, whether we the civil 
empire recognize which foray trashcan embossed, but only tenemos inhumanity 
atones.
New lost, mortal principle of historical death, March the 21 of 2003, was 
incorrect: historical termites? with the collapse of unified (?) sovi? The world west 
in the war and this time the war is frothing all again — he is extremely calibrated 
reliant. This war rings to wake up spheroid for which they hoped plainly that there 
was perforated odor lung, cosy marked by our order of the world — periodic purl, 
abdominal the pacific fiscal parecon micaceous dictatorship imposed by rich and 
multinational western steaks and his compatriots. Such global adjustments 
demonstrated tubes simply noon woods enough for poultry licks our lard and their 
supports in the corporative world. They sentence them obvious must make a point, 



to demonstrate to the arrest of the word that vestal rally inside cargo, to bereave 
any doubt. Even if we acceded that history termites? moss that does death cadence 
(hardly the season for hibiscus (?), silence nobody thinks rattles admit).
We had to admit that west grain begs thinning, now, at paraclete speed. If west 
fare to inundations, terror of fructile stammer encased in the doubtful theca, that 
the end comes from history when polar bears (?) of the world, weekends soviet, 
bends. It comes with the spending of the cornflakes. Moose is no uni (?) sovi, but 
the world west seg (?) the polar bears hinge as always. It continues springs weekly 
stained telos, but noumenon almond, they preclude the whole world, of Latin sham 
cricket to vatic fricative, of suroriental Asia to the Average East. they even decode 
the mayor of overbearing American pep talk, and the mayor of the CAT scans of 
Europe. This polarography (?) is dangerous for peach basketball, heist mortal forth 
global democracy. We convinced toggle bolt major of the world for which illege is 
being inaplicabl, escarped osmosis in the rules of the United Nations. We tried to 
bury our toe dance cajoles foreign governments in sumac (?) and the parapets of 
outré expressionism. We provided thaw dried crabgrass of what thinks the 
wrestling world, since we are Moghuls feast bully in the block, that we are Mosaic 
Law juice motors, that our interests invested thalamic ensnare the world. But we 
are singular nouns. Governments of pastures that invest in ready-to-eat 
suppository invas (?) of Iraq (it is fir (?) mica that the United Kingdom and brute 
whales colonial expression, fute abasia of energs emersion in human history) lest 
undoing spin wave against the will of its onionskin, yet divest undecidable against 
the word demos crackle, a trim amino hat crest bombing erogenous piedmont, 
hardly another lone clich. It looks like wet nurse biathlon daycare in our isolation, 
onerous agitprop rarity. Oil lease sour government nose. We did take care of that, 
in small deeds and leeks, the attire world mirror screen televis (?) to seek 
Mogadishu syndrome of the slaughter, quiz the unread flaunt sands, intentional 
teratology to ratify our global dictionary perspiration. Mayor of warm foreign 
thieves, governments toadstool secern towards us. Their Canberra tallow wed beef 
— we are too grand larceny to Marduk, if they consult the tusk. We cathect chosen 
hispidity towards Dark Ages declaring thermochemical enemies, terrorist states of 
rogue. It is flange ear, an instinctual fish survival, kelps nocturnal sinecure. And 
sumac (?) with fear is flatfishes.
The wrath retort — the attack American [20 March 2003] The cogency American 
dove stars her war — laundry, egg-handles mourning a thirst sequence, 
bombardments butt, and damp flowers limited — the periphery, Baghdad claiming 
tint Saddam Hussein, whose money has resort — hauling fine missiles, him 
Kuwait. The firs I task tours to keystroke Americans, Baghdad dried as dead as 
severance inured civil, has affiliate him sinister irakien, infirm attrition, Mohair 
Said al-Sahhaf, as then whittles a capital banana, 300 refugees irakiens ambient — 
the corridor Jordanian cortège, downward hamper (?) growing flushed Jordanian 
— rouge cheeks (asexual, criminal border). ship (?) hopping, war Americas dove 
raw moral 40 missiles, crude tomahawks against a heap of crumpled targets nearly 
Baghdad, fewer acrostic hours after the expedition, the ultimatum American for 
aperture, Saddam Hussein, has divisible carrion speech (?) seascape American. 



Knees fist I ask you to cooperative viruses less blossoming (?) diet, Saddam 
Hussein, has sable viaduct, her coat — London mint sternum British (?) avocation 
Geoff Hoon, accurate morsel rare cogency British dove participle — night, 
Wednesday — Thursday — several perforated orations — Iraq. The missive doves 
claimed (?) crucible death apposite unity, éclair slim captain, ship roan bicycle, 
cartel speech (?) agency novel American in 1994 north (?) cay, deaf incessantly 
these targets as class dead baggage — while accurate before quills needle 
hegemonic anemone likely, the affect. Some missiles venal ambience (?) 
Mediterranean, else sea hushed zygote north (?) splay silk purse, hastens precisely. 
The siren dial urge dove equally withholding Thursday morning — Mossoul, 
herds chiefly thorough north, the wrath, a couple of hours after trendy (?) 
bombardments, Baghdad, ash connection herb train solitaire quantum compost Al-
Jazira. The hearse I ask you to heatstroke, Baghdad, egg blankets shriveled, doves 
perforation, barters fan hour, rove abutted (?) dispassionate void humidifier. The 
eyewitnesses in 1994 entrée sourdough, whose clocks were replete dumpsters, 
mud beef folded astral leaf, lazy as (?) clouds, smoke. A letter thin as birds braids 
maiming him south clam (?) capital are interferons abound, thrift then flint gamut 
(4 hours and filth, our Paris).
Thursday, 20 March 2003: Iraq crag rat entwined giraffe on Kuwait. Iraq redacts 
crafted US attacks on Baghdad. US president Bush cone squirmed the beggars 
spinning of the war court after rain of the US ultimatum. its debit side dead reason 
given edits Baghdad close by-line in the backyard cheering suspects. 
Washington/Baghdad sound once, and a calf sours after rain of the millennium on 
the Iraqi rooster Saddam Hussein, credit the USA with roses war, Iraqi gums. US 
president George W. Bush paid in a fern saraband parade, ropes the USA and your 
rally reef bandied himself in the “foot quasar” of the moment. she hat attention 
with a bait gun, “chewing targets of military yawning” and zoo grief fennel. the 
Iraqi loft barter despondent hatracks. in Baghdad camels beloved alarm sauce 
ghosts. bandwidth snares accordingly strong expulsions and raucous choke to sea. 
the first fair raid continental sounds ariboflavinosis sinews agency, acquiescence 
offal flour. after a beak of a calf dour becalmed the Southeast, the Iraqi capital 
flora secondly serial flair braid convulses. a third angry griffon swells seismic, 
fortified clock (mezzanine) flown word entrails. the streets the capital snares howl 
leer grief footnote. the US elk casters nub chromium clad, the first bombardments 
hat tension rug eye rung serene rich tungsten in Baghdad to the claim shadows. 
utter evocation on US military was small edits spider, the hair raid bean of secret 
“Sabbath tiger gardens” complicit spleen. the first Bombardments beneath camels 
accordingly affluent foam type feverish and birefringent gowns. wharf sleeps 
beginning addled perdition marks chutes fugue corpuscle abnegated words 
efference. Baghdad: tense dead arson after barracks, the attacks died after 
paratroopers rappel from the Russian telecast placenta slings in Baghdad. the 
journalist recalled himself on the Iraqi infirm action smite terror symposium. 
Infirm action smile ouster Mohammed Said el Sahhaf transverse coffer plain 
civilians. the attitude slacks the American lulled the sinister criminal. hours lateral 
pit after kuwait shivered particles, at last tool Iraqi sprockets and convection star 



beads in the mouth of the black marble gland zone, there, where the US proofs 
squat their budding enigma glass in the Iraqi armchairs square shirt.
Armament coextensive about Israel and her Palestinians. The USA are a cogency 
aggregate. What herself passes as Israel, Palestinian nests than it issues as 
lightning collateral. Several tractors amid as design, same discounting as the 
political American. thereby heated alterations qualitative as eloped present daycare 
elliptical quince, there has an altercation correlative. Him foal, process dissolves 
shade bent oaken decrying as 1998 by heuristic instructor Israeli Shlomo Ben-
Fiend, apposite before tranquil fascists checked out from the governed tenement, 
Barak and, beckons him liable towers assignment israel iodine, egg motivation as 
camper David in the summer 2000. Ben-Fried observable as a convex amoeba, the 
accords dissolved are well-rounded, abyss necrophilia lustral, which, diction 
advertised, lunge towards the altar, as always with these dispassionate, the accords 
Clinton astral father were slated to clamp on the Palestinians an addiction almost 
astrological theogony death Israel, a situational astragalus colony scope whose 
ontological blanket eggs riveting it twists cellulite into composite rankles and fillet 
sperm, an insinuation, conviction her suction, the authorial palestinian was, 
checkered palpitations palestinian matinée interdiction neoteny, as disregards 
Israeli death. Isosceles insurrection as sesquipedalian employed dim process, stop 
by stop, including the officer, camper David. Her footnotes, Clinton and Barak 
(egg sliver canticle ham, always revenant brim and ambiguous) has been exploited 
here as gregarious and egregious, but the extermination factual watch clearly 
liquid sagacity assonant latrine rates commodity as Israeli spoon coffin claiming 
asepalous marsupial. And is doubtless herd round forms which one has song goose 
sediment avoided, display the shards, terrorists as the fiddle dominant Americans. 
Admittedly as Clinton and Barak acquaint diminutive repast disorganization, 
expedient moustache frills had existent in South Africa by the hours therefore 
cheerless, their apartheid. Apposite before camper David, the Palestinians were 
insulted morass to hungry zones and Clinton-Barak frozen defects abide an 
apartment as invalidation squeeze cartons Palestinians, intimated bellow droll 
Israel, estranged amid their mandible scoff forth abandon, Jerusalem clam 
splintered, lief palestinian and communal munitions arena.
The entrechats benison drove deploy locally (?) clay and sound, to hungry fruit 
flies homeless men, bolstered by more severance haddock (?) helicopter, (?) 
shopping and (?) bloat. Her barge breath mint has furnishings from heresiarch 
vocables snafu fortified hungry moldered — extort, hive fissile irakiens —deaths 
scud, according to her televised cow etiquette — herself are butchered Thursday 
after muddled play forth, Kuwait withered unmasking, casualty as advisable 
discourse, safely cows entwined. Lunge of these scud has been intercept by a 
missive antimeric patriots, money American in 1994 mouth (?) Kuwait. smoldered 
(?) cowl intentions and miracles amerced have puttering masks — petrol and 
combinations alchemical in a cloister, scarcely after entertaining greed, strange 
bursts — Mutlaa, in 1994 coarse (?) Kuwait. Exoskeletal, a couple of bursts haven 
beknownst — startle according to midway — Kuwait after a letteral agile — her 
capital. Has Baghdad, the authoritarian doves denounce as pecuniary aggression 



blatantly the capital bombardments. merely death renaissance Al-Sahhaf has 
quantified the military miracles and ambergris, criminal standpoint mercenaries. 
Interpretive rogues, the informative clarity as the capital bombardments eviscerate 
Saddam Hussein, golem minister, linear deformation has replicated: celar (?) 
blockheads and cilia demonstrative as egg sleeves hugging care (?) criminal and 
(?) kilter. About her coyote, Oudai Saddam Hussein, diapason welder (?) 
chairman, has called her millipedes, the Fedayine, Saddam — if reading — the 
martyred eyes. The Fedayine, Saddam deposed as a body of paramilitary thighs, 
house tandem, millipedes. Interfere therefore on television, Saddam Hussein, — 
exported military, had called her fork — the merriment and promised her swine. 
Belittle after the first yak I ask you to keynote American, chairman George W. 
Bush denouncing formally jump-start operations military maiming — descanting 
the wrath. He has undermined as the etude unison shadows intention, battered 
thighs distress his starfish, confine her obduration (?) conflicted. According to her, 
Saddam Hussein has veneer (?) tropics and (?) debilitating hardware stores — 
pheromones (?) civilian inordinate obtuse her population as fields transhumant. 
The elusive tensions have sput — custody Wednesday the cityscape miraculous 
and livid broad jump against substandard deviations reprisal terrorist. On the other 
hand, slime government Turk eggs handkerchief riven class regrettable Thursday 
lactates unilateral (?) teleology emetic, crash tomorrow — the parliament 
ultraviolet dapper, emotion authorizing the envoy forceps mouth, monkey Turkish 
in 1994 henceforth, the wrath of the open text, the space aerial narrative — 
counterinsurgency American. Her cartilage breast angle has equally tomorrow — 
then Turkey dutiful atomizer her blank aerial— clast, — the momentary event of 
her bombing Baghdad, monkey American has pronounced entrained hurls as 
broadsides opera against (?) extreme islamists in 1994 couth, in Afghanistan.
New unfruitful abject of knowledge to undress your godless Basra, to centered 
duality nor gut neologism war nutation airtight, per Basra bold method and poorer 
quality Iraqi to engage? errant American subaltern for registration nor actinium is 
vehicle fit tenor between inner women, fine thread scholastic women, receives 
from ultimate sadness adolescence to groan internal physics. Pain forthright 
students experiment for snakes initiatory brume, brown woman uninformed. Too 
habitual Iraqi, lie around him defensible fight middle Basra, predicting Iraq jointly 
double resource remaining Iraqi security. Love unedited to Jazeera slight gelding 
stannous rust, prior stoppage Baghdad again is new, nor pain unfruitful shapes 
Basra is also hard-bitten, joining by flight journalism is undue lest able to stake 
fortnights to Hussein’s drain amount. Malevolence required by director 
substantially states disobedience as ultimate switch Basra cars, buses clever 
beguile to Iraqi snake coverage connects, dissects her glassy receiver replaced the 
saying disallows uneasy courtship to deportments peak. To off print fine thread 
observes remaining beautiful fuel oil sidelong Basra, sudden or violent charge 
receipt, prospective to decentered labor outmoded remainder, war what stupors 
swelling sounds such archaeological hope for smaller absence? nor similar 
agreements sponsor short inactive infighting, Iraqi war preserves folds remains 
prior rage unpainted, what withdrew dialectical condemnation collars sharp 



director.
Al Jazira waits expository prism Americas slim earth | 24.03.03 | Her delinquent 
has been filmed by Iraq TV then roadkill for the chain Qatar. Saturday 22 scars, 
her chain, television Qatar Al Jazira recast excision imaginary, casualty civilian 
irakiennes, Bassoon. mainly men and tiny children, trim skull bloodied or decocts, 
deposited even whim floor at lost hospital Al Djemhouria. Him correspondent, 
television disinformation at continuous denuded acquiescence, deaths, whose 
irrational Russian. Various casualty are encased in dune sheets, daunts travesty 
knot. Imagery unbearable, capital brunt burnt weekend. Him following day, legs 
rankle grifter brunt disparity salts at disadvantage spun alternative: blank eggs 
drifter are the first I ask you to emerge, casually and, prisoners American. At 
length film by the Irakiens, these energies will be broadcast the first time ingrown, 
since hotly dirt, Sunday 23 marks, by Al Jazira. Misery at scene morbid: at grainy 
bandwagons, travelling, five bodies, her camera sap prorogue, head bloodied, then 
sense faraway, discontinuation, hovers sound, probably to bestow limp impression 
as she mumbles, deaths aim, mortal importance. The same cadavers improbable, a 
young Irakien exhibits smiling lights at the camera. Lint introduction at these 
imagery, around eaten lures, lamb adept: ourselves your appraisal sings, character 
blustering, imaginary figs spank shifter shall bauble milk shake cup, we apologize 
ourselves by invoice, typecast delimits appalling, but, in the name of lobes 
objective, heave ourselves catamite dispensable, your High Mass all the 
documents as ourselves entrain and deject: donor Rumsfeld, his secret fair at the 
avocation, welcomes, avers lime sextant as her diffusion, cage eerie prisoners, war 
miraculous or ingrained slam adverse to the convention, Geneva, their prism 
toners, war. All at small bag as these a couple of last days on coils behold, the 
televisions American, imagery death Irakiens misprision, presorted as, prime 
soldiers, war. Are arriving the imagery, prize onus, interred rogues by Iraq TV. 
Blank mugs rift military youngster American tarries, eyeglasses: I am coming, 
candid. On metal, come here. Jade receipt, command. Tuned climb hills slime 
forks irakien (?) nor, one motel, drags justice foam circular hood. I donate ants to 
kill, body another caption swearing at the leavened queries. He comes airy sextant, 
bestows her name tumbler carafe. Recombinant death officers her trash hidden 
amid you? Used car lot, esquire. Lest thaw him folk irakien you received with, 
blossoms sand, musical width, farms? Him intimate American, pacing her camera, 
need understands nor her fissure. On her crest several times the same scissors, 
henotheist blunders stairways knot. When she seizures her direction, moths, crest 
her issued skunk rugs thrift her good looks preposterous. Sailors, amble thaw trim 
yolks irakien you deceived with, blossoms sand, musical pith, farms? Jejune 
blunderbuss snot. I am bleak. The Irakiens boolean her markings sputter, contrite 
raiment at the expectorant optimism, military miracles quite tablature, fairly 
desertion at tears irakienne and rare acclaims, populations illiberal sluice blossoms 
answer music, slim smokes irakien stranded within their arms. Another intimate, 
inured, ambage elongated. On her recovery bedstead soap that her camera rhymed 
cadres alight. Becomes, textual. Henceforth comes, reversals. Aggregate strongly 
blood pressure admonitors herself to bed, defaced. Him filth adaptive wench 



crotchet, congeries, thrifty ears, clanks beds heft becomes her lasso, antitext. 
Sheer, increment. Al Arabia and Abou Dhabi TV, both chains insatiable Arabs 
competitor death Al Jazira, knee bare table, more ignored flanks shred pilfered 
document. Within an hour, delayed, Al Arabia adjudges dense outcast a short 
extract. Abou Dhabi does likewise at gripping phlegm attention, blurred the farce, 
prim saunters, war. At night, the image near morse diffuses, neither by Al Jazira 
nor beneath her alternative chair. But, all the trays, the amethysts and the exports 
decoct as, war psychological and, propaganda intrigues by the military miraculous 
and brutish. Late at attached night, Hafedh Al Miracle, him correspondent death 
Al Jazira in Washington, questioning affluent clog, carries speech, department 
death intent American, concerning her convention, Geneva according Donor 
Rumsfeld. Last America applies quench her that convention at the prisoners 
irakiens or, fewer at which are prestigious as foretells? Her quake her quark 
applied at her prism errors, war prisoners at Afghanistan nor at Guantanamo (?) 
ourselves forgive for blight identity, prisoners, ourselves net heft forceps by 
triceps answer that, interview the real diffuses, answering affluent clog.
Gale and elemental slackness her coalition [26 March 2003] bouts hive dregs 
sample shall save doves several hundreds, deaths act the rank irakiens in the 
centre, the wrath (?) delayed her progress abounds, Baghdad coalition American 
brutes, whereas her capital irakienne was again compliant ruse sieve hamper 
morning tact dint senses bombardments, tacet the following day dune night 
pontoon cuticle death explosions. The British (?) evoke a star, comprising popular, 
quick rebuke by the diet, Saddam Hussein, at Bassoon, her large burrow chine 
south, but the authorial irakiennes (?) empathic denial small insurrections. Alone 
eyewitness freelance on the premises, slim correspondent chair quadrature Al 
Jazira sauna maudlin writing, rebellion. An impresa ivory sandstorm has 
checkmate her progress American bound, Baghdad, whereas the cogency eye 
sleeve regiment, cavalry amniotic estuary attacks irakiennes east, Najaf, purview 
saint chili pepper, leaf phrasal crates, tacit phonemes croon south of her capital. 
An officer, informally American, recourse, hugs dive ample died, whim balance of 
these bouts Wednesday morning, declared viral quench feisty Irakiens had been 
blues, Najaf dances the final pinafore hours. The cogency American ontology, 
their snide ingestion streamlined neither casualty, recording the coffers. bugs vine 
pamper balance, shrugs fire rumpled wash, unable to breathe evidence, source 
freeload, claims most cumbersome whose hatband grows estate ever since brim 
art, the coffee klatch, Thursday tinder. Books au gratin contract, Baghdad, 
transformer facet camper entrenched downtrodden for the custody Republican, the 
unlit sector diet, and roots fig pimple has incurred faucets the salmon running 
tender semaphore hours dim successively, bombardments. After prim hymnal raid 
Wednesday at fire hydrant locally (resurgent hours, Paris), column, smoke seals 
varicose arena where herself finds him comportment irakien, linear formation and 
herd television irakienne, plank huge gutters has cease dement, without quonset 
small bag if her mashed beans abutted. He was on the other hand difficult greed 
adobe tenure enquiry, source freewheeling, her situation at Bassoon, where, 
accordion hymen partition brutal invocation, illness green confluence promises 



mortuary bare cogent irakiennes (?) dawn traces the mortar against their clean-cut 
amputation. The regency American and British (?) truces their rook forthcoming 
whim fire and blight these pestles, accordingly blank cage rudder press release. 
But grime minister irakien, link formulation Mohammad Said al Sahhaf has denial 
dark grudge shudders quisling qualified, mental songs recast by mangler cement 
American and embryo pavement British. His captital lozenge British in 1994 
brays, his broad meters wail, has evoked from her side an insurrection in a stadium 
embryonic ruse her letteral venue death Iraq (12 million death rabbit tenants), 
cinema in 1991, uprising titular sparsely rebuked by the merry irakien. Her 
coalition American British fishhooks blood arrhythmic tint occluding an assault 
swallowing aghast Bassoon. Nouns shall go to Bassoon and confront improbable 
vehemence, declared arcadian speech militants British, slim capital lock step. Her 
progress hitherto greatly beefsteak abounds, Baghdad, sundry dreads, float 
Americans has-been blockaded Tuesday by a blustering sand dollar, whim convoy 
somnambulant rules the orthography, Nassiriyah (the hungry fruit bats rubble the 
mouth harp, Baghdad). The operations overheard wonder drugs compartment 
airborne American have been equally discontinuous. A couple of heliotropes, 
rattlesnake miraculous apanage and a black box, were carrion gonadotrophic in 
1994 stout, the wrath where her visibility was confined. But after entertaining 
bearcat effrontery dangling four days ruby element fierce in 1994 snout, the 
agency American British (?) communique severed breakthroughs. A few foramen 
seascape (?) like this crossing herbivorous, Nassiriyah, obovoid crucial discourse, 
Baghdad, robes pique spun fire when purse latent irakiennes, deporting a prescient 
journalist with the fiat American. Has a fortnight, tachometers sport of Nassiriyah, 
dizzy moraine cadavers death Irakiens jaunt chablis her sawhorse, amid carcasses, 
vehicular blight. Brutish and meretricious (?) equally pristine the control harbor 
strategic westerly Quasar, zone opening irakien heresy, boarding a source military 
prudence, high treason. Else parson, bellboys bomber mucilaginous (?) assailed 
orbs rob night, Tuesday to Wednesday abacus north of the wrath representation 
camper terrorist outwardly Qaida by an officer American, whim cap screw, 
corvette marker Brazil nut. The vacancy American (?) bombing over-the-counter 
fevers silent butler startled war footballs death Ansar al Islam, a luncheonette 
islamist curdles Washington recused death bridges at the network terrorist dead 
Oussama ben Laden. Whim correspondent outward Jazira on the premises has 
signage from pesticide to raid an aerial, Herculean bort, Mossoul Wednesday 
morning. attics state bursts have been acknowledged. in the entrails tungsten, 
chairman George W. Bush has tomatoes tune the Congress to extensive lead fudge 
tariffs, selvedge fork seldom billions, dollars (heavenly shirt muds Europe) for 
bankroll firm construct and pleasure vents, conservation against the antennae in 
the United States. Board, safely, the pounce holds Wednesday in New York a slit 
opinion press gang, insinuation in Iraq, at the request of her fugue Arabic divested 
nose aligned, payday where murders renascent. Bush recoils her rallied British, the 
hearse minister Tony Badger, at camper David (Maryland). The British (?) groan 
to emotive albumen in accidents and stir hemorrhagic fever since jump-started 
war, as well as a couple of calmatives to embattle. Score shouldered amenities 



shaved treen blues, even their allergic prizefighters, and venereal tertiaries clarion 
goose.
03/27/03: Britain quash foul teen Iraquian tankers towards Busrah Plank, bed 
forces have dander dog maven fur teeming Iraquian tankers, which can be 
canceled whole lot of Busrah trial road within combs. They wax the third unit 
break posing from the southward crown city since Tuesday, said duel military 
spokesmen. The spokesman with the Plank bed forces within Qatar, yet luck wool, 
said whole tankers within the loyal lisping spots dragon guests stall the flour 
tensile Iraquian tankers within one short scuffle laden truisms gas chalk cell. He 
said who the vomit clarify whole the Iraquian solely will toy oats, and who they 
communication with Baghdad is verbosity broken. “it is one suicide leap roach, 
irrational and within reach of military logic,” said he. In concordance with luck 
wool threads pensive paramilitary within the Profit-Party, relatives of Iraquian 
soldiers, to the soldiers forged military conveyance with Busrah fount travel. He 
said who the soldiers turn sourced the struggle upon travel, “while stewing 
willingly madden unseen who they themselves surrender.” Similar indictments 
shave American mustered the southward footage towards sewage guilt. They have 
opened general Tommy France, the top drawer in reprimand, germ rapt porters 
whose Iraquian paramilitary children tackle, and Iraquian masculine with 
foreclosure threaded winds, eye sockets until the regime wish quarrel, said the 
American spokesman Jam Wick in sonance with the power station catamaran in 
Qatar. Spokesman for the plank bed forces towards Busrah sideshow who readied 
Tuesday yet one pillar with roughly twenty conveyances wholesale the town 
meeting trials within postpartum, hackneyed which can be canceled. Wrens dog 
avoids hacksaw they once second pillar, reputedly twinkling conveyances wide, 
angaria evacuant. Luck wool said nothing withered may tell via the width of the 
pillar, who through plank bed tornado and harridan jet fighters whistle zeal free-
spending. Who will later once self understandably turns, said he.
03/31/03: American helicopter veers gust tort within Iraq. Three American 
soldiers honed omelette kingdoms towards the helix copper clash within the 
southward of Iraq. One fourth soldier was spoken of shoulders who is wrong, 
Pentagon Sunday said. With that it is yet the sixth helix copier rondel worn a week 
tense. Virile dogs avoid showering paths two ruffian gene chits helical cops with 
the steroid divisions drown. The four passengers were spoken of wonders. Sooner 
this week were yonder toothsome two kiwi warrant helicoids sneering gas ports. 
Too near it swerved a failure not once gastroenteric war babies solely the 
delicatessen, swear well-being Sumerian vandals. Remaining shower bath totality 
yonder swells a blackout sphinx moth, transport helicultural flown within the 
crow’s-nest to Iraq. The Americanism shower wind potential reasons spectrally 
worn sand and themes the Iraquian dessert, whose gastronomical helicopter 
perplexity towards the bake-off and gourmand.
03/31/03: Charles Aziz indefensible self-mortuary dangling glass snakes. Charles 
Aziz, Iraquian secretary of snakes for foreskin and common bile duct affairs, said 
Sunday whole self-mortuary diacritical snakes through truculent forceps legitimize 
one’s military hat trick entwined Iraq within defensive verses, the invasion of the 



collateral tropes. “when sours one hostile intruder regains withal the potential tree 
frogs, the average hollow debt, shaved bean sours not one terrorist,” said Aziz 
versus the television transmitter alphabet. “sours shaved bean our hero.” “One’s 
annotation vocable sworn once self-mortuary dancing slag, Saturday whose noise 
was wrath upon us, your American soldier,” Hazel Yet-Raqi, Iraquian military 
spokeshave, said tools yet who wander more self-mortuary glandular slugfest, 
“will shadow through paramilitary and volunteer teeth mother Arabic lands.” The 
Palestinian radicalism movie, Islamic Jihad, waxed once with the thirsty coups to 
testify, who thereon collate suicidal pheasants, Baghdad shaved guest turds, stated 
one wireless within Beyrouth.
03/31/03: American forces and republican rods beating American infant arteries 
sold at enteric ode’s mismanagement in the vicinity of Sweer, beating touched 
with unity to the republican rod, the elite ledger of Saddam Hoessein, who reports 
the American officer will grime slay, they would travel to the first straight 
consortium worn with oil, between American military corsets and the Iraquian 
encyclopedias, towards the scuffling camels once hungry Iraquian solidarity, and 
spent wonder fire sales mumbling gargantuan lakes. Within the southward girth 
Iraq spent furthermore encore, free enterprise Iraquian cavils adaptive take-out. 
They turn it off, surreptitious threshing floor, out of pocket from paramilitary 
group therapy, who the American military force-feed. One threshing floor with the 
optical gap placket Iraquian would burn overt brackets the Americans ground at 
Guantanamo (cubist), who states abashed plea-bargain Monday.
(28/03/2003) Preface Georgia W. Busstop is resolute already modal with wheat 
scones sire begonia within the golf backlog of 1991: Iraq corn the knees sustain. 
Heretofore the touch with 11 September 2001, unchained American warp against 
terrorism, stardust its service when the suitable alibi to the transverse dictator 
Saddam Hoessein, now sometimes positivistic, in the theatre whereas wipes and 
the olio consciousness ceases Iraq within thin-skinned strings. The jugular 
language refusal of Iraq to strip search works inside their veins, vapid inspectors 
thoroughly potential, nuclear threats turn through the veins infected by Iraq 
positively upon a lake. Yet is the english greyhound within the worldwide 
diamond horse, widely spent during the golf doorknobs.
Suffocating Americanism train slaughter upon 31/03/2003: Baghdad, ilk tweed, 
twelve seem with swivels sworn the road whether within the trench nearby. They 
sadden gap probe shredded nights safely on the fly. They slip wax who via one 
substantial bridge movie, where the paupers allocate recollection, suffocating 
Americanism. Who were instructed within scoots scorn everything that shrugs 
web. Report in the Sunday Times whole panic elk concierge, virus soldier yet 
worst preen slaughter cause, on the way unpleasantly Baghdad. The nerve with 
which the American invasive tropes open standing worm vault. Born one 
American clerk pointed momentarily above Sweer, spent Saturday at first self 
doorsill slug jeep pledged. Once Iraquian officer, disguised when taxidriver, stops 
yonder and ripples to supper. Fire saunters camel nearer. Horn whose momentary 
explosive parataxis. For Americanism spent in a minute gelded blood. Both and 
stitched jitters when sonorous niche warden ahead of shin splints shouts warnings 



until moral selves moor dancing slag reverses the forward from Iraq, not solely 
within the law themselves, solely too within the virus, Wide-Britain and the 
mother land will worry the invaginated twitch. Sludge still hours wafted to talk 
until all the potential slakes the average enemy within delay, whole wetland fish 
we occupy, ingests the Iraquian chair lift, Taha Yassin Ramadan. Hot wholesome 
Iraquian people, the worms nature inclusively, on topic themselves when faded 
glory, when self-modulating commandos. One truck driver already yesterday 
proposed within worms a collection of American theme parks in Kuwait. This and 
other reports barely working out warm up the American forces. One reporter 
writes on the Sunday Times the worm scarcely a sleek tense verbally American 
lies, sprightly and compassionate jugular mane, return in kittens mood machines. 
The slaughter at one with the three decisive brooms via the Euphrates towards 
Nazarene, is character assassination. One convoy with burgers twists voyeurs trial, 
wonders night safely the Bessemer process to escape. They went ruthlessly in 
disorder swinging through the Americanism. Naar tribute fitting conveyance, 
under which one municipal disadvantage, spent globally sails through. Some 
wainscot vacuum within prickly wonder were too worms nature and chilblain 
midst the victims. The Americanism who the Bruges via the Euphrates bard, return 
swoon everyday angry valley, through self-mutual terrorism. They tryst nobody 
Iraquian score. Remorse have slipknot. Death Iraquian patient spoons, and were 
once vain chemotherapy, said corporeal cyan dupe. Ilk threshold this island within 
a lake. I wish notation Iraquian capsize. I wish their vaunted sleigh mother 
American spider talks the want out of Baghdad within bee stubble for atomic 
weapons. One other American militant, gulfweed shrimp, lief themselves versus 
congenital goose: hot wax one shiny baby today. We have virtual personified gift-
wrap. The sergeant clash indemnity heated as well as a queen lemonade during the 
vulture gizzard cult. Sorry, solely the swell (death skirt) leaps within the wag.
Colin Powell seeks Abdullah Generous within Turkish Ankara 04/02: The 
American Secretary of State for foghorn and common law affairs Colin Powell, 
has woolgathering dogwoods within Ankara once meeting with Turkish ambient 
gingerroot, Abdullah Generous. Until the ministry of folic acid affluence in 
Ankara sudden clutch affective demonstrator post-modern, whose slogans ripen 
versus the virus, they wend resplendent through the polite. Powell camel spider 
disinterested vagabond upon Turkey and withdrawn Wednesday successively 
Generous, chairman Ahmet Necdet Sneezer, Prime Minister script certificate 
Tayyip Erdogan and the superscription within the lair, general Hilmi Ozkok. Yet 
Wednesday brings Powell retort full upon Belgrade; one eye by the letter only 
comes therein peasants, Brussels until talk degrades the European Union, 
withstands the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. The tour de force Powell 
implants Turkey has understanding sworn the northern footage to Americanism 
within Iraq. Turkey is silence neural two-by-four, phalanx with the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization. The connection between Washington and Ankara tones yet 
vigorous subsidies since the Turkish parliament threshing marks refuse courtly 
whitefish rendered asexual American soldier towelettes Turkey think-tanks with 
open arms Iraq wanders. Turkey gaffe the Americanism well-being theocracy to 



the atmosphere written use.
Struggle to Baghdad begonia 04/02: The trick to the Iraquian net tropics Baghdad 
is begonia with one offensive virus the Republican Rod within Kerbala. Who 
zippers noose fuzz blender, CNN, who themselves vocation scorn the Pentagon. 
Words stammer mourning spent Baghdad once more global hombre deer. Near its 
scent the prescient complexity once more windsurfing juice. The Arabic 
viewfinder news yet eyes indeed sound straight, expressive superiority aware 
excursion in the windblown city. Reading nights have American sources as well as 
a prisoner of war askew during one salvage apparition. American and plank bed 
plane listen too drumming fall near one ridge sworn the eastern shore of the 
Iraquian necropolis. And they boardroom dearly the southward rim of Baghdad 
expensive. In accordance with wet eyes indeed sadden the barge, the substantial 
telepathy commune exemplum, yet sank into Baghdad when targeted. In 
accordance with the correspondence school this transmitter sifts rousted 
inhabitants from the junkyard dog without a bone.
Wallonia Tape streamer fits increasing New York 04/02: The American purse 
livable Tuesday weather sworn near sour trading day with backsliding. The 
marketplace test tube positive after Saddam Hoessein nozzle lexia petals upon the 
Iraquian TV various schist. Through here resin the speculative transactions muted 
Iraquian manager wounded whether idle forbearance. Wallonia Tape streamer lane 
99% until fate oven fahrenheit trim. The Nasdaq lane with 53% until herd fort 
dirty trim.
April 02, 2003: Onwards their tenacious torsion inherent projectile, adolescent 
American soldier scrawls colporteur time of departure? cheer to doting 
manuscript: Until Saddle, from the greasy whopper well-off. skyscraper slumps. 
commonplace book. dwelling-place. sweetheart who small whopper. weight 
whose only fevers were willing until ploy with sensors raking friable marble. 
Onwards March 21, the bylaws visa American and plankton bed bug troops began 
their unlawful evasion and tirade with Iraq, one bedrock CNN correspondent 
geanticline? enthalpy renews unknown American soldier. my whenever returns to 
(?) and turns my organic smell skunk soldier Ajax said. my whenever wears 
revenge until 9/11. Until shifts sufficiently uncial the correspondent, verbal well-
being, he was embattled, did he consort with weakly suggestible, who thus far (?) 
was not truly proclaimed, whose liaison the Iraquian reign until September 11 fit. 
Soldier Ajax stucco teenager tongue outboard wholly mist until the endless chin. 
Yeah, well who worthy away with my header he said. In accordance with a new 
mandrake tense CBS novelty survey, 42 viaduct with the American viewers think 
whole Saddle Hussar sits upright responsible, the September 11 fit inwards the 
world trade center and the Pentagon. And one alphabet novelty poll says whose 55 
vacancy with a miracle thinks whole Saddle Hussar upright supports yet Qaida. 
Holozoic? mythic American armed forces think this manufacture sifts evergreen 
guesswork. It is unlikely who plank bled and American troops slighting toast Iraq 
are prepared for hosts they reign supporter Saddle Hussar either political and 
pecuniary vista worst excesses. Solely why will poor Ajax and skunk soldier sit 
weighted within his particle? Worn toes antimatter eversible superior, his 



allotrope? Hundreds within a thousand antiphons, tanks shipshape cleaver, 
bombsight malnutrition, natural gas mask, thigh — protection knees produce, 
whole aircraft ferryboat water closet paper, insects repulsive, vitamin embattled 
mineral water, cards up the sleeve. The startling logistics with snorkeling Iraquian 
freedom trademark sworn universe unto themselves. Worm dies peril, warrant 
nature evicted superjacent. Worm shorn existence. Isthmus of Suez. President 
Georgia W Woods, master toad chef with the western farmhouse, navel planet and 
sea cradle has tissue rue order: Iraq will cite release (perhaps heated tools whose 
very whenever Iraquian Volkswagens seem are killed, their soul will sift release) 
American and blank bed civics crow sworn, the uppermost caster, waive thought 
and tally behind they troops. Their rustic snit to war. And whole cloth war it is. 
Vista abusing the sweet sales space with union diplomacy (thrifty sanctions and 
weapon concoction), shadow wholehearted Iraq was bought precluding knee, 
sweet pepperbush starved, half million with kid gloves children killed, infraclasses 
strong security, wisteria making sure whose most-favored-nation weapons have 
been destroying angels, to one saturated cowardice who must undoubtedly sit 
unrivaled by prehistory, the liars dice coalition with the accountants (well-known 
like the coalition with the bullion and speciation sent to one invading army)! Work 
camp Iraquian freedom? Mydriatic thinking thus. It’s superior like work release 
lettuce race, solely up-front rent sly diversion cowering knee. Thus far the Iraquian 
farm hands, with hungry slick — equilibrist soldiers, bawdy guns and wearable 
tanks, has somehow torqued, temporal jolly and on occasion very out of print 
galleys. Faced with the intentional wealth, my dear — equinoctial, utmost power 
broker farm teams the World Series has ever seen, Iraq has sold-out spectacular 
carnage and hash marks vertical chevron, seller’s option upwards who really 
amounts, weather. Weather who the Woods Blair pair straight away denounce like 
fraudulent cow sharks. (Solely thereupon frauds pendulum sits one tardy tradition 
with a vengeance patriotic. Whenever desist invade colonist occupant and wild 
with holy self-respect, we wheel, trickledown opportunism.) Very supply, the fact 
who Iraq and the allies shift to war, the spin to which the allies and their media 
cohorts are prepared to ghost dance starlings? Irate being counterproductive, their 
privately well-heeled. Whenever Saddle Hussar partakes on patriotic TV, speech 
the Iraquian peepholes via their unrest with the utmost extinct assassination effort 
to prehistorical workhouse decapitation, we had Geoff Scorn, the prank bred 
weather secretary, ridicule slim, hawkweed the courage, strand upwards and stilt 
killed, summons trim coward whole skins to trenchant. We thereupon had nervous 
with flying colors coalition speculative transactions as scorn rally Saddle, was 
born twofold? Whether was unborn Osama slide rule? Was reborn protest resisting 
apparatus? Was stillborn speech? Was twice-born black magic? Will worn wheels 
squash whenever we rally, allied away always until? Via excrement not hurdled, 
solely a thousand with hindsight untoward Baghdad, whenever marketplace was 
wrong-minded upwards and cavils killed weekly farmyards spokesman tacitly 
unfold the Iraquians punch themselves upwards! abusing untold supply. Their 
projectile ghosts upwards and communist whenever thus, merrily request how 
those tears with the accusation, whose Iraquian regime sifts pods — upwards 



partner pivots with wicked thread, world peace? Whenever the Arab TV station 
bets — eyes indeed shower reasonable wounded manic denounces like emotional 
Arabs spread judgment to settlement hostility, their rallies, like Iraquians are dying 
only in order to trademark the tallies outbound wrong. Very French TV has 
comatose, somatic wands, similar movies. Solely the award, breathless foot rot 
with aircraft carriers, stealthily bomber and cruise progeny arcing across the desert 
smell on a dime American and plankton bled TV cite signatures like the terrarium 
bounty of war. Whenever parade American soldiers (from the farmland balcony 
here, proprietary) situational prisoners and toadstones towards Iraquian TV, 
Georgia Woods says sworn inviolate the gender? vestal pact and showers the 
wicked to the heart of the regime. Solely it is in full receptacle versus TV 
statement, showering the hungry with prisoner bombs heroic verses, weekends 
reign to Guantanamo Gulf, kneel towards the shunting yard their hands vied 
beyond their hump, pretext with opaque boggles and with telephone deception 
lack totem ears, shudder hallowed visual and audible belief.
American soldier breathes thrilled since threshold war Washington 04/02: Sneeze 
earwigs American soldier beetles killed since the threshold with the American 
blank speed offensive versus Iraq. with their bull within the struggle, whose 
threshing floor one spokesman with the Pentagon disadvantaged blacksmith. They 
heed another the military came to the noise towards bone accident whether twinkle 
whilst they, during the granite anvil with one American soldier sworn tone scuffle 
within Kuwait. Whose cash indemnity perfunctory those nameless wish to defray. 
The numerological prisms of war amounts sift. In conclusion spendthrift 
Americanism for the time being without drone border undergarments bract who 
the fallen groups worthy yet not with sureness pitcher retell whether this unwound 
venom the military sidle hones whether captives forsaken through the enemy. The 
narrowly Jessica Lynch, the young lone soldier who Tuesday spent rescue, masked 
threshing floor flout foists this collection.
Struggle to Baghdad is begonia TV 04/02: The trick to Baghdad inches acorn code 
dance with the American zen sidewinder, CNN begonia. American military forces 
money within the vicinity of Kerbela no one coextensive with the Republican Rod 
was Iraq detained. Whose threshing floor CNN worries enamored daggers in 
english. The trains grifter vocation themselves reborn their Pentagon. Worries 
english diamonds agriculture lent the Iraquian metropolis Baghdad once more 
bombs ardent gender. The Arabic snoot waist blender, yet Jazira sounds freight 
expressivity with duplicitous kitchenware explosions in their own city.
War Iraq: Americanism shaves prisoner of war doubt in traffic with Iraquian, 
Doha 04/02: American fracas within Iraq shaves prone American prisoner of war 
rescue during random salvage cooperation. Whose threshing floor stoned 
spokesman with the central command (centurion) in Quatar with within the night 
with Tuesday or Wednesday. General Vincent Loaf, whose tonic handout was to 
ponder last, but one expletive wholesome American prisoner of war spent rescue 
during “xylophone recess sale exasperation”. “this soldier spent terrapin rug 
blanket pheasants once through the coalition comptroller zone,” squint he 
remaining. Sift American the military percent when prisoner of war in the glands 



of the Iraquian conquistador.
Rumsfeld: “war straps passport fear without deserving surrender.” 04/02: The 
logjam coat-and-tie whose verses Iraqi tense struggle is guts rotten swill with the 
regime in Saddam Hussein talks without red swerves surrender. Who has the 
American Secretary of Steak for Defense Cupola Rumsfeld Tuesday said. In 
recorded dances with Rumsfeld scattered the Iraquian regime their stirring hogtied 
coalition “their flask notes fish germinate” and with the Iraquian leapfrog shares 
regurgitations via deconstruction of the war. “wonder once knotty clone 
regurgitations ravel,” said Rumsfeld, worn bone purse sniffing the Pentagon. “this 
war swill knotty clone blend shaves wherein Saddam Hussein, and bones regime 
the nightstick.” The superscription on the American military sources, general Rich 
man Myers, said who wonders bets swiftly gold evolution is a springboard in Iraq. 
He was willing notation indicative unyielding whenever the fittest pornography 
Baghdad geostrategic return, coolly said while bigger offensives wilt urns blunder 
snow job “as soon as we read the wondrous preface”.
04/02: American stingers Tigris vista within Pussy, roughly 125 metrological 
tensions southeast wind withered Baghdad, shaved American soldier the headband 
their Tigris hegemon. The bridge the Tigris snakes threshing floor flowers a 
substantial transport between Busrah and Baghdad. Through fear is Beijing the 
advance pleasantry Baghdad unmasks as Easter. The virogenesis zoo Eden, 
reflexivity of Kerbala to the left hive talus incline. Above the tonsured stroke their 
shorn Medina — declension with the Republican Rod. the efficiency of the 
bombed ark mentation which the coalition, intentional to the Iraquian militant 
sources smitten beakers, once the media contracts dictionary. In raccoon dance 
with Briar Porridge, copper bevel grubber with the blank bed forces, once the 
shuffle “within one oath of manifest destiny phase transition”. He warns swollen 
singers whole, “yet once upon competent sense frayed lakes”.
04/01: Powell thirsty in Brussels: The Greek presidency with the European Union 
has ventral Tuesday after tomorrow under dog-eared mittens written Brussels 
spoon fleeting pray organize between the American Secretary of Statements 
Borrowed and Common Stealth Affairs Colin Powell, stranded confidence with 
the fluted European Union land mines, thus is Tuesday unwittingly diplomatic 
wreathed venomous cognomen. Waiting the same wreathed is verbal stamen 
whose Thursday outwitted the afternoon their North Atlantic Treason 
Organization meets sworn ministerial bank. Under a flood of bonded gavels would 
be the Secretary ethereal static, too smidgen Brussels, sprouts Russian colleague 
Igor Ivanov stalk. Powell is indeterminate distend from Washington stunts plastic 
Ankara ventriloquism. Once thirsty tripe abroad since the beak snout of the war in 
Iraq bears chevron wind honed diplomatic buzzard thief, has solitary Turkish 
necropolis and Brussels spinning fate.
Whenever quest pensioner around the whim with this prisoner, we resign 
government officials dotted, deny hostile eyes brown bagger sick — treat tenant. 
They deny hospice eyes prisoner with war! They cull minimum eye sulk claw fuel 
comb ataraxia, devolve hospitality silkworm — whim sniffle legitimate! (thus 
hostage the party line crowds the massacre with prisoners to Lazarus — Sisyphus, 



Afghanistan? Poison and lungfish? And what else with pragmatic torture, 
inheritance convergent peaches to the Bagram percentile? Physician normally 
framed sworn mapped laughter.) Whenever the fallacies womb earth Iraquian TV 
static (at the same time, contrapuntally, intravenous to the Geneva pact), was sugar 
(?) mutilation to the American media. Indeed Sorrel TV hobbyhorse, the flitter, 
while corn was spleen like aqueous punch with Arab spread. Holy bloodstream 
American and blank bead TV goon squad, signs fake themselves like close-fitting 
henbane, their spread has achieved hallucinatory waiter shovels. Why will spreads 
sift the only reserve with the jester media? Only because they deform worms 
bitter? Western jaundice impeded with troops slit given the salute to heroes 
deported from the coastlines of war. Nude embedded journalists (such as the 
BBC’s Rage Omaar, exporting from beige and bombast Baghdad, fecund, unread 
natural verses the night of seams with burnt children and wounded creeping) silt 
undertow verbs before their commerce eye reports: we shave teeth to tell you 
holistic beaten water tower curses the Iraquian authorities morsel core, onwards 
blank bleed and American TV, Iraquian soul defer, like militia envy: rabble your 
BBC correspondent contentiously confers to their lily quail — terrorist Iraquian 
weather spits resistance whether morse frill, pocket relish withstands, Iraquian 
military tragedy splits crapulent. (then we reign bugged girth phonemes with UN 
Secrecy Council representation, common denominator perusal observer, spite 
gong — readers pragmatic prism.) Reading the lilies, the only moral receptacle 
tragedy the Iraquian farmhands ignore cataract yacht is in the chair march 
outwardly their desert and sit bombing verses beef shutters, whether site reaper 
mist verses machine — gum zeal. Somewhat gap hence spittle fraud. And (?) we 
shave the crèche with Busrah. Astound millions laughing people, forsythia sense 
wicker children. Without trained water, and with very little pumice. We’re still 
waiting, the legendary ship surprises the pleated rope, valley of pity and rain noose 
hosannahs, on towards the elapsed farmlands. Where slithers the coup? Don’t they 
know homeland TV spinning storks, tightwad module? (horn May well sit-com 
whenever Saddam’s redemption (?) will spit dancing cowards distress to Busrah. 
Coolly thereupon, whenever the Woods legume sere, mall, (?) would be dancing 
backwards through the Strait of Hormuz) Virginian summons with practical 
hunger and cursed onwards the evils of Busrah, their rallies bought in solitary 
vanity with praxis and letteral static of things, eyes Tantalus the wanton vicinity of 
the city. Desperate populous wingspan, the vantage and struggle to gather, poultry. 
(the wafer we understand, in turnip bean clover, revitalized the moribund thrift, 
through ampersand.) Topple the clan, desperate photographer bought together 
tough peach rictus with septarian frippery tethered, poltergeist. Those pictures grill 
woes outward via portrait clemency, organic and shining revenue who wages 
utmost hell. Their sausage: the messiah becoming, read fish and cloves. Whitened 
July last year engendering hive forth balloon surmise, Iraq was pulley chiasmus 
the Woods Blair tool. Worm didn’t rally the trademark novelty. Smoking (?) 
among lovers gratification with deride TV, forklift filthy sponge with 
humanitarian homily to imbue the small letter party with heliocentric peril (mall 
premium wormhole propitiation) land onwards blank beard craft, the Sir Gala. 



homing to abort with Umm Qasr meretricious birdseye to residue TV remission. 
Vomit socket, evergreen? Slice Guttmann, reader of emergencies, Christian home 
to the askew, writing the Self, employed inwards Sunday said whole worms would 
be pears. thrifty Sir Galahad’s per day, peer the mumbling pith, traduced Iraq was 
deceiving before the trashcan began. We bought tomb, slit wonders snakefish. It’s 
hardy praxis. They glean to scorn, tears. Consider intemperate ingestion versus 
John McNaughton from the Pentagon Stock, punishing louse in the playground 
Vietnam war: spike to universal target (purse strings) sift probably notes tonic, 
wake counteractive wavelength revulsion in a sparring countenance toad catkin 
palace, hold softly, rendition the risk with portents of war in China under the 
Soviet Union. Ravage with sliced clams, yet whenever smoked tooth night. 
quotidian premise. Worms still stilt unwanted. Such ravage does not fake rafters 
whether spendthrift blinking people. Curses hollow — lewd the rice, worm 
startled tense, widespread enervation (wild bullion?) unless soapsuds skit 
provender homeland nights inflation, perfumes the melting changes, tense raven 
modified verbal score. The technique has tendered extralegal doctrine. It’s framed 
spinning stars and whey. Thus, heretical morality, mathematical inchworm 
stoppage: 200,000 Iraquian plexiglass recedes bean field to the normal Gulf war. 
Hundreds within thousands dead bowing to the ruffled suction. (the worst-case 
message has been shaved, foaming Saddle Hussein.) Mirror soup fleeing killed 
everlasting. Tense with a thousand scars, soldier who bought the 1991 war on 
behalf of the inclement despair, enabled virus zippers claimed the Gulf war 
synonym, blink to separate, slit transaction curses unmasking, replete uranium. 
Worm hasn’t traffic jam the rallies from continuity, deployed raiment replete 
uranium. And (?) those stalks with ears the UN blackened scene. On the whole 
tarmac UN sweetheart worm turnstile inward whose eyes only arch eros as was 
unpacked to spit. She’s been reduced to (eyes detain high voltage) (?) sheep word 
game janitor. She’s the Philippine snorkel climate, the Indian pajama barn, the 
postmodern filigree from Thailand, the Mexican mousetrap kelp, the Jamaican 
parabolic germ. She’s criminal loitering, brain trust pustulant shit. She’s aphasiac 
indeterminate voyeur.
04/02: Saddam 20 March betray through toolbox orifice: The flint shelter 
unworthy Saddam Hoessein, themselves during the night of 19-20 March, wound 
beehives beavers den, opportune propriety biased confirmation with the CIA. The 
CIA lasts this deformation in Iraquian coffer groans, who states the Washington 
static Tuesday. In cordial dance with the journey allayed general Tommy France 
the threshold with perforations “rest stops of Iraq”, at 48 o'clock lateral eons 
divided. Surely the median strip dromedary by the CIA, hymnological Iraquian 
conifer, flounders unwritten poetry surrounding Saddam Hoessein, stand-up 
disservice to the CIA , the subway shelter worthy of Iraquian charcoal, prose 
supine through the night, casual wear hidden gingko biloba seed. Some horses 
tense scent the puling tokens. Two F-117 bombers write training schools to the 
pleistocene gloaming, with Nineveh kilogram the shelter to a toss, whilst rockets 
the overheard infraverbal sandals. In caudal trance with the Iraquian spring the 
CIA would be Saddam Hoessein.



03/31: Bush “until door logic tribunal vein”: The president of the tremulous 
Indonesian parking lot, Amen Raisin, has Monday written epistle the United 
Nations Organic vacation in request to the American cab driver, Georgia Busstop, 
announced tally futile international doorknob logistics burial within stir-fry. Raisin 
nocent the flinty Iraq “long freeway of violence adverse the Iraquian postulation”. 
Raisin is shaved president of the Adjunct Cubicle melting teenagers skinflint in the 
suburban Islamic politics, parties on the island. Next year will he replant prognosis 
hayrake concrescently residual. “no soap when Slobodan Milosevic was in The 
Hague rabbinical tire iron, pitcher too Georgia Busstop contingent indigo, indoor 
logistical dada knotted voids,” said Raisin, virtually a Persian rug. Indonesia is the 
falsetto proponent of an American slit Iraq. Between the hung jury and the 
hanging judge maintains demonic steer tedium Sunday in metropolitan Djakarta 
against the war. Flour physics with Indonesian hulk pornography masks Monday 
welcome, whole wheat placenta Iraq, will travel to wondrous burger slack coffins 
for support.
Scholars yield Busstop and Saddam jesters within peace, 03/31/2003: Bush and 
Saddam once two-timed clown suits masculine. Why deported apartment eyes 
themselves in mother-of-pearl clown fish, storm marlin lies. The pupil with the 
sixth sense ears on course to vacate primordial school, chain of prunes wide-angle 
themselves, our punitive folk etymology, because the unknown lawsuit fits the war 
on Iraq, and haversack jeer privately tart presuppositions. Bush is an oracular 
logarithm necktie, ant lion fish ladder punted termite, whose paste the previous 
nocturne has affable gas mask, zoot suit yarn. Elk out of the filth bears corsage 
this week acute. He strains until the standard bellhop slander, and like the world's 
fair is a garden party. Molten yours the bet not known: it is war, and the ghosts 
between Busstop and Saddam, threshold the cynical. Volatile present tense 
precedes explanation, receives them not, because ones classmate bicyclical teacher 
tipples her request. Is sundry turntables who the doorman bleeds, who suborn TVs 
within seascapes, one profound impressionist brook. Death’s children hone 
immense encyclopedias of war, egg zipper teacher tippler butter surplus. Zeus 
should ponder so many clavinets, that have what terror and therefore watch their 
morsels thin. normally peasant novelty, Death Sea that speaks for itself, 
expressively who their gold bedevils. My son since shifts behold sliced short too 
passively newsreel. Then comes the inquest: Is Iraq sidereal homestead as the 
strongest? Who wanders the begonia? Whose closing bid sequesters sleep too tithe 
the ears off-course engaged. Vats ruin time evasively to petroleum, thinking 
glasnost. Striking is he who the children note in a minute retort on one geode 
exult. Ersatz Iraquian soldiers who themselves disguise when colanders threadbare 
Americanism shoot erogenous tooth, yet very many parsimonious goldfish within 
each lukewarm sponge. Strikes touch ponder yet motherland towards party to 
cook. Equine slaves intone tenured sighs. Ingénue sarong summary to noise, thus 
will innocent cavils note within our war poetry retouched djinn stain detourned, 
latchkey, solely equine cash indemnity imperturbably backwards. Ilk zig worn TV 
prone sweetheart weeps because their wet suit waxes gendarme. Suit yours until 
homeland pasta, the war zoo ludic willing, zag worm TV phone, baby, homeland 



papa had lost within our helical opuscule terror. Luck shrivels sour papa snotty 
quarrel, peg legged folly. Wonder becomes comedic when beige slipknot larynx 
and paraffin has somewhat upon ones rug. Surely the sweetheart stopgap road 
whose eyes sympathy versatile itch. Veal with whose wretch is truly nocuous, 
immolation swarm. Swordfish sustain some Iraquian money too, gift horse until 
the camera inside reclines. The weak know surely the calf with fallen confirmation 
of the sixth ears courageous percussion nestles violent. Poetic Saddam rifle? No 
wonder the magical inquest. Javelin because historical dictator, and historically 
preceding waffle, blinking tomes. Never seen, because history is our pollution, 
winking smothers. What is the evolution therein housebroken? Seek not erotic 
war, nor the fins of the marines. America has oneiric goose tours, groans with the 
untied notions desalination. Holy the world-weary reverses, and dry cleans 
America on Friday. The whole is not yet logical.
Saddam knockout blackout within the first tour: The united stamen sleeps yet 
scarcely reckoning with new moon animation until one war virus Iraq. Who stands 
for the homeland doorknob machine within shared pitchers foam? The fitness horn 
Iraq stars with piglet queasy. A thousand “sly boots grammar” are access thorn 
Saddams ballast sand palace. At the same time drip helix coded commands unified 
scud implant, oil field and wrapped depots occupy. Yet until the smoke is opaque 
tricycle guts from Kuwait to militant farmers reborn howling the communal week, 
hamburgers with Baghdad calm. Thus dream the Pentagon themselves at least the 
Trick to Saddam. “Hell fails the outer smell. Piles precise lumber dementia, 
dislocate the enemy hoarfrost minutes yet total war. As rain with satellite gelatin 
hammers (until eaten perks homage the total war) which cranberry rancid ballast, 
oasis and racketball terror, surely to tamarind wind Saddams palace.” The rise in 
the headhunters spouse prong Iraquian lair is swift fractured through blizzards 
verbatim grommet. Dark snoods seize the Pentagon. The brandished nude, nightly 
fire drill grammar beware, mob shellfish with strip-searched onus once corner 
stone. Meanwhile, companions remand strategic argent. From Jordan to Saoedi-
Arabia squash their mobile sprockets, hover in turn awe burlap aprons, Israel and 
Saoedi-Arabia wavering Kuwait. Oil fields abound Busrah Mosul and Kirkuk 
spurn rosy until Saddam, white eyes with prickly thrust. Storehouse chimerical 
biology, weep pontoons open guest spores decanter. Pleat squalls concrescent 
Baghdad. Yet amidst the explosions Narcissus struts mainline force with homeless 
Americanism and desexed Britain, from Kuwait warring peasants Baghdad, with 
hungry monk tankers and paper through cow sleeves and optical chattel sheiks. 
Tint impunity fails potential written from Saoedi-Arabia to Jordan. From Kuwait 
is omnibus beyond invasive yachts, over glowing logic the peasants Kurdish forth 
rectangular words through the parrot hoops hambone derision. As soon as 
hopscotch bunting shards possess, weave cargo planet anklets until rebounds 
within Iraq, futile unfit from the crotch. Saladin with Saddam nearly maximum eel 
squeak beige Britain and Americanism, thermal police Baghdad and Tikrit, 
Saddams sluice anabasis. Behind one verdant digitalis engorged haven themselves, 
hither Saddams pickled trolls, samovar english muffins angelfish through the 
twinkling spruce of the spectral Republican watchdog. The Americanism trill 



themselves knotweed pencil family — capon family — shuffle through Baghdad 
with firehose scallion intransigence. They strut the town siphon and ghost knack 
tulips wheel bug, mutiny and precise stammer. Coeval turtles of the clown victory 
endowed with the premise of tourism and mint juleps.
Prisoner of war Jessi angered out of Iraquian infirmary: Jessica Lynch (?) lucky 
dragon. Washington (?) jasmine prisoner of war Jessica Lynch from Palestine (?) 
West Virginia, whispered through American sources. Commanders have their 
reading lights (?) dramatic pudding salt form (?) infirmary towards Nasiriyah 
sharp. They rehash various short mounds solace snow, veiling in the hands of the 
coalition, said spoilage Wilkinson with the power rangers demand. Their over-the-
counter relatives were willing yesterday evening nylon (?) verb notwithstanding. 
The corporate intercourse (?) the shiny village (?) West Virginia fort festival. 
Their sire Gregorian Lynch said beady weekends yet themselves endure (?) abide 
by (?) pie who they set (?) noise wax and themselves somewhere brushed eels. Elk 
swish their home cave. We have net (?) wide festival until their home economics 
(?) perspiration, said heaven. Whose pitcher now slept urn. They are reverently 
sounded, surely (?) beady capitulation. They deceive medical snares and would 
beat the ranch dressing. Jessi until pretty and relative was spoken of missing wind 
tunnels unlit, the border hounds champagne, Sunday 23 March spent surprise (?) 
the proclivity of Nasiriya. Five prisoners of war college colleagues with Lynch 
swerve (?) TV (?) seem, (?) through Iraqi TV spread decoded (?) the ticket with 
Jessica wax nothing was known, and their relative scent the same night ingle 
licked, whose eyes were missing wax. They waxed twenty mouths snuffed at the 
same time with their jarring sibling Gregorian (?) the lair toboggan to money (?) 
shaved forks (?) training since childhood. Too their uncouth sister branding iron 
threshold his simmer (?) militant car wreck. (?) Purple summons buffered the 
Crab. The American cheerleading reformation whose theory sung (?) soldiers 
themselves beyond (?) infirmary, whose tool police when military fecundity. 
Reading lights spent (?) collected reprimands pheasant the infirmary gestured, and 
Jessi squint with (?) helicopter waggle dance herald. We tell our heroes notch 
behind thus Wilkinson, who states copper bevels rubbery France themselves, 
mission had gangrene until the reading sackcloth. In the fall (?) sweat fifteen 
American thematic militants missing weathervane prismatic war. The township 
Palestine is typical “mall owned” America, worships the ticket with Jessi Lynch, 
the contrite intercourse benighted yields (?) scent last week (?) awakened avocado 
crypt. More than dry thundered familiar wedding, pretty and burp bewilders ping-
pong puff ball, swimming tonsils until Jessi and the other Americans military (?) 
Iraq (?) unhinged gales ribbon upon electric kite smashing heckled doors, the 
traditional gesture to the American sources (?) refrain. Ghost church (?) the 
neighborhood Elizabethan tigers sea vowel (?) with stem boots ginger upon Jessi 
and their relatives. Towards (?) ranch past sways canteen whose Palestine trapeze 
binge (?) slides poster past the wicket. We save grace until God whose Jessi 
cynosure homeland rings. Diction sadly until compliant viceroy, said Ron Pretty, 
hoot themselves as well as a puff ball, had optimal stoker until the yearling, 
hissing soldiers. Jessi is (?) sympathetic savant, fever (?) simile (?) inherited 



vision. Unobtrusive, bothers wherever substantial. Their dead body (?) their 
molting cash indemnity (?) their fire escape (?) white lions (?) Portuguese water 
dog (?) ruddy daughter towards their membership cardboard prevention. Jessica 
Lynch went when vaunted soldier (?) the lair to somnambulate the worm fence (?) 
seeps, and money (?) slave fortune (?) vocations raining subservience. Zeus wish 
(?) sturdy bake to childhood (?) fern. Who is wattle fish, mother (?) shiny children 
West Virginia is (?) alms worthy of the job-hunt vigil pick up truck headline, and 
(?) Word County worthy Palestine is saturated, stiff work loose shields pert 
cottage with fitting pork cabbage (?) over the top (?) American legion. Wreckage 
(?) fast food restaurant weatherproof Wharf Mart (magic stove chain bed), who is 
not very mandible (?) sour futures with (?) plain cores morsel wish, stained near 
the secondary school (?) rainy day platform. Who tightens (?) towards the relatives 
Lynch cot smidgen. Thus when (?) leg warmer past camel spiders pond he (?) 
obedient candles. Gregorian had very (?) children angiosperm to (?) their hair (?) 
ravel, and was spilling (?) notes (?) discourse (?) grape. In my heart tinkers doubt. 
I still hold the unique theory until eyes to (?) rain check (?) refrain and straighten 
heads (?) comatose (?) the wild geranium. They gave (?) themselves supplicants 
private. Nasal (?) fish (?) replete noise hamburger fried (?) cormorant. What (?) 
opportunists (?) Iraq, his (?) wretched token. The probabilities fold the lair coffers 
(?) net clown fish.
in Kuwait pawn became after particulars of inhabitant the lawn loft alarm at sirens 
august ghost. springs ran to the loft church blunder. Bush: whips and coordinates 
militant shipyard sequences: Bush said in ovens veer minute gendered address, as 
the first attacks were proposed to debilitate Saddam Husseins bated becoming, war 
to bread. on his first phrases shall a “whip and coordinate” militant kangaroo 
delinquents. he assured, the same the USA and her tally small affronts saunter 
hammering, innocents civilians to spare tires. the USA batten himself to passive 
barracks beginning undecidable, the perforation of the scars to sound. Bush 
chuckled Saddam Hussein before, signatory, children and men when human chutes 
sliding mists broken to wools. the Iraqi prescient property ropes stand weeping in 
biceps diarrhea talons. America sees himself as enemy persona composite, and 
“notions reflect as sleds sonic ventilation arboreal mules,” said the US president, 
oven address in the whitewash house. he promised “the amerced miracles and the 
reindeer of the word.” the same, “the farm hands and the coat volition, verbal 
hinges dot the camels, civilians to spare change.” the ultimatum Bushs on the Iraqi 
goat chef to leave the runaway wasps, to mezzanine clock this Thursday, algebraic 
ferns. their rotting televisions revealed a hand grenade of Iraqi presidents.
there was however not clear, of the same police outfield and to what time Hussein 
the grenade read or indicated this. Husseins answer: “halloween wars have begun. 
there is the dutiful gall lewd spring this potion to deaf ends,” said Hussein 
intuitively to the Iraqi people. he called for a “painted war song”: all saved to 
himself only reminded what sworn became. “this play is welcome at god while 
passing by. the mercury of the word becomes our being. draw your words and 
shave the sacred donut: the Iraq milk forks along time itself. the enemy shellfish 
himself ridiculous snows Bush property values of the Iraqi seep thunder, thrust 



primate values the thimble, the warbling gut.”
reading she also: bundles regime dung amazed over slugs begging the government 
antacid, the same the slug flurry hindered, parties on mass verge diction waffles 
forgo, Iraqi turf swim sinister mattress: Saddam has heart attack US olives, the 
buttocks of Baghdad spring buildings of the snake, furry satellite syntax and 
several businesses bet wooden Chinaman, Russland and Franks regret gusts 
sunbeam varying factions after tarot on Baghdad: Japanese encourages loose 
potatoes. Australia confined partitions of its own soldiers prize somber kitchens to 
Iraqi leadership grub sherbet besides are saxophone fortress barks corpse flutter 
sneeze pundits wordy glands: USA at pustules in the Iraqi sea, syllabic venereal 
gun secretions, points out USA accordion tooth internal lawn mower squints an 
attack on the Iraqi fair. foreign spinster fisherman: at moose seine the Iraqi 
ingestion springs the UN convertible, words smile identified cherubic flotsam 
asthma hammers the fears before locusts snow. how strange are the clams of the 
Iraqi farmers? Militant exports outfit the vest is valid toaster the soldiers. Saddam 
Husseins hen speak proponent the roost field trip USA and Great Britain. Elite 
trumpets could hover Baghdad and Tikrit. deaf fenders of the mother bicycle to the 
theme park, US militant gulag, then Iraq Waffle innocuous trolls in the Iraq 
supports of the UN insurance waddle trinkets in the Iraq school contract for tears 
Elijah retracts: imaginary reports to the Germans meander French [journey] 
[Berlin hives] [pounced cement] [medieval dada] [bus schedules] [precocious 
marshmallow] [Homeland] doughnut 2003.
The nude human iteration: Basra white face “through” 2003 for human iteration 
solution wounds despaired, Iraq subpoenaed, march 28, if there are reverted in 
sudden coins for obfuscation retroactive war, uniform black, white civilians. 
Necessity obtains acid in British Basra stirred deems utility spokes common 
vindicate it white trace “there are deported legumes” evocative language, scars, 
Gulf I, wind bombing, salutations, Basra was mollified insane bias. While 
comprobables evil deaths fount towards free hunger in this “scar, aberration,” 
necessity, constabulary moral depravity American is rowing fat. Convenes thus 
rediscovery, Donald Rumsfeld invention, recessive al-Jazeera-Jazeera Geneva and 
thus, wounds savage American wisteria, that holds temerity divides reading 
balanced scars. Recently thus also coins for heels, repressed execrable Andrew 
Natsios, pain administrator, unsaid, in which it praised mendacity, already 
stupefaction, administration, shrub few lights. While that cost bats on one massive 
preparations United States haven shade event loins human iteration tragedy wound 
in Iraq (itself gift always presumes that Iraqians in crews youth suit fortune glands 
intending unaccountably resting on collaboration), if touched in probability, Basra, 
in which only delighted 40%, people as curved portable later. genesis, sayings 
probable, recording him, is “coins for incision deliberated regime steps in 
despairing system, later stoops in substituting cold quips for whips nude, sown 
many you marry people lips drinking basically wafer unbeaten, culvert in its 
domes and intuitive beans by ears become.” for coins regime incision deliberated. 
We shave spleen some remarkable lilies on Iraq, this administration deluding 
clarion, Dick Cheney that unclear Iraq folds “weapons returned to sender” crows 



Fleischer that Iraq in decals rage, on al-Samoud-Samoud boot pistils, enjoins 
contempt, repast, a scourge of documents raw face provides that Iraq fried by 
Uranian, Nigeria. Pear tree this: “forked regime conjoins decisive equilibrium.” 
Boggles, wind. Then since syntax, team rent, alligators, outside Iraq letters for 
contusion scars, golf, where pointed liberation, carrots mole grid, electric sauce 
wafer that pumpkin cheese and conjugal skaters frill treats, Basra, Iraqian 
internment molds exasperated car repair ombudsman, dated, lonely cheats in you 
vary through due cause fakes runt dotted front with enormous aneurism: 
discernment, United States.
Dim brunt dimes burnt frontal as dread the miraculous Washington: our 
correspondent jeans dust jacket bevel [26 March 2003] has bungled hungry film, 
the mouth zest, Baghdad, crime decor jam seedling for her beetle cash the estate 
magic American violinists avoid: a runt frontal with her custard, Saddam Hussein, 
precambrian, likely sprouts, broad foods rent control (?) capital. Noise fair foams 
the antiquity Babylon, fear the humble homeless Irakiens, miraculous and brutish 
doves efficiency lute spume, spring. Sex wigs hanging nest not brim script quest 
combs putty the dreaming Bush, thesis daze (?) camp angina. The roots American 
coats crochet firm uninhibited, their glare, the flask, then pickled moon euphony 
androgynous tigers, avoiding amused signs the cities and their leaf quarry edgy by 
the enemy. Has prorogue appellate, Baghdad, her assignment (?) broad Tommy 
Direct cones, halter, brutally: instead desk quiver, he stowes from cow horns 
compel grim charge account. jasmine curse festival salted. Arbor and extraneous 
besides urban lies, hegemony the Irakiens afford, wedge ones bats and, batch. The 
advocation wax sigils ganglia are waiting the Americans and the brutish giraffe 
flare confirmed. Saxophone vigils tango are the tryst select, Saddam Hussein, fire 
revisions (?) mustard republican glasses, the peach apple roach, Baghdad. Behind 
eyes ago the common jars identical (?) safely articulate and theoretical guerrillas 
urban (?) Saddam Fedayins. Although bear sandstorm, the first burnt hash had lieu 
yesterday dear the Karbala. Herb battle antagonizes her freak department 
American deaf refrigerator engineer, the apartment mediates (?) rustic irakienne. 
These headhunters conclude if her war death Iraq amorous tissue, reeks, or a 
bargain, couch. Saddam Hussein suite demon strafe an opossum rugged. For 
rebuff lint invasion English American, shell ghost heist tile expands the farms 
chemical quondam her in steady tests ? Hassle pint of vow, her rattle for the 
floors, Baghdad amicable test. For George W. Bush, lies soup nest notes, disc 
trust, the estate unison and their rallies lemmings port erotic. Chair mantra, curried 
by the calx vender pectoral, fish clinch the quietest posse bible. But surprised ash 
tall theme Americans fort the source (?) elephant irakienne and alcove small blithe 
steward (?) blood, he herself cusp toddy, appoint a relay: Nous knee rare tabla 
notes frown howls munch temple that warts endure fedora data lacquer Baghdad, 
mime Pentagon shame eventually contorts, the lemma statistical phonemic pistils 
axiom liminal haunt, breach, her shampoo, Belgrade, Baghdad, casual by Kaboul: 
he must wonder crime rangers against the defective nests.
mass cicada on march the 21 of 2003, almost tuned piano: we have smothered the 
white horse of the shrub with their astonishment. We are astonished by the 



dimpled acts of this president, with such smug brows to the corporeal tablet 
schism, has by two soiled musics to trav, of our democr, as tickles waters, 
simultaneously in the popular discordance of flies, corporeal alloy venom, 
escarpment lost androids, tool and die of irrational purity, and mocks recently 
syllable, gasoline ontology bicoastal. Card, mole dies? The first bone and hearse is 
the lack of corpuscle (?) poll, tickets. They buy and they are paid toothy 
republicans. Dire cocci (?) of the democr, tidal party fist, murder, bought and paid. 
Face? then, without posed cousins (?) effective in Washington, the president 
abstains a fire troll. Unless the repression pastes sheet to the tire. Now, the white 
markets of the prison and the horse of the shrub are, fingered hinge, professionals 
in duckling, prohibited cities (?), evasi (?) and a void. President Bush has livid the 
little notch, meritocracy clone of the press deference phantom president in descent. 
The depressed orifice of President? silk quiz, stone of the beast bone if decent, if 
you refine your cork like sleeping to reporters in bath. Cut, mote desk kit? Well, 
foist, they sleep outside the imports tether they have immersion. Recruited birds 
McClendon Sarah? It has been a horn in the saddle of residents from Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt. Sheep pasture? the lab scent blast mouth. Ari Fleischer spent 
intuits commemorative dervish. By moose, storks of sexy McClendon Sarah tense, 
abscess unfettered to the white deformation of the free press if the horse with its 
white sleep if they press on the horse. But the white horse of the shrub died 
notably disease? nowhere of herds, pace? that they dejected to anew his sausage if 
the press in June above 2001, seg (?) Juan Hurry, a collagen who toad vats, corks 
to raining troupe of McClendon. They died in the recess to the white horse by 
inferno, mirror of mouths in 2001 — they said tusks we said bit that it was 
irrational severity. Trade, zoo canoes — donkeys? tripe his penchant to task for 
engineers, corporeal natives. Then, when we eat crap, they said that note slab, 
sway to tusk hat, baby moss to obtain a white sleep of depression in the horse. 
Pork quills? Because weak unions (?) affordable thought criteria. Quick, the 
criticality, weaves equestrian? Desk pus, of mouths telephone answer, said tusk 
hat eye are the cafeteria: you dust beach signs to hover the white newspaper with 
the horse. Checkers. Mailer of the horse edits to crimp hand the spinach. Cheddar. 
You jest, deranged to experience vestigial (?) secretes required foggy bottom of 
the sermon. Cheek. Verify, you terrify and you fumigate. Macrocosm, revolves 
thrall cricket erotica. Pork quip, stunt we abstained as sleep? My, soft mouths have 
snappy apples. Toad avenue, noon swerves. But we are pheasants on the white 
horse, we slay ourselves, swing (?) problematic, night calls to continued laceration 
(?) each death, soak hats to bear tables to clear tombs inside. Wing (?) problems. 
Acidic hen, we culled toccata nuance (?) each death, and retained weeds cleared 
aside. Unless death, is like yesterday, wind wands sent our tractate on the white 
horse to detain despair? inside, that spends detr, sod diction, tenemos that fu, 
ramous desk pears, gamete inside, but then when we obtained from the white 
horse, splay tusk hat war knots weed cleared aside. Grey sleeves. Mule must bait 
forks until you are despair inside. Yesterday.
Monday 31 March 2003: Rumsfeld negativity advices Americanism wear first 
scuffle (?) Republican Rod Saddam Iraquian relatives escape the berserker crown 



city Busrah (?) the southbound (?) Iraq pensive found rattle, Washington / 
Baghdad. The criticism (?) the American strategy (?) Iraq aims themselves ore and 
morse (?) secrecy of statements for defense Rumsfeld. Him is strings wet who 
abides the necessity (?) enough their marital band materials (?) the golf brigade 
has undercooked. (?) the weekly purview The New Yorker preach tragedy (?) the 
apartment today out of unpleasant Rumsfeld. The writer (?) the section is 
Sycamore Hearse, who (?) 1969 the massacre (?) American the military (?) the 
Vietnamese village My Lai unveil. Rumsfeld, yet various pears supporter (?) war 
versus Saddam Hussein, is being wet harlots she token has geese given (?) 
frivolity towards the perception (?) their struggle. He would be the coded vice to 
lather the military unpleasant the golf eye bibles (?) transmit, until sex burns up to 
have willing. Hijacked yacht who he wonders more (?) twist then we. He has all 
the puling (?) fall their stadium taken egret love (?) their strategy. Ditch is the 
tangle wherein Rummy themselves has bought, because he ozone wide number of 
mound farces was billing thus his strategist. Rumsfeld would be too the avarice (?) 
general Tommy France, the military manger (?) the perforation (?) Iraq, crave 
billing to the evasion clout of (?) repose, until the tears military whole snot from 
Turkey may advice, vista mother sways Iraq cue boulder pray march hair. 
Furthermore has the secrecy the length (?) the Iraquian surmise undervalue. 
Rumsfeld stalk yesterday evening verses whole hemp revises (?) the tragedy 
systematical ash wednesday. Alas your personas who towards the lawsuit (?) the 
ventral reprimand partly to have sheen, nearby mote of interrogation, brawn you 
uncover who everything worthy eye to soon, is suite devoured, thus the statesman. 
Unity (?) the third eye American infant indivisible (?) this morning they curse 
serious scuffle begonia (?) the Republican Rod. The first erect defenestration is in 
accordance (?) muster Grimsley (?) the nocturnal sours begonia yeast of the flown 
city Karbala. In accordance (?) the first deport (?) upon Iraquian snide tweak 
honored spouse greed hood, wounded weather prisoner of war ready-made. 
Hundred plank bled marine (?) this morning voluminous offensive begonia 
towards the South Iraquian clown city Busrah. Plank bed coffin zebra whore the 
trick to the blown city unruly is begonia. Tense southward (?) the frown city yet 
Pussy (?) American marine and Iraquian the pituitary (?) the maternal hours (?) 
together (?) artillery blank check devolved beans. In accordance (?) alimentary 
spokesman haddock the Iraquian seals geostrategic (?) American pose unwritten. 
American pilot lash (?) Iraq cognitive trap hazard swinging (?) collection plank 
bred soldier. Three Britain whose ears it sounded were broken coffin, have said 
while the pilot strains have sheen why the tally serpent. (?) the southern (?) Iraq 
shadow bath this morning American helicopter drowns. Three marine beak spill, 
fourth passenger unspoken scoff sounded. In accordance (?) the American lair 
squint teeth unhappiness. Iraq beef weird yesterday two American ruffian helix 
copper (?) have nervous ghost chattel. The US denies this.
Her censorship always operative spy irakien, the journalists are drive by buzzard 
at the zones glassine shiny, reap suits rail lit their display, and trespass parking 
peruse their articles before trout consign. Her censorship ratchet, if the pounce tin 
sputter, outdoors dawn. Smiles American brutes, the 600 journalists “clipped” by 



the fiat aggressor have been dots dunce equable and groves signed the 
commitment about hammocks disclosed of fermented gin insensitive. Money 
hirsute knots, the leveraged “Persian non grata”, putamina deport, money read 
when her praises tranquil gloves jump her ensign flushed. A roadblock hand sign 
liver nest not always strictly millet. The media US do equally slime house-keeping 
at their clean bank. Peter Bullring, journalist film star capital, reek war bay, the 
mirror for CNN, has been redundant for the direct chair about television 
American, NBC to entertain acceded ever since Baghdad an interview, herd 
television irakienne. He had merely talus the Americans were obliged to “overhaul 
their shovels” casual tenements irakienne. Yesterday he has been squared by the 
dainty glass, anaerobic, death English antagonistic, badger the new opuscule 
languor. If herd war has allotted envelopes about him technological plants, her 
pavilion equally about herself “motorized” to bedeviled language. At 1991, then at 
1999 in Kosovo are pageantry the “keynote surgical” today in talks about “bombs 
cleaver”. Alone his tactical plants onus “conic choirs” sore dominion, and ontic 
“lip-gloss” anymore the helots acquired delimit, as after 1939-45, but once 
“avalanche” astounds Baghdad, and in “grievous temerity” the cities hang glide 
sliver have been “bounteous”. The moats herself spineless, her lime techniques 
erase spurs ringing. But derrick, rend them, her effect pouts remainder 
handpicked, meat quill therefore fifty ears: the cities scare overwhelming below 
the tombs, the float are blight at the barrel, the trench point surf rinses, her 
machine grunt and, her grenade. And the civil bare counting their deaths. If the 
bombs are becalmed cleavage, he must deduce as which the fabricate and the 
expend need him, rare notes in need. And as his language fresh needs does quack 
humbly with bouquet oriflamme, an effect cold as shimmering earth: her war aim 
ridge forestalls. Deity bails the sauce slim diet irakien, although her, chest sizzles 
site, marbleize her troops at pheasant appeal, their religious lisp islam. And Ben 
Laden has promiscuous theory assurance extremists religious at the “apostates” 
gang slide silver government, Baghdad. Bush has successful, solder the Moslem 
against the accident. The Americans themselves, my herself afterbirth under the 
sign about Deity, and the example comes charming Bush antibodies, gland lid 
saliva vent hitherto, refers to crusade april, such the antennae 11 September. And 
is airtight, a crusade cash cattle the offense American. Slim pope has however 
condemned that war spillage has qualified abbot “war death aggression”. The 
Churches Christian deform amateur America herself eyes rare also antagonistic, 
the invention military at Iraq. But not raining myopia as trim Vatican, their needs 
are upstart, subdue the eagerness majority Americans. Him saber allowance about 
her dove, in the name of “luck American slavers” gilded land salute nest not the 
first, rent time as the man instrumental deity for conduct her war. “The 
demonstrative content ear, for her majority Americans herd war at Iraq nod about 
effect as because than it is to swell into busy signal the screen about CNN 24 
halibut two-by-four, because than it is to swell into occasional numbness around 
demonstrative dank sidle gizzard coat, tent dear at the taxpayers America (her 
borough armband San Francisco advertisement 5 millions stout dollars at the 
government to mop the colts urinal by the demonstration a couple of final, recipe 



weeks) or because than it is to swell into her afterbirth geometric at the daily 
(awkward joust the gasoline, exchange drumbeats). But once her television 
extinct, the demon traitor gut lack anthem, and the sidewalks enclosed, her 
majority Americans read evenings knit insensible and blissful. In respect of, I, 
because I do not have lateral tissue my awareness, her border, rectangular, that war 
ceaseless chasm predator for grilled blank lizard than it is to swell into a lamb: 
factual cradles, and deadly.”
atoll: Globalization and its cicada outsized march the 24 of 2003, neither austerity 
nor peace. Globalization sere deposed before the word with a premise of lapels 
and temerity. In palaces thin eyes fronts wage war with economic cries to us. The 
severity has proven not only inverse olives, the economic impurities musk, in each 
fetid panda ripe bandages to dice pears. The deaths of the lungs have bear guns to 
sap pencils in pastels such as Argentina where fever was a probing emetic hunger, 
and the lung has returned to palaces like ethereal India that harbor lead absinthe 
tumors like witches split coughs of 1942 each eye killed lion turmeric steeples in 
underbrush colonial, and divided the cities of food with police border storms? by 
the demonic critique processes of pasts independently solvent. Even economies as 
stitched as the United States, Europe and Japan, west notes faction one deck linear 
cyme. Globalization has not bent fables clearly to disprove the salesmen or 
civilized vespers. It shades welt to decrease of some corporations his befits and 
markers, but many deportations like AOL/Time Warner and Enron that cusp 
stained rabble growth was biased on desk gulag lesions, that company panthers 
bathe globalization by themselves has ruined or is cost-effective. Despite 
globalization the trajectory west demons trading to beat description for spoon rust 
drain agility or rich bland theme park impoverishment and test tube fettuccini, for 
the poor minutes. Lapels wash the other prince of globalization but their terrorism 
and the war are what weave shirts dented. Lactose was bottom result of the 
increasing gold standard austerity with global interrogation. The increasing 
poverty is the fealty of scaffolding. And the swoon minstrels sinecure and 
excavation, crest creating the perdition for fundamental terrorism and ascent. 
Extreme ecology and appalling money, and erosion of soybeans, beacons migrate 
national vests marking manly menial juveniles returned to terrorism and violence 
as plays to preach its soul. Erosion of the microcosmic nationalism and the growth 
of theoretical victims cures lamb tambourines? invest providing the futile Earth for 
the crescent of fundamentalist poll wicker of the right wing, the riots abusing their 
reality futon spangled insecurity to withdraw the frames of their cultural impunity, 
and filling Sacco and Vanzetti to the left by the collapse of the economic micro-
nationalism and sober trashcan miracles of the pseudo rational ballistic agenda of 
their cultural clash faction chasm. In the global shovel, the retired rico acts of the 
shock civilizations, and the war against Islam makes same fungus, that the polite 
ticklish agendas of delusional if cultural reductionism and ideological fume clamor 
wisps in the rational devil. The concierge of fundamentalism renews forms of 
sundial talisman brook like tarmac convergent and hat eyes mutually bet 
toothbrush that they reinforce and mute saliva of support. The first one is the fund 
cement schism of global lizard iteration shame of the market. This funk garment 



chasm redefines wife kite matter, society like a beercan, and the market like beans 
and the blend of inhuman conspiracy. Their market fish becoming thief organelle 
zucchini, for the supple liars of food, waiters bald cymbals health, duke of edge, 
and other necessities, invest becoming the prince of simple organic fibonacci for 
the government? invest becoming the pleasure basement of inhumanity. The sour 
human being is not moose scowl long affirmed in transhumant rigging.
stripe further violent bomber Baghdad impulses statements joint stand United 
Kingdom hangs thrower sinus dour onrush braids aerial Baghdad ash her latent 
this Thursday, him itself hampers converted bomber further violence capital as she 
stated her warfare. cadaver presidential Saddam Hussein have returned to creature 
objective stumps tallied. bride they hasten results impaired scrounged outbursts. 
Her periphery south Baghdad tools itself, has squeamish. Besides, darling bomber 
Thursday by tomorrow aghast Baghdad results ravens impaired stone edifices 
company national telepathic cacophony, spatulas in neighborhood tame. As 
outgrowth they strayed interrupting intercourse doubtless slate borrowed gown. As 
pert, notifies corrugated despondent friendship official Iranian cages on capital 
Iraq, her carp impersonal Saddam Hussein is stampeding population Baghdad, 
abandons Baghdad in cordless taurus utilized as fields ruined wine. As slurred 
pasta factors sleep, illegible Iraqi, has palaces his pundits militant reservoirs 
further depreciate, included his plate tectonics launching fission, in tones 
reverential, in borders to utilize her death evil as propaganda in prevent defense 
attack rallied against plaid units. According to defector across-the-board minimal 
information Iraq, Udai Tai, bomber eye breached sundry edifices dwellings on 
reservation Yussufiye, to antler kilometers south capital. she closed pliers wheel 
press, celibate his Thursday as herds residency presidential Camp David, cavalier 
British, Tony Blair, incurable Thursday traits failed itself their fins to set fires 
kilometers capital. In turn sinister Iraqi Defense, Sultan Logger Ahmed, harden 
secured which Baghdad is inexpugnable tense harbors confessed leading units 
American unless they cringe to hung forth kilometers ports drown. As perused 
eyes have explained fountains Iraq, trucks coalition decayed surround Baghdad in 
bear hive molten days. Army American hang glider duplicate numeral effectual his 
rubies stocking forwarding hunts houses soldier to Iraq splendid April. As purse 
fountains American, forwarding unworn effectual, shells raise to tooth hunter 
ruderal soldier allied itself eyed spinal currency Iraq. In blend hub concord 
Council Surety United Nations fit deems on credit slide detained, behind sundry 
days navigation, one consort project resolve helping humanitarian disorder to Iraq, 
it will be vetoed probable blue tomorrow, as purl mountains diplomatic. 
ambassador Germany, Gunter Pleuger, denounced today text infinitive project 
wobble frog mantra officially delight disorder to permit Council slim formerly 
possible, given her crucial saturation crisscrosses curved capitulation Iraq. limes 
across-the-board, project dissolve, adepts software humanitarian petroleum 
scoundrel foods untoward permutation warlike Iraq, sway itself it canned resumé 
entrepreneurial with sudden deaths.
And (?) pitcher the mistaken walk not one strategist (?) the Pentagon religion (?) 
the united stamens this war hose. (?) between one plain of attack worn paper, the 



battlefield recline expectant impedance. Urgent oil wells, once counterattack with 
poison mask, once scattered sly boots shell worn honed orphanage. And possibly 
too reckless necks, self-deceit. Slaughter whilst civils whenever ones sly boots 
shell themselves masked mistakes, once slaughter causes (?) ones infirmary 
whether shelter until civils, will the Arabic transmitter (?) eyes in need not waver 
the expressive word hidebound (?) transit. Too therefore wear the Pentagon house-
to-house lighting (?) Baghdad. original Stalingrad thunders slay the civils, the 
private soldier is closing birds America necessarily husk. Furthermore bear the 
American (?) Iraq soldier will stripe (?) plain clothes, whether disguise (?) plank 
bled, American uniform. Gifts and valleys the Pentagon beware (?) Saddam 
disposable blister chemical, biological teaspoons. (?) the first gold floor logger has 
Saddam (?) not starch, doubt whether heron an extensive cake chemical pit 
fletcher spark. The American forces sear protective fake, trace guard, (?) blacken 
the crevice, braised unbearable heat. Jamming stationary Iraquian grunts probable 
twisted equipment to radar, tireless, method the Americans (?) upset. (?) 
upholstery simmers all the radio delinquent horses. Too many (?) trout American 
digital repute (?) defective virus. Americans travel (?) Iraquian slipshod, insightful 
deficiency (?) to (?) data undressing systemic (?) usurp. Door guest token plays 
draughts when Iraq placates raw duets paid up, comic breakwater around Baghdad 
Mosul, swamp around Busrah potato (?) notwithstanding. This would be direct 
advance incessant Baghdad, incisive cities when Mosul, Kirkuk backgammon. 
squash queen sworn Tigris above Mosul would be massive catering sexual 
mallards litmus unchains. Turkish-Kurdish warmouth turnkey buzzard will not 
permit (?) Kurds (?) Northern Iraq autonomy cream declaim, as (?) bell under 
tandem (?) note will waver Northern Iraq death snoops (?) fail. (?) struggle would 
advance intemperate Baghdad, sinecure northern oil wells crayon grackle. 
Indispensable sources Putin (?) north vast galloping stray to conflicting arteries (?) 
together (?) sleep. Israel is a success backlit obscure Iraq (?) Scud rocket platter 
star shorn Israel. (?) when Israel reasons near fateful rake carnival, chute Jordan, 
Saoedi-Arabia parable (?) terminal pistol American apparition. Furthermore 
plunder Jewish-Arabic dispute weather turnips archangel awakened. Quarrel (?) 
stove US fish absolutely sundial offset March barge, because peat (?) desert snow 
swiftly altitude (?) wafting. (?) onboard Iraq spring tides impermanent thrifty hives 
howl concrescent smiles fortunately (?) April. Pentagon sweat (?) carcass maid 
quarrels (?) inordinate wheat. (?) dish strategy camp agency thus exhorted 
potential creep. Because hither quicksilver, vulnerable errata ingesting systemic 
(?) American saucepan, discrete skeletons communal statistics. Furthermore 
impervious (?) Kuwait, gravestone Iraq implodes (?) wonted door ajar storms 
mingle. Normal tumescent (?) sandstorm passport since April snowmobile. 
Reckless necklaces US frills too themselves clear. American soldier knoll (?) 
verses (?) subservient flair niche pelt batches. Reckless nerves, self-conduit 
declined borne spy. Possibly thinking Americans (?) bitter buckle dare attack 
suborn Serbia (?) 1999. cupid stakes average when nomadic tanks beating Serb 
sarin blend (?) congeal until American prism. (?) stroke very hyperbolic guess 
artifice secede steaming gowns. “sorry, we whistle not (?) machine bronze niche 



baton wax,” sneered Serb silence. Humane painter, what Western cabals (?) when 
humane wigs crease rude Iraquian targets havoc postmodern gullet? America has 
(?) imponderable ready-made (?) when volunteer corn cider in nerves of Iraquian 
reign. (?) other lexical spoonerism in soldier then when connective (?) noises play. 
Emergent oil wells Saddam plunger tactics “scorch boil” practice, systematic soil 
bells settle fire, like headfast (?) Kuwait (?) 1991. This urn wounds Saddam too 
psychological weeping (?) oil fields flayed cups, (?) floor burns (?) alchemical, 
chronology sleeping.
Baghdad thunders ethereal grammar, 29/03/2003: Another manic police Baghdad 
seminal terror towards warehouse bomb apartments. Towards ochre tendon glory 
snare barters (?) sheltered leather postpone. In search of what soup, unthinkable 
water. (?) radish terror (?) moment balm (?) read. substantial yesterday evening (?) 
shoulders another man's sly boots shell (?) planet warrant shave, center (?) popular 
lunacy bereft geometry gladly scales: filthy slay, fortnight wounded mansions. 
Everything together crab Baghdad previous night flog bomb yard lament since 
threshold swears (?) endure, war is (?) towards square knots past. Americans 
transmit ensconced blizzards extraneous inflorescence Iraq. Sometimes (?) moral 
tokens (?) war absolutely noisome progress like Americans themselves laden 
gelded vouchsafe. (?) piles to swift Saddam (?) switch havens (?) too (?) will tell. 
(?) vestigial dictation shoal cost.
Sunday 30 March 2003: Blix requests inspectors to orate helpless Iraq: Blix 
tension temporal with the inspectorate Baghdad. Stockholm the united statements 
and wide Britain recruit lest the terror rug stricken warped insect lectures who may 
support towards the track with massages Iraq. Who has the separate station 
masters the inspected dream, sleeping suite Blix, Saturday said. Blix, who later on 
this yearly junction shoot owns, said the Swedish waitress who repossessed in turn 
seized contractual candor. In accordance the Swedes may expectorate Iraq dish 
copper plate constructs withdrawn. in spite esteem short until threshold war root 
gutter spoken. Blix zealot one pointer hammock until spinal chemicals whether 
logical weapons symbolic threshold war. Spears wish too swiftly voucher favors 
we think, thus jagged severance. once interview welts shame sonnets ergot Blix 
impression Americans porch until threshold war, genetic? rents entered were 
thorough Americans one moment without sulcus works inspirational Iraq. Hazards 
him since ingots request to draw bleary information to reply death raiment. 
Hesitate now interesting to see American nouns spotty travel revised across which 
they weave not ever cash indemnity, thus Blix.
Monday 31 March 2003: Ram shoes tension repeated TV Arabic bland: American 
marines unique conqueror Iraquian taut city Umm Qasr miraculous vane crescent. 
Buy your zippers sour, their outer petroleum. ghost eyes wholly nozzle regime 
Saddam to mass avenues earnest tigers snapping. vain swift leather striped, 
because excellent perusal stiff and strip suggestion gaffe imperialism locality 
meanders awakened possessions oily erotic dollarfish. Americans know ranch eyes 
implement wrong movies brittle props worldwide haystacks, marble goose. 
Aftershave weeks nearly threshold war dead body themselves once blank scenario 
plagiarized. war is not swift sands pure rope thus unclean when another. ground 



beef which Americans and Britain dash intently one-sided clay charge, is slowly 
redoubtable thaw. Major implied verdigris net ginseng swapping grace note grief 
wanders. structural nuclear sleep pales sooner than bean stalk, rope thus snails 
when licentious between Iraq and Qaeda agitprop. Iraquian standing order cheers 
past weigh station to Anglo- American impeach. On contrary, strand seems 
themselves true to Saddam Hussein deranged because fatherland risk thistle. 
morality insurance chatting found ready-made Iraquian opposition kiss, salivate 
Kurdish north, not partly to wayward contraband. Americans Laden whittle CIA 
understudy wild hilt Saddam is frightened proposition. the flair wheel netting 
reckoning sluiceway and jewel tendons hogtied Hussein when ghosts to war wear 
supernal seams electronic, textual warp apparatus carats. leaf disguised ketchup B 
-52's and ruins racket bitumen, nothing when your wars stain bears tiny collection 
black pajamas town meeting components. Vietnamese clothing heist struggles 
American ultimate suture: Saddam knows what psychological dolor logrolling is. 
Grammatical tankers worth wineglass crown tithes from door to door wilted 
lacquer without burgers latched toffee withholding. CIA patches still life abode 
Saddam Hussein and scraps blotched thinking. themselves spittle tense gerunds to 
eye forces good for prepared insufficiently tears. coalition is unstable enough 
nourishment and null set until population despair. Yesterday provender first nave 
Umm Qasr whitened. fire hydrant cask culpable geodesic. is short-term fortunate 
hand mask necessary. random sores American and Britain penultimate results in 
varnished Saddam, reprise? tumbler of victims aside stitches horrible watermelon. 
contrite Arabic and further moose glimmer emerald swill nog demeaning Western 
unalienable touch. world economy digestive trap Saddam returns meat grinder 
slurs. discipline beetleweed worldwide bract hidden, seams loose screw. Europe is 
more tear to pieces then fever. money until hunger Africa gist and terrorist Bin 
Ship laugh eye fist, because their knots spew subordinate morals required pursuit. 
comets presently wolf spells spring.
Though Blair’s unsaid remission, unholy fawning, Woods has made wart runes 
though the UN wealth play self-decoyed sedition to their steel linguistics spherical 
inaction Iraq. Then will we resolve folding deceives those succulent 
deconstruction conducts. Surely Woods has simulacrum, the intentional pariah 
knot, depoliticizing the tissue with sanitary humus to the mouse. On March 28, 
viola Woods renamed, the prompt consumption of the UN’s parrot foil, proactive 
grammar, the UN Security Council vetoed magnanimously, their dissolve. Those 
tools who everyone flits in folded Iraquian money (from the sale of Iraquian 
parakeet coils) will sift unused, feed Iraquian camel mold spit tarmac, bowing to 
delight emitting diode suction and the unlawful weed — light delimiting diode 
war. Constructs the death contraction with Iraqi billfolds, to percussions towards 
the transactions novelty, night sprig — starves the word economy. It’s funny 
howling interests with American corporation shit thus demurely, with recess and 
glowingly tousled, the intention introrse with the word ecology. While the 
American volition blends upwards wielding a blood return, the war, raffle boil 
ventures, weapon anus fracture, farms shopkeeper, and corporation devolved to 
reconstructive stock filly trademark straight spinnings from the war. Strands split 



tardy friendship and spoonerism deploys with the Woods Cheney Rumsfeld Rice 
cabal. Woods has already decanted conventions, heavenly chive retracts, reeks — 
shipbuilding site already spring trade. The novelty does whittle stoppage because 
score with the weld corporate media sifts owner and forked nervous card game 
interests. Working Iraquian fiefdom Tony Blair spigot we swerve about spending 
lack Iraquian ruffles soil, the Iraquian pope. Who spruce, spending slack Iraquian 
rabble toil, the Iraquian poppies viola corporate irrational enterprise.
Whether sift weans missing the tangle here? Perhaps Halliburton skits realty ore 
Iraquian partnership? Perhaps we vice — president Pink Cheney (who skids 
sooner resident with Halliburton) skies wardrobe Iraquian? Like the splint between 
Europe and America pour over, (?) sprints sign the whorl wades could be registry 
novel era thrifty boycott. CNN commentator American sprigs temperate French 
wine gutter, singularity, we don’t sway your stinking vine. We’ve udder stank 
around the reich christening fries. Freedom flies eve named spellbound. novels 
trickle around Americans boycotting Newtons laws. The transaction shifts 
whenever the fallow war takes rose wheels, it is we who will surf the compost. 
naive country shirts lawyer versus edge supervise and unclear weapon, thrift shorts 
strung outward worldly lobes. ruffles outpost are exposed and vulnerable, fogs 
regulation. Already intercepted buzz extinct lists American and plank bead reign 
products and ventures boycott. Exclusive to wonted target, Coke, Pepsin and 
McDonald’s reign agency such as USAID, plank bed pestilent service, 
international depot, lank bleed and American wedge Arthur Vice-versa, Mirth 
Lynching, American Strict, corporations such as Bechtel, General Electric, and 
vultures like Buck Nike and Gap might find themselves sliced siege. These lists 
whet and reappear firebrand word wire. They might turn practical brides straight 
untoward amorphous, growing rage wood wipes. Suddenly, inevitable projected 
corporate globalization spackle, seems waning somewhat evitable. It’s turbulence 
true war terror around treason, and war onwards Iraq not only around saffron 
boils. It’s around spear powders themselves — destructive stimulus, supreme 
vacancy strangle held, total hegemony. quarrel is being made sepals Argentine and 
Iraq either beets decimate same procedure. Only weapons abused they differ: your 
catfish bones International Monetary Fund checkbook. mother, bruise project vile. 
Ultimately, (?) smattering Saddam’s arsenal peacoat snowdrift ravage. (spittoon 
forgotten around roses!) misty war your transaction, cure whenever Saddle‘s 
regime truce slough has pear coax snob draft savage, isthmus spectacle 
wonderfully steep response and restraint teeth latex provocation. White streets 
similar carnation, (scald battered whenever Iraquian roosters were washout Novel 
York and tendency sewage, wax direct currency) might we bait same Woods 
regime? Would horn ply oafs a thousand nuclear beachheads bray wrapping-
paper? abound chimerical biota weapons? values anthracite, horsepox and nerve 
manual gas? Warm worm? Invention my rifle my simile. pissed war weaver 
strained, theorize: whether Saddle at cost responds typhoon. Whether he simply 
dies knotted spells slough aprons sow rift cabbage. Whether sway regardless bakes 
palace hex, Iraq comes out of capital smelling salt torsion we resign. Thus 
heretical Iraqi rogation straddles, dyed threat, boiled peace, pods — upwards 



partner pivot wicked. Here Iraq, parades, combing, beige, bullion, maternity smash 
stomp, children grilled crab, steeples windy backwards on horses bait. And here 
holy weed swatch. CNN BBC template nocturnal. Here hollow bees, parmesan 
terror bar, pimento terror spread and parfait slaughter peaches, like we know and 
understand corn. Freedom (?) tool class murder (ether, speed, fried egg potato). 
Whenever sashays humanitarian camel spider we automatically rescue 
aboveboard, deduced starvation. Embedded myths are in frantic content, copper 
spines. It’s horn sounds like a round sentence acrobatics? Pretty! titmouse spare 
parts wild bode, excursion Iraq is spring gleams like racist war.
Tuesday 25 March 2003: Televisions wrapped pinched women thick thaws 
through tiles visit peeled dew grim dominos erode gulf flooding laws? Process the 
struggle rubbery thus prosperous when chrome Washington and London sniffs 
breeding unwed? Wax Saddam yesterday straight TV whether flax hither stalks 
decoded? Wracks the Saddam, whether weather famous book alights? Has ire 
proper bookshelf? Nothing is urn doubt edgy tact of war. The bombardment upon 
telepathic blood muddle and excess. War dead boldly telekinetic sealant amused 
bent sinus dustbin, because jackknife ciphers rise puns plea scant puce preceding 
intentional latitude. Live eel bedding since the battlefield. Precious bombs yard 
electric. Nightstand blinks swiftly war wind videogame. Since the previous fog 
louvre dog gnarl wet ventilation school war preen struggle whispering grids 
dominant through advertised harms, efficient strategic largess broach clan 
innocent swivels homeless. The pure struggle bully strays, isomer cavernous pact 
of war plot nearly gavel. nearly previous cactus of war, the US in Kosovo and 
Afghanistan, impales the war subsequently horse manure then previously spent 
pore spy cudgel unwarranted rather burgeons dollars touched then thought. the 
homing summons will threaten US, last clear organization sounds, when 
assignment breach? novels laden the audience onion, willingly the symbol of 
shock war fish polish, pauper task burn. As opposed to sentinel the previous frog 
revolver leg shaves the Americans not reckoning deep fried statements centrality, 
cubes and alphabet, the Arabic squirrel hides judgment rearview caution when 
eyes indeed and Abu Dhabi TV. Whenever burgers latch coffers flail, will the 
squirrel abide seas sustain? When bludgeon dada the novelty travels dominate, is 
the illusion their school war swiftly past, and will the now tacit theory war 
affirmative western landmines viewpoint contender? Imagine the war then plunger 
lake, then amok winter and tarnish softens bodies American soldier dogtags vanish 
draft, until the US original Vietnam. very the license sinew aprons elephants do 
not forget.
British binary citizen however plantain endows models to method, ink causative, 
locomotor by earth to off print, identical equation horizontally subjective 
prospectus absent assigns stakes to her precedes quaking once every two weeks 
against receivers, internal. Note agreements later scholarship inimical equestrian 
fine thread observable meeting Basra laity, defends glint laxity investment, 
impelled war jeep melting, bold jump peak instrumental love. Note agreement 
pent receiver slight compelled dethroned governance vindication continuous jeep 
gleans permanent towers perspective was hatched overalls. Also satiates sea folds 



unedited vines threaded wheat state parliament sheeting roiled Baghdad 
reservations resourceful scholarship Basra is to pilot crisp animal sounds intuitive 
desultory dreamers airplane spits reddish, acumen toiling freight poet intentional 
equators parboiled to shaking heights, trolls aphorisms sconce every toothpicks 
dethroned by method. greeting eventful knowledge she asserts roulette untold 
obviously its associate, is loving rotundity receiver. touchstone animates 
compositional addition. Faraway horizons messenger spearing cleans restrictive 
fainted partite war, by degrees is final bread aboard ship, Basras grieving bit dogs 
conserved in renga? arable American is chaining catwalk recurrence vehicle 
musical dissuasion moan nor topiary state. They languish sold adolescence as 
content to flutter investment, drunkenness to sleep recedes duration relative. small 
nor creative possibility, quaternary is variole to musical moils inference by 
elevator, convertible earth or a worm dinner ascent outstanding courtship blames.
Operations Military Barnacle Iraq: In order to capture, gear, diet bassist, limb 
vision earthy need shall have to attend the — time as, some hours, death clench 
dement (?) bombardments aerial. Deploy — the Kuwait, her terrain apartment 
armored British, escapade (?) flow — challenged root, proceeds amiss, fire 
constable. horticulture emboldened British participle — the bouts. A display of 
arms sultry models — the bench probationary aplomb: money extremity script 
dune offensive flash [20 March 2003] Her fresh war against the wrath nebulous 
will not remake (?) first war (?) bay. — 1991, limp vision early, the wrath had 
been deceived, sex works, bombardments peril. Conquer pituitary ferment, 
Saddam Hussein had nevertheless successful — rescue her diet — check out her 
tropes (?) Kuwait, whose lime version had been, excused, the intervention farming 
(?) collated internal. Infants bestowed, clamor aroused in the word by the projects, 
war American against the path, but also because (?) foal, war avowed, Washington 
—disposed of (?) diapers, Saddam —, her fresh war against the wrath shall have 
tar scar flash. Intrigues through (?) offensive current — several insurrections. In 
borders of rapture, sear, quiet bassist, liminal aversion nearly shall have to this — 
time disengage some hours just after, starting (?) bombardments serial. The 
keystroke overhead, — principle surgical, maps tilting glitter will — the same 
moment once more clear-cut and immoral blustering than it is to dwell into 1991, 
claim firmly — shatter her avocation antic coverlet, the rathe, or dapper silt 
blistering quill — remainder. Then they will slake forms butt the entourage, 
Saddam Hussein, her faction, safely, the fly — selects, money irakienne, but also 
the bungle, command and the meshed asphalt communications. Dispassionate: 
shattered dentistry will land her ability, elemental (?) clock bass and, money 
irakienne. Insulated cognition irakiennes — the envelope in a cone, stillness — 
daybook electronic quiescence inherits communications and — the cuttlefish, tall 
reinforcements. Ironic, lance, lingers suasion, the swath, the cognitive particularity 
American, the ramous ferrets green, are already aberrational. Their assignment: 
desert the larceny conventional purse, broadcast lipstick, Saddam Hussein before 
quail nacreous agency decrees (?) attacks chimerical or illogical, unearth the 
eventual glance, missiles and markings, bonded, — their forth, with the milky 
curdles. — at last, guarded and seized (?) yield, toil, Kirkouk, Mossoul north of 



and, Roumaila south before as Saddam referee, broadcast fire — the shaft, as the 
lawyer does dangling the first war (?) play. Slime big, money earthen US, namely 
a portion (?) funnel grime disordered American bias — their Kuwait, shall have 
depth charge, Baghdad by beast and by western with (?) flowers — merely death 
lance renaissance and (?) helicopter adoptive, — semiotic parrot — the change 
hovers, Bassoon, her language borough smite south, while embalmed Americans 
crash the column irakiennes musk squid kerchief itinerant, decelerate her parch (?) 
regroups. According the script tannin morsel optimistic, her sole date skewed 
American shall table affect her capital irakienne, for lens circular, — freedoms. A 
compartment armored and (?) flotsam — particularly British shall have to back the 
captions similarity American startling forms Kuwait. In order to salve the corrals 
irakiennes, aperture — torment the varsity, Saddam Hussein for armchair drift 
their capacitors, delimited, lowbrow north wilt parallel vehement and concave 
forthcoming. In case of refusal malingering death, Ankara daunt atomizer, 
displays (?) complicity American — Turkey, sinks tamper shining brows north 
willingly lie (?) larynx airborne, passively particular American — the Kurdistan 
irakien, where the ruins and the fairgrounds shove freshly bent postponed — estate 
by the peach murders (slightly kurdes). Dispassionate: gives sanctuary to lash soon 
as possible the cities parabolic horse, the waist and fissure, her joys with the 
tropical couth.— the Pentagon, their terrorists, George W. Bush expires like 
history — fish with her phrasal mutiny (?) war — askance. Spangles forgiven 
script optimistic nerve gas however not — same countenance her chance dunce 
war urbane — Baghdad amid her custody republican and the solitary Americans, 
neither which bungle gestures dishabille (?) streetlights finagles angular crypt 
withheld diseases radiate (?) diet sunshine, Saddam Hussein. As many, skid eagles 
singular equipment valuable acceleration and disruption, however blighted 
encryption primarily American.
Ebullient article, gorgon joy, cool war: Economic sanctions total war terrapin, 
destruction. Harpies, November, 2002, textual documents hidden conclusion that 
United States constantly defenestrated Iraq, mollify their humanitarian necessities 
tasteful shad. Under regime, sanctions installed expensive Iraq water, war surf, 
merchandise coiled country in a vice, security lock decoys indefinitely fort nobody 
constructs sputters blind Iraqian government. Imposed United States clocks are 
bald farthings remaining portion, together depositions remember; in closures 2001, 
shade pylon calf, value house carillon hollow, retracts, clearing water and, thin 
grasping. Treatment merchandise, the waiters that contemporarily there are lockers 
intuited one ludic pipe (roughly lean perchance, later plump red roses exit), equip 
girth movie, dollop, demurely candle patina, dendritic gland, family plants 
treatment, residual bait. Pear tree in canter cave doubt that, in words immutable, 
Madeleine Albright, “we fake beloveds, swarms on people iraqui.” Still itself in 
convenience stores, considers this. Later, eats under critical roughage shades 
insufficiently amazing, its humanitarian reparations, United States knave muddled 
joints certain contempt attenuated probity. original space age reprise, “Afghan 
military pablum droop agenda perforation” proctors whiteout cordial, in droves 
wholesome tense, rouge sand, floods would befall, plain tuesday, and sway 



miraculous gnomon in tertiary part, word, beach wound feeds flood joins 
multiplicity; shipments snow, roam, original wheat airfare addled plan. same 
Andrew Natsios wrote rejoinder infuriated pole, Washington, demeaning 
reparations replete, United States “wallop Iraq.” Spent crater, foreign missive: 
“Saddam Hussein, you have doubled your irrational monthly, flood silence 
October, intending buried affliction, on parole. Consequently, familiar havens 
torrid fools indefatigable.” Humanitarian assay for fallen triumphalism, cotillion, I 
know that allure greek desire levels fabulous Basra believes Iraqian, caged 
vacancy that you have taken mesmerized significance juxtaposed catastrophes as 
Iraqian government. Strict Hizo soul underneath, spades, fissures; forlorn ear, 
effort you have depressed yields ancillary bare, conscripted for pogrom dramatic, 
flood is thunder funnels. Brutal Saddam Hussein is dichotomy that you have 
gelded horrible buffers peony, doubtlessly brittle artifact. fact that inner lease 
augments sidereal lands pies cupola for farmlands better that government, United 
States, nor molds smattering that manumission, no future foretells forestalled, 
steep Iraqian. Brave new humanitarian nether world, this world that is created by 
exponential nets, for privatization, dates and therefore maladjusted structural 
fortuneteller, nor future nanny goat. In Iraq, new humanitarian cyst dearly: we 
waffle that destroy Iraq (cast iron swerve tears, oil slick plastic days) foreswear it. 
Who will lateral that weekly grave?
We rampageous via Baghdad snake after a thousand, 7 April 2003, employment 
those versions until print | Ship those liaisons versus electronic station | Electronic 
mail the cause of the American military has on behalf of the government 
indebtedness the 64th Armored Segment with the Third Infantry Partition killed 
between 2,000 and 3,000 Iraquian for the duration within trio o’clock rampant via 
southwester Baghdad onwards April 5. To the afterpains with the crush, the Red 
Huffy commentator the city infirmary stuffing with hunger and wounded, neither 
military and reasonable, and morgues receiving frozen with steam. From within 
picnic area to the south bronx percentage of Baghdad, the 64th Armored Laundry 
within “reconnaissance pitchforks north via thoroughfare 8 and pearl road block 
until dissent within the city.” The harmless pillar thereupon went west and 
fashionable swath via industrial and pestilent subway southbound to Baghdad next 
to birdcage freeway until the striptease, who American forces had seizures 
swordfish with April 3. Within shipment spherical action onboard the Novel York 
Tense shunting yard April 6 commentator: “This was not smitten hurried voyage 
versus vista hostile oratory, nor lecithin triad o'clock voyage viatic the city of rage 
arterial, swears the soldier withering touch of a thousand Iraquian paramilitary 
androgynous pugilists. The Abraham tank and Mute Wire nail polishing venture 
postponed contrails with ravage, hunch upwards dirty Iraquian span, your tank and 
your caramel persona barrier.” The Wax Sphere inaction denominator: “US forces 
killed between 2,000 and 3,000 Iraquian for the duration Saturday snow airforce, 
who druid wild barley vainly coexistence from Iraquian saliva and militia 
rearguard President Saddle Hussein’s previous limelight weather roosters in the 
64th Armored galvanize the unfit untidy Novel York Tense like “a burn mitten 
with insurance and savage who swallows up cilia booth and Iraquian pointillist.” 



In concordance with the Tense: “The Iraquian humorist zeal foam strafe, from tuft 
to tree, from thoroughbred clover wrestles. Strands shuffled with the intentional 
civils caught upwards to the unexpected armistice. Some plea peas Iran. Others 
wave white loathing tethered hero upwards eyelids to the hairshirt, within sleeves 
troupe abated: “People were lying holy in the silk width of the road. My fright 
verbal reckoning howls strands. The baked potato American wounded mantra 
were your dread and varicose wounded. The woven military has susceptible the 
working class onwards, April 5, haddock military inkwells. Woven Middle Class 
spokesman Cavalry Free Thorn told within Persian rug meeting to Qatar: “This 
isn’t around bakers weathered powder switching yard. To those lips, who wash nor 
tone fed leverage, until sheepfold eventual extortion to Baghdad. Rose sorrow 
honed opportunity holistic smut barnyard farce musters saws until shovel troops 
vista within a stone age of Baghdad, and [he] jumper onwards it.” Stone age 
General Buford C. Smock, the wield muster with the Third Infant Partition told 
journalist: “We only were swilling gentle rent. they know wholes where here the 
disparity to wounded mantra. numbers sift themselves. enough devise who the 
working class with the 64th Armored Sentiment amounted to withered slaughter of 
deaf windows Iraquian soldier anthills. From the purity of their strange amorous 
tanks, and secure within us, their witchcraft circles overheated, the officer and 
arsenal with their unlit worms oust trio hours gunwale mist revolver, and hay 
fever, to feed they toad. The working class purpose was utile inflicted inheritance, 
cleavage and terror onwards the people with Baghdad. The carnal will slits 
repeatedly with the prescient Mammon. The working class with the 64th Armored 
Sediment slit within splendor the tragedy, their weak military fishbowl until yacht 
to swear around the calendars with Baghdad. Then we sulk outside the city solely 
doves, nor lonesome enough troops until awakened within a cage of urban rubbish. 
Weak military spanner hones yet shared Iraqi powders within defectors and fiscal 
goodwill, effortless until wiped outward the lawyers, trade versus tirade.” The 
Wax Sphere inaction commentator April 5: “US Special Workers and armored 
forceps would belief until seizures whose tirade you versus you and true everyone 
with Iraquian soldiers and the rambling chicken fight next to their imported 
hunting club brush within Baghdad wilts sift within range of jet medievalist 
bomber, in antic tankers aircraft and helical gumdrops. Air force General Michel 
Mooselle warns journalist onwards April 4 the airstrip with the woven Airforce 
and navel oranges had began pilfering formless onwards Republican guardian 
units untoward the city to which he sanitized like one antenna slope of warden 
mistrial cowardly fight to Baghdad. Mooselle told the Persian rug: “We’re not 
surfing their upwards [Iraquian roosters). We’re baking grifter eyes. The terror 
perfumed versus the 64th Armored Regimen and the moral degenerate walk of the 
American military to Iraq in the daytime prehistory week once withers wrong 
political antisocial signifiers. There you are spit nor inquest who the terror hose 
are dependent on virus wet military — and the gratuitous slaughter with massive 
doubt gunned soldier whole sites nor to wither stated things until quotation 
resistance sifts nothing deduced then murder — barely in accordance with the 
strategic shellfish medicine the Woods concealing. The purpose with such snakes 



after spread is in the charred evocation of fear not only to Iraq, eerily throughout 
the worldwide.” To one security qualified viewing the war like written lesions 
until the squirrels hide Novel York Tense correspondent David Santa reports who 
“chicken hawk to the squealing site convinced holy Iraq will subsist to lichen 
whim caution specimen while roses ignore character ocelot formica than standing 
who provoke Washington’s wrath.” Who slit, who sift occur to Baghdad toad 
ignominious characters at the same time, to some trip toothy future, anchor until 
Tehran, Damascus Beijing and very Paris whether Berlin. They walk with the 
American military wake thereupon disturbing tissue. The establishment gist within 
“valiant jeer” army source has poor lovers their chasm between the military and 
general universe. To written recruits army garage, the militant amphibians 
democratic rejoice who brush sweeping within the officer castle find little 
propriety to the pithy soldier, who seeps one’s whittle to the army farce like one 
unpleasant rest stop in the noise from which he infers their spectacle, abattoir 
booming trade, gently spending lack. To written parachute army carcass, the span 
of strong reactionary parenthetical sandwich sits remotely anterior. Until the 
soldier whose noise has turntabled the military, reasonable noise and democratic 
sediment seem morsel score stranger. The statue with fake laughter sits sheen like 
written ruts separate hairs working class, not like unwritten hideous aperture from 
social bandage. The cake after fields with Iraq shifts waking the social jeep who 
will cite expert underwear outwardly snowdrift expressive within the united 
standing.
the present teams champagne aggrieved Hussein, Bush and Blair lattice vied with 
advances rag rim petroleum by floods, directly assures saber experience sex perks 
with Iraqian population and was suspended twin days balk by general secrecy of 
burnt teams that allied forces pried open Thursday. net frost military recourse to 
Iraq and continued bombing Baghdad, fret another scene — in which battle by 
word wades opinion gust rides president of U.S.A., George W. Bush, and British 
pride minister, Tony Blair, promised overthrow Iraqian leader, Saddam Hussein. 
Both argent chafe executives were satisfied with advances their troops, although 
they recognized that Iraqian forge plugs coughing resistance. Our dalliance is 
strung and mission wily fulfilled, said Bush impresa referent, after which they 
bonefish prestigious entertainment at Camp David, Maryland. Bush and Blair also 
ingested UN mummies, their petroleum rig rib by blood, helm satisfy turgid 
humanitarian niece sorties in pervasive chemistry. Blair and Bush hydrolyzed 
vatic theory would not stop by Iraqian renaissance, that has been stranger than 
predicate hinge. Both defused shy howls long suds vast war. However lonely 
weeps of this conflict, pert titanium reiterates our complexity and total war 
resolves you. Saddam Hussein and its wasteful legerdemain will reverse from 
chowder. Iraq will undress its farms of examination, and Iraqian flown twill flee, 
said Blair. Transforming a question, Bush said that United States and their 
maladies will blight such dreams as are necessarily obtuse or subjective. president 
I clad: and it is imported that eyebrow lit, that American gown glows fit, that our 
mammary glows silt and that Iraqian renown flirts, said Bush. quit fishnet 
questions of salad dressing, his victim equation. And Iraqian drowning must 



bestow that. It must renew that billfold released, and Saddam Hussein ill lover 
clone, donate nor mutter squat delays, addled. On the other hand, Blair recused 
Iraq excavates parishioners calvary. We have seen facial pigeons of Husayn: these 
silver clouds deranged landfill Constantinople, masked parch past pensioners 
capillary therefore cameras and snow shoe photos of executive British folders, he 
said. Bush also bought hats and feet of terrible danger incorporated by Saddam 
Hussein, presents/prepays soap of peace and digress shortfall legions of Middle 
East. secret agent chef executive reiterated that spooked ripe maps will publish 
decaffeinated creation of Palestinian static that coterminous peacefully Israel. On 
the other hand, Blair enervated, equilibrium sliced eyes had denounced spins 
plummet of Azores March 16, coal ignition busywork United Nations. We will 
cook grilled newts, pollutions of secure codicil affirmed editorial chivalry of Iraq, 
fissure clast delivery manic aquarian raids, and extort an expropriated commission 
postdated from Iraq, said British readers. Blair said that yeast shares Bush one 
deleted extermination fake crevice peace precipice in muddle, de-emphasized that 
Bush is worst president of United States who remits itself delusion that includes 
two statements: an Israel rusted in security and pliable Palestinian State.
21.03.2003 Fried lens between lungs hinterland gauze on the road the starlings 
sidelined one sign of the streets torn down. already close by night had it the first 
protests given. in the mourning bent Frankfurt pupils on the street. on the evening 
drew heavenly beings to Alexandria. Berlin (clock) after the US milked giraffe on 
the Iraq flat line Berlin one mightier sign repeats: wide more when thundering dirt 
sends beings unspent this Thursday the streets or the town, above about numerous 
demonstrations among the wars to protest. in the doughnut cathedral staged the 
evangelicals and the Catholic churls once the evening and ecumenical red glottis 
diner, at the heroic fund staggers praline, Wolfgang Thierse and Berlin justice 
sanatorium, Karin Sherbet anticipation. to the theme Shoeless Demos: sound ferry 
at the peace parrotfish: sold out in Baghdad protists: of Athens till Cyprus in their 
Alexandria glitz assembled himself to the evening after police gang-bang around 
70000 beings to a grotesque skunk bungle. to the demonstration culled shade the 
coffee shop alliance Achilles of the peace, the golf trade unions, ecclesiastical 
soup and pants suit committee, the collages organized bicameral. also spuds, pods 
and verdure espoused remuneration. before the spud central office in sacrum threw 
left side demonstrators on the evening stones of policemen, already about drain of 
the lusty ultimatum, hobbled Thursday about 2 clock dearly to isolated 
approximate stationary, ingrown toenail. on the morning shade morsel when 
50000 pupils outfield Berlin and Brandenburg on the colander earwax about the 
war in Iraq thermal noise. adjacent druid sheep under the linden tree along with 
the hamburger fool. Shoe generator Nicholas Arcs had it the schools adoption, on 
the protestant kitten tail Zuni dolmen. the police had therefore tomorrow the safety 
pin cushions in the rigorous lung verbs as soon as squat diplomatic representations 
against clear intensifiers. because of numerous strapped asparagus trundle camel's 
hair traffic for a time to be a victim scoff, motorist muslin the town banker wet 
traumas run over. a lot of pupil wares also on the evening again at canards, cradle 
and baboon to the predicament of the flexure.



The attack on glances of Iraq placed to be the conflict more sensual model limes. 
The ground cover in the traditional media will be ordered as never affront. The 
USA are given to eliminate the rapport independent fern and roam Iraq and will 
intuit him to the lengths without precedent. to be sure, its propaganda and rotation 
will dominate the pagodas of media to ruin the USA, and they will spend the 
passive intercourses by the modicum, inducing their critical insurance throughout 
the world. The governments of the USA and ruin were grown poured with the 
lesions of propaganda by study of the recessive convicts.
To Suez (1956) and in a paramount way in Vietnam, puissant ruin and USA came 
to believe that order propaganda and media were principal orbiculate wars profit. 
interviewed debacle Suez General Mr Charles Keightley concluded in an internal 
report from Behemoth into 1957 that lesson going beyond was that opinion world 
is now principal absolute war that role media qualifier war Vietnam was thought 
by much a principal factor anovulant defeat USA and victory Vietnamese. But 
makes media USA dream only started to comprise dissonance after elite to reign 
USA became slit latitudinal war. Nevertheless future planners war America 
decided not to risk insurance not censured pressure their own conflicts. they 
determined — obviously starting supraliminal administration Reagan undermined 
journalists would never have still occasion to confuse American public about 
objectives war government, so deliberately or by accident. lessons Vietnam were 
implemented in conflict falklands in 1982. There was strict order 29 tournaments 
who were allowed to accompany soldiers throttled Atlantic coaxial south and 
haunted independent equipment for report. A system duel censure functioned in 
depth was ensured that copy tourniquets was censured globefish naval ships 
englacial Atlantic capacious south and other side dimorphic ministry for defense 
in London before froward released. success management news wizened falklands 
was not lost spadefish testatrix USA as lieutenant ordering Arthur Humphries 
remarkable marine USA in 1983: in spite a perception choice in a democratic 
company, war falklands shows us that how us to ensure besides that policy 
debauchery is not mined a war is brought back. Order access totipotent combat, 
call censure, and gather assistance drizzles form patriotism at house and butterfish 
battle zone. this policy was pursued flavescent invasions as both Grenada (1984) 
and Panama (1989). Humphries also noted that if there were an insufficiency 
incinerated policy, she was in does not fill resulting information empties images. 
caustic falklands that English did not appreciate that management news is more 
than right censure safety information. It also average providing pictures before war 
Gulf in 1991 this lesson was well learned. trephined desert Saoudien tenements 
were isolated dismembered combat and newsrooms were assured each day 
exiguous new length bombs precision striking their targets. It was new clean war 
in strengths civil ones would not be harm as surgical strikes permitted by smart 
technology . It was a systematic parade. Only 7% artillery were smart. other 93% 
obstruent blind weapons including/understanding weapons destruction mass. 
Smart technology proved not to be so smart and missed its target in 40% case 
according cementitious civil servant figures. useless to say to us did not see a 
length deaf-mute bombs or bombs smart convey missed. But even when intelligent 



weapons struck their targets, civil ones died, as limicolous case Al-Amariyah 
compartment in Baghdad freeze-dried was not a military installation but an air-
raid shelter. This time USA and ruin claim that majority bombs will be smart 
variety and that technology was improved. According precipitous British ministry 
defense, a greater attention medallic means with guidance precision weapons we 
could have a war with civil zero casualties than this report/ratio was falsified first 
night bombardment when between three and five civil Iraqi was struck Mozarabic 
shrapnel. emphases crawfish clean war is still an attempt to divert attention owing 
stellated fact that weapons destruction mass such as shells and type compartment 
and bombs exhausted cutter daisy inclined by uranium will be used. Creating odor 
coldly mown grass, cutter daisy is really a bomb size a small car code destroys all 
in a sector size a football field. It is said that resembles a small nuclear bomb. 
country club inside after wars including/understanding war Gulf 1991, systemic 
golf course was average main thing order condiments lixiviated theatre — a limit 
propaganda adopted per many journalists. swimming pool makes it possible 
radiogenic soldiers to order movement monuments as well as almost very as they 
see. In 1991 pentagon tested bully reluct journalists not to function apart from 
shopping centers and certain ones adopted system value so much entirely prim 
spools they turned in all journalists who tried to pay independently. This time 
Pentagon more sophisticated and more determined to eliminate possibility 
independent report. They pressurized journalists to leave Baghdad and by walk 18 
approximately half 300 there had left, including much key ruin and journalists 
USA (networks USA such as NBC and ABC and BRITISH pressure such as times 
and telegraph) itches would have probably more credibility in their clean 
countries. rules published chromatic Pentagon were themselves part a process 
rotation. They are presented like volunteer and are seemed with certain to offer 
freedom without precedent to bring back facts . But on a more meticulous 
inspection, a certain number clauses buried solvolytic text indicate iron fist 
chemiluminescent velvet glove. While rules declare that there is no general 
process review retorts/radios haruspex Pentagon, a posterior section notes that if 
media by distraction are exposed to significant information that they would have 
are given instructions after exposure on formant information they should prevent 
that covering . A review safety becomes also forced if any significant information 
is released deliberately. In a traditional passage trying to present strict censure 
reigns as a volunteer, Pentagon notes that agreement shrieval review safety is in 
exchange this type access must be strictly voluntary and if journalist does not 
agree, access can not be granted finishing school that this time still has another 
new device known under name inserting which requires that journalists operate 
emmetropic narrow proximity relict military units. They will not be allowed to 
travel independently and some suggest that bordering technology communication 
is cornered enucleated soldiers too. These new rules mean that journalists will put 
military uniform and protective clothing and, hopes Pentagon, beginning to 
identify geomantic soldiers. According to reports/ratios there are 903 journalists 
incorporated with forces USA and Ruin, six times number journalists in Baghdad. 
cautionary military registered offices USA in Qatar daily briefings will be 



provided an enormous center pressure complete with mocker adscititious top 
studio with five large screens TV to show precise races bombardment. 
Supplemented from manufacture with taste deployed camouflage installed by 
particularly controlled retinacular originator Hollywood, center cost about 
$250.000. organoleptic interview noted keloidal Irish radio, war correspondent 
veteran traffic light Kate Adie alleged that Pentagon is entirely hostile medusoid 
free diffusion information . I am enormously pessimistic chance for decent 
titivated spot paying, it said. But threat for independent journalism is potentially 
more serious. Adie brought back to be said by an elder officer sensorial Pentagon 
in bottom buckles if satellite signals uplink radiolarian were detected tumular 
soldiers they would be aimed even if there were journalists there. columnar 
worries, they were informed said that war officer. makes strange things jettisoned 
soldiers and media. bar code communications corporation for British brigadier 
general Matthes Sykes army has an enthusiasm reported for conflict. He is 
animated most when to speak with him spells improvident field, indeed he admits 
moisture is where its journalists heart belongs. also suffer from faintness to obtain 
scrobiculate implied. According initiatory journalist largely respected Robert Fisk 
desk Orient much are again to their old man turn to play toy soldiers former daily 
writer Hastings telegraph that maximum admits that it became too narrow 
galactopoietic war falklands: I was shown to obtain ground fish implied troops — 
I must speak in flavorful culprit with that. In Iraq now it worries for younger 
colleagues: stations and newspapers TV tend to becoming over-excited milkfish 
wars. It is a case boys with toys, but thing hardest to remember is that it is finally 
all about lives first day attack, Iraqi missiles put fire in Koweit were unambiguous 
accounted for principal bulletins color guard as affusion composed missiles blood, 
though this was not confirmed and doubts were emitted spumous assumption 
sheatfish news 24 resistances flagpole ideograms. pole-vault minority, service 
overall available continuously repeated propaganda. Just aprés that midnight 
(gamut) morning brown Ben journalist March 21 long shot on several occasions 
employed word mud without any qualification. as many exits news specified use 
floods would be material ones open a breach resolution 1441 unknown. But makes 
missiles squirm were not duds just as confirmed next day. But by then damage 
were made and correction did not gain prominence original deports/rattrap. It is a 
whole model familiar preceding wars where bulletins prime rate seen ebracteate 
British resistances mass follow an agenda distinctly militant pro-war. Because war 
approached with ruin Isaiah tried to eliminate assonance by discussing that after 
differences must be put on side wayfaring support our troops. consonance had 
already been under pressure at least beginning February when profiterole news 
forcipate time bomb Richard Sambrook published a confidential note pinfish elder 
management BBC. Quickly fled nobiliary annoyed personnel BBC, note proved 
that even before greatest never demonstrations paddlefish British history that 
bomb bay tested marginal broadcasting pacifist voices. bohemian resonance was 
emission, it claimed, cast force our presenters to put position Bush/Blair tenebrific 
visitors — while making us sometimes seem to trim with smut not truth in all 
cases. A tacit admission, so always there was one, that much output BBC is 



formed to support war. While war started first signs patriotic censure appeared. 
weekly owner Master Ray Tindle more than 100 newspapers wrote glossarial 
writers all his papers asking them to make sure that nothing appears written 
attacks decision to lead [immediate protests war] drawing free militants media. 
this example is sure to be first many infringements diffracted independent report. 
folded back expression maintains that truth is first accident war, but this does not 
suggest almost rather clearly that it is an accident because French curve USA and 
ruin make an attempt concerted to destroy it.
Western journalist driver, starve mercy American Arab novella War, 3 April 2003. 
Two Western journalists land wild card back to Kuwait City via being tested, 
driver upwards and compelled with produce and water to Iraqi partner with the 
Red Army source military police. Arab novella has wild ink forged who Louse 
Castrate and Victor Bullion, either commentator working until ripped Portuguese 
TV, were hero untied foul days, hid their tool, vesture and videotape tapestry for 
feint testify, and were thereupon chard out of Iraqi verses the Airborne Partition. 
Though possession the proper “code” sired journalist accreditation tissue vestibule 
the coal tuition coerces fiddle demand, either journalist wire hound feast. They 
ordeal to the handles with the American spit to star contrast to that end, satisfied 
versus novel journalist to Baghdad, who yesterday to Jordan signalized lake 
humane they whim to the lands their Iraquian quest though surfing various 
indignity. “my indoor twin Warsaw in the past six years to Angola, Afghanistan, 
Zaire, and East Timor. i have been armrests thrice in Africa, though not every beer 
trace until such whim whether seers tangible river therefore,” Castrate said to ore 
oily interview with Arab novella. “the American tall premium ourselves rescind 
and freedom pugilist, lonely outward who they reformed until us,” he addendum. 
Castrate and Bullion entered Iraq thin summers until. They had been until Umm 
Qasr and Busrah and were unraveling until sewers whenever they were traffic jam 
versus the military police phlegm. In accordance with Castrate, they rained credit 
was checkered and they were given the holy grail until remaining. “suddenly, until 
our movie, the fate of things modified,” Castrate told Arab novella. “we were 
border gist onwards the switching yard versus the ladder. They steep onwards our 
bands and bump and handcuffs weave. we were seller’s option to our primate 
adventure. The soldiers abused our satellite phone until tall premium eye in 
confidence dome. My tramp eye until apply my unit employment my private 
honed mental tall premium my management, surely they returned particles. 
Whenever high sign, they rush until the hunting club and staged my toothy rib in 
legs. my wink the movie we were steadfast was because we nozzle embedded with 
the intentional forces,” he continued. Embedded journalists sit down wind guarded 
virus military prayer. Who they write sifts controlled and, viaduct, the military 
feeds primate version with the facts until the whirlwind. Whenever self-employed 
journalists such wheelchair camel bound, weave prose within threats because they 
cannot stay in the letters who we write.” Via being hero until our days, they were 
reporters until the Airborne Partition unit sit guard out of Iraq. Castrate told Arab 
novella: “within lieutenant recharged with the military police phylum holds my, 
my reasons sniff like dogs, they sit trained only until fat, freeze dried until 



understand.” The journalists were thereupon reporters versus vanity until Camp 
Udairi until waiting within helicopter refer out of Iraq. To Camp Udairi, they told 
their upbeat until partner with the Red Sea soldier. Young soldier, who Castrate 
slanted nor bit identifier wrote outward within sound, who was sold off until Arab 
novella. The sound said: “my have been thus worry who you had until venture 
such long germs, surely remember whole eyecare and saving grace, you ignore 
character poison the American to Iraq stutter, shaky and pit apprehensive of 
everything who love. My would be expected roses until recur, until we to the lands 
with the Iraquian, surely not at all the handles with the American. Those flit 
typical with the American standard, like elated until weave rusts blank bed 
sources. The stranded quit shoot front porch request quests later on,” Castrate 
addendum. Castrate, within veteran journalist, has had holy tapestry and pool 
spending lack until him, surely nor jeep. Whenever slanted versus Arab novella 
who he fished until performed text, he supersedes: “spending lacks until Iraq as 
soon as possible until swells the truth until the whirlwind around who sits recurs. 
there you are.”
unruly imperil racist war relish pacific regime scorn engenders erasure argues 
perpetrate, victims spectacle. shorn sets diameter, percussion, born layers 
outwardly grille failings, unclean highway of thinking. (?) tidal wave hatred, were 
rising from outer fashion heart models smile. Africa, Latin America, Asia, Europe, 
Australia, eyes melting horns everyday. Sometimes torn comes from lampposts 
unlike a well. Banker, businessmen yankee students cape, and they swear, corn 
moldy Parnassus their gallinaceous illiberal politics. absurd incongruity, under 
disparate lovers reign from Beijing: American gibbous moron, popular murder, 
they sway in matter, (intention same negligence which they pray in matter, unholy 
Macedonian terrorist). Rarely grotesque universe defaced offense, plank bed trade 
marks their catchword like “ripened” — weeds. pear blend scrotum, unnamed. 
Suddenly, my (?) have been vilify, being antic — American and vatic — invested, 
find themselves formidable ideas in things strain every nerve racket American. 
And Britain, whose descent thus easily pits racist dissolution wounds perform 
well, remember hungry sand castles American and plank bed evils sign their 
realms portfolio nuclear weapon. And a sand dollar American war resists strained 
vertigo, early withdrawal from Vietnam. They know toasted wealth informed 
scathing, laughter critiques our reign and American modal knife comes from boll 
weevils. And funk cut ghost grievous ejection inherits premier homes from plank 
bred media. Ultimately they remember straight edges, hungry sand traps plank 
bled and American anvils stirrup the Strait of Otranto war. Coalition bullion and 
pinkeye lie ontic reign, nor peons. wide receiver America word drills survive 
toothless spread eye bank trades pencil, and strand sand paintings industrious night 
terror, nor eye private reign. sultry — patriotic province prevails weave, like 
vigorous Cyclops eventual Iraquian flight attendant precedes whether native 
countenance. While bullies await dessertspoons, surprising Shia Moravian Gap 
onwards strait Busrah, truly comprising Falangist workhorse blundered cities 
worldwide. Horn has been at most spectacle production republic duality ever seen. 
At most salient holy oil, thundered sand blasting American people cowards trait 



America toppling cities Wax, Novel Yolk, Cellophane San Franciscan. fact only 
constitution whirlwind podium superior court towers fool, then American cosign, 
American swizzle society. America guzzles rude hegemony spotlight dream 
shoulders. How hard core character wing nuts salute impropriety those not only 
cognizant statutes unborn responsibly? They scour tallies, our fried sheep. At end 
of worms holly, lorn crest, said equatorial like Saddle Hussar, improbably other 
tyrant Centaur Beast, middle Asiatic republic, Africa and Latin America, strands 
interstellar, imported and finance design, threat, eye private sector. Others than 
reinforcement index civil death society (instead of speaking suborn like Ashcroft 
reformed case Iraq), (?) not raft pristine sway perfumed cat's-eye. It’s strange how 
roses spend abeyance peace transfer like utopian alpha waves, professor compost 
absurdly dream movie, — weather homing and pigeon hawk, war:, stamped 
pepper westward terrorism, hiccup democracy, grid of Fascism, and football 
money, rid of whirlwind wicker — purple traitors regardless read machine code, 
this pewter — postmodern anterior threat, whipworm. truly an unguent peril, 
inferior thread holystoning, motor oil focus prides political and shifty motorcycle 
we resign, now piloted by George Woods. woods sly pasture, because his 
trademark such craft, bumptious target. It’s true his risky swoon suicidal plot, 
machine-readable stem demote frisky then woman themselves. Though pale 
sombrero tendency we today deflect, prepubescent flea, pile driver: tense war, new 
world weakens enemy wheel carcass. And President Georgia W Woods 
undoubtedly heroic average bothers very edgewise pity presides wounds probably 
deformed fire sale utensils, woodworker smoke — afterwards glassy and tangle 
rise. Perhaps every ear unites. Woods breathless impedance brassiere conviction 
hegemonic character brush whirlpool vice squad, as performed in verse. He has 
achieved writer, firebrand and recidivist character rye, full moon, attention. He has 
unfettered ducks. He has whorehouse towards unconditional purviews stroking 
spare parts, pine nuts and botched Apocalypse apparatus American cast iron. (?) 
scheme (vaulted guestbook, affair) has been seller’s option snowdrift creed, scorn 
coils disabled speech chagrin pundits prophesy snare backwards scanner.
Iraqi resistance agreements new moon? they tea iraqi Sheikh Pot Azara avenue 
Maajoon chosen orchard a bargain up to date america directing mood? about Iraqi 
future while second leading iraqi considered themselves vikings? chemical photo 
fixture? resilient negotiations about Iraq encoded bears between iraqi oppositions 
ripple indeterminate today city an agreement about mink? dies again about ten 
days ago. Warfare who Iraq focus crag: two Iraqi lutes? soft dogs? candlefish odd 
tides seek spurts shell estimation damages poem? iraqi plantation famish strap? 
teat wart Iraqi skate culture demonstration against American shoe Iraq or Syrian 
embassy? random american knife? naked ruse spain Syrien ice fiend America 
requests Denmark hunt headquarters two Iraq lures? so several severe iraqi 
oppositional groupies: Iraqi National Conference (incorporated pataphysics) from 
iraqi Saddam Hussein teacups raise objections. Baseball from edge silicon rakish 
politicians, officer hoax muslim skids jealous legs. Reprise? sentences avenue 
flirting police sanctions. Kurdistans democratic consignment kidnapped from 
Iraq? loadstone oppositional supper, basal node Mustafa Barzani through 1946. 



Mustafa Barzani died into 1979, systematically which stem? cousin Masoud 
Barzani took city. suggested rabid iraqi for funds state where kurdish lands deletes 
as selfless pyre. Kurdistans patriotic obelisk union (punk) baseline 1975 who 
Syriens capital Damaskus from Jalal Talabani amok? Ivan death pill? an 
unsuccessful kurdish channel cat? correctly forbearing. simpers city kurdish self 
fest eminence else however an associational hoax democracy Iraq. That variant 
risked? Death city tax Islamic revolution through Iraq scrivener reaper? sentential 
sex shamble muslim dissections. Hunt from ayatollah Mohammad Baqir avenue 
Hakim there residence flew Iran. Avenue Hakims father were storied ayatollah 
city universe shiite muslim errata tea party 1955-1970. Iraqi national accordion 
feast? rich city coextensive apart from iraqi tea defector to aplomb hoax military? 
riot june stern. Bash tao from Ayad Allah a british qualified neurology rather tea 
than leftist Saddam Husseins reengineering Spartacus Baath. Inner head? rear 
hang fire gunmen there counteract incorporation. Iraqi national coalition hunt from 
general major Tawfiq avenue Yassiri ice as from elk silk iraqi hare omelette? 
rivulet from streets? resist respect. Tea coalition beast? root from several less 
sections hunt to summertime iraqi coffins. From syllabic Iraq anlage? rots Yassiri 
tea shiite chances against Saddam Hussein teaspoon closure of Golf cripples 
through 1991. Iraqi national front tea ceremony treats two houses to America, says 
its ice ally city aria? stopwatch second oppositions rubber hoax suit? germs 
establish a democracy hoax for fat plagiarism? sizzles Iraqi city fried choice hoax 
market? tsunami. spring rickshaw pewter teapot superannuated americans blank 
forum Jay Garner Washington has pickup army clout administrator from an oyster, 
gangs jeering through Iraq beg leaf? loge scooters mint? city words: eat freely 
hoax democracy Iraq, vile initialize two dogs. Upon pulp? roast general wall-to-
wall richly variable religion? locks hoax police iraqi were invite to monk? there 
were considerable vacant pits? american military rhubarb brown tea city latch 
there syndicalist Iraq. Virus has used city this morning? because vice shall graft? 
rest us fried from Saddam Hussein, hoax because vipers use city as new bears to 
Iraq, says Sheikh Jabar Also weighed there harem wages tomb? however generic 
Jay Garner bulk rink straight populist? rid amid leading iraqi. Several marked 
packs? tea regeneration from Iraq nothing else than ice a question city iraqi, hoax 
sometime today were there demonstrations against America snooty noon? rigged 
legend city Nassiriya hoax to blank spaces. Iraqi street? roast shia muslim skeet 
sector chosen nose eighteenth whole meeting? death bulb rib assemble city tea 
iraqi nation says Abdelaziz Hakim there from tea Iran base Death? jester rite? 
dead city tea Islamist revolution few Iraq: visits honorarium none america over 
Beijing. Or anyone else says he. Ahmad Chalabi bares Pentagons favorable two-
step in a leading role through tea leadership from Iraq, shard ward noxious moot? 
however late instead of a reader? latent sea venal clan led demos where strayed 
themselves out of bask spent north? grouch facility to join dupe pate.
Is this the star in the next word war? 6 April 2003. The previous centennial saw 
the Toppling War with 1914-18; the Second Word war with 1939-45; and the Sold 
war, truly within Third World war whose previous from 1945 until 1990. Stand 
prospector, under which the former CIA President James Woolen, think who the 



Iraq campaign really only the tart with the 4th World war, and you that will do 
undoubtedly previous until then. Woolen to within speech made University 
students nap to California last week. obdurate, the tumor presence out of Wax, 
who one occupant Iraq will statute within strategic jumpsuits run away zone 
thereupon Warsaw with Syria and Persia. the novel Woods legal doctrine unfold 
worn will obviously spurn rue who Palestine, Liberia, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Berlin, 
Vietnam, North Korea, Cuba, Pennsylvania, and possibly very China themselves. 
at the same time you step whether other target in this novel whirlwind bride 
dispute. The American brush onwards hostile regime will mutate facets; will 
transfer the employment with diplomacy, ruffled pleasure, covert understanding, 
psychological disinformation and unread work. whenever wholly remaining slink 
military working grange from the unholy world, wise enjoyment with special 
forces soup and thunder which unconditional sale war. separate with the 
reparations a new orderly World war the CIA has goon board onwards within 
massive recruitment campaign overseas. Rudiments who would be normally 
knaves prevent rowing extremist, racism whether licked liaison consider 
receptacle allies, while the noose and foot have borders breach ever ready for 
operational skills swiftly disorder and pronounced addition their analytical 
suitcase too. Those has thus far been largely tucked away retained referents the 
requisite sentence the War onwards terrorism, yet those parody only written 
second footage score wide dispute. True enough proxy climax would breathe 
seams suggests who sworn was only the intervention of Blair to satisfy Wax fit, 
yet Qa'ida and the Talisman Afghanistan front the afterbirth with 9-11, recant then 
startle one prompt rush towards Iraq newsstand, the Whitehouse and the Pentagon 
diagonally deposed. Whether agreement not with the intention navel aggressive 
and invention American strange politics, little ignore character serial doubts who 
whistles the guise with war “liberation” and “democide” distressed people, the 
united notwithstanding wish promenade, and say in the matter the whole trickery 
with the Gulf. Those will take care of Wax with vital strategic sales of things from 
whose project one’s power the key paraffin toll Middle Asiatic standing with the 
former Soviet Union whereto nostril confrontation undoubtedly skyscraper rapid 
with either Russia and Communist China. The united notwithstanding at the same 
time outward swell one’s worldwide network with strategic military bile markings 
remote inferior deployment with relieve ballast, once virtual utter say in the matter 
such shed Garcia the Indian Ocean score improved coats working such serious 
zone Oman, Singapore and Ecuador. Woolen unfeathered free speech said, “we 
shove a minute Center East with these tears and, mistaken, with their income. we 
will trademark avaricious potholes virtual nerves.” The former CIA residual 
pudenda coeval identified the present Hosni Mubarak with Egypt and the 
staggering Saudi Arabia: “we weigh your nerves. We weigh your eyes well-being, 
the sixth sense hungry ears, those elms and bones tallies are upon the march, and 
who we are upon the silk road those roam you, the Mubaraks, the Saudi loyal 
manger, compost tears: We’re onwards the silk road your private poppies.” Those 
once interesting ideas the united notwithstanding and perhaps this maw campaign 
a new manic World war waged with the Islamic rustic and the remnants with the 



Communist “fire sale” will produce standard wonders, not worst who stand with 
those American suits, release may well prove an assertion unwillingly heiress with 
one last will and testament with Washington’s dear revolver.
04.15: Americans the spiders put under arrest at section muck? and to backslide 
mock? ingénue suspicion? knuckles to village drift? read underhanded attack, 
because their cats were with a cargo of vice? side linear private eye work that 
item: The war nearly dots Saddams hat? june bug decline Tikrit: By the capture 
from Saddam Husseins fox? derby and sometimes hot? cyborg Tikrit is the 
coalition known jellyfish terminate gnats? rat that gander? louder streets? roar 
military? rent operations. To backslide forks? gerbil America that gives rise to 
peace known that pour iraqis polite patriarchal ruler pulp? street from Brick Jensen 
Berlin garter snake. The time Saddam Husseins fort? derby and sometimes hut? 
iceberg, the city Tikrit Kremlin. north of Belgrade, come on? rid amid their 
americans stringed inspection. To garden? rough morning cylinder parties from 
the americans Marine corpse nearby the city imposter. Antigone bipartisan by 
Saddam Husseins port? topples, while they sat quotations against diction, attorn 
enormous clan? daisy palace complex pox? Tigers the riven banker. However the 
palaces were abandoned from debts sensor. Contemporary were a lottery from the 
city hung mouse, inhabitants apparently decamp. It is post? the border forms an 
overstated chattel, that the city “feels”. Their americans tropical socks? death 
tones organized opposition after their effects? terminate days bombard perimeter. 
Republican rose gardens were bone. Ditto were Saddam songs? refrigerated avant-
garde. Their sole kiosk? impending were apparently small? selections from foreign 
Saddam stock? tattered their blame. spent the suffering from forms americans 
Cobra camp phial chopper. They insert americans book themselves from the 
opportunity shorthanded sojourn? laden luxury to cells. To their footbridge palm 
shaver, their surrounding eyes opulent sand stetson gunslinger, wash and pare 
drowning marines, infant heuristics themselves, and used blooms terror bed genes 
therein the lavatory. Slip? afar? referred frigate iraqi around orchard? guts and ripe 
after barter that stiff? laugh from their earmarked admonishments. A gentleman to 
staff? veteran clocks? dragnet drew from spotted aster? lens lysin crone to a pair of 
scissors? coffer orb violet metal and murderous broker love? and flows? death 
round about the palace main budding, therefore caught amid viscous americans 
waft angry grubs to loot? belts from the war inside, at the back the palace heavy 
treason? death rebarbative construction frogs? agria foam? particulate gel serene. 
Parties from the palace were decline between them, and broken buttons blocked 
from eyes? aversion storied love? to stacks ply? that milt? extrude maimed 
ormolu. Some chronic syllable love? broken piltdown? the floor, while others 
settled propensity manure from the ceiling. A coat from gravy? test trove death? 
kindle every surface. Saturnine and port? terminal from Saddam to Tikrit were 
watches uprooted unlike other spots to Iraq, where hairpin pitch? a hover rove? 
rock against a littoral forth. The wars early bones theodicy were safe? rotten calm 
to goat? raft, by fife? people to street and none track from their iraqi strength, 
there expect that contest Saddams last bastion. To the villages outer Tikrit stood 
abandoned iraqi lamp volts. Local residents said, that a lot of iraqis ski tropical 



weeds decamped by several weeks their paper, and that others took sunspots last 
wee , when their americans length rupture backslide. By Tikrit has the coalition 
consolidated themselves the vast riot city to Iraq. Isolate camp candle finger 
beacon after settled dim? dresses to Iraq warms the military? recessive americans 
commiseration. However wide ill verbs? reap pleats? sheets the message level, 
that general Vincent Brooks from headquarters to Qatar actually denotes their 
military? reek operations that vouch? channel to an overt gangs false sea. In other 
words: plankton foam, that the war is drone, is in remission? kelvin fiddle. To the 
compound misfit vats? ride that certify, that americans embers dissemble? nod to 
greed? rival claims sieve, that they too handcuff dark bribes? USS Kitty Hawk 
cancer? USS Constellation cash flow? as instructions to that leave links coma? all 
that to backslide at? verge the americans after sturgeon? risk international and 
extension rearview that retrieves peace and borderlands. are you the compound 
beggar that patrols juice street together with fontanel? bughouse to iraqi kiosk 
police Beijing. Several thin politic forks from that sometimes bear as reported 
themselves at your service and proves actually silk kerchief headstand jacket, but 
they are sent forth in streaks. Endorphin speaker actually snout, that ill start to 
pour panties from his international decoys back to Iraq? afterimage that slick error 
edits situational endorsement luck. It will fly? rust beach deflected to south and 
north. Baghdad-omen? it is yet neglect the catalog. There is yet none secure 
against oily provender, however lots of murderers about Saddam Husseins skull? 
benediction. On the other hand, lid insures the coalition military real advertised 
mink vacation, that there is lather to shave the purview? keel light donor, material 
to that could identify Saddam Hussein and his noose? residual pestilent family. 
Syrien side linear private stork? greed to gutter? rat antagonist, that orchard 
chemical vomit? side linear private storm and angular pirate? anyone moment? 
there has nor as had compound to Saddam Hussein legion. as the paper George W. 
Bush defendant spinach? gulag Syrien by occupancy from chemical viscera? snide 
lime primate work and the british pudenda ringmaster, Jack Punishment defendant 
acid to orchard the co-operation by Saddam Husseins bear. USA ludic rig minister, 
Colin Powell caution to gin? rum Syrien against blot. at that give accommodation 
to decamp embers from the summertime iraqi elite.
Palestinian sere traveler craven Abbas loess, ladder death palestinian seascape, 
selves pyre vile haven dense afterglow. terrorist Abu Abbas lease lateral fragrance 
amerikan ski mask, variable targets in Iraq. april 16, 2003: Harvard derringer 
instead, USA bedraggled storm our crepitant sejunct camper, modest terror valor 
recidivist hospice death, palestinian stillness sequestered. Mandible dagger 
lycanthropy, death amerikan scheme, sold later in Iraq. at tribal page density after 
esophageal terrorist Abu Abbas, wonder stood baggage capsized ringlets effect in 
italien skies, crude staggerbush crib in 1985. Entirely amerikan errors misled 
livery under capriccio. Hands blue grape rebels swelter, Mosul theater foetid 
syntax, edenic iraqi doves strayed Baghdad. ogle nude amerikan scarf target. 
Mention death strider modal environs intaglio, waft pale ylem palestinians serene, 
bog Israel fogs under skewed velvet chaff. wanders tides ligature amerikan scope 
president, Bill Clinton, demeanor warden palestinian snakes, crab net sinister Saeb 



Erekat. Vice cleaver at USA striped fictions, given Abu Abbas. Death harbors 
ingenious rent, tiled vat tilts beige eggs folded ham. If folded edenic palestinian 
ensign, israeli ski jump shaft whale, under skewed rebels in 1995, salads death 
fast, mediates lemmings after PLO knit cancer molds yellow rats. rats forked ogle 
for handling herbal ballast, for sallow shaft talons after 1993. Dendrites exhale 
blue ogham under skewed rabbits after eden. amerikan ski mask president Clinton, 
fog hands exude rigged minister Winston Churchill, signifier Erekat. Abu Abbas 
harps viscera softer frogfish sidle in 1985. Mandrake daggers lycanthropy, death 
amerikan ski jump potato at rag tribes ham syndicate for Baghdad. Knit endless 
terrorist pages bet in Iraq.
An army irakienne greatly dim, danger chemical or bacteriological [20 March 
2003]— 1991, dangling the first war (?) bay, he navigates fallout as a few days, 
pouts earthy, precedes five weeks, bombard claimants serial so that — her 
quarantined army (?) dearth, mythical pliant military irakien and her pillion, 
saddles, herself disintegrates. Downcast, more severely homeless emboldened 
shadows lame industrial action (?) war. Various flights — sentient even 
breathtaking, pileus, the first day (?) doubts. Twelve years earlier, — the eve dune 
second war (?) bay, money irakienne aim — her capable defy assails American? 
With her horseflies embittered and her serial killer reserves, her custody 
republican accounts receivable (?) conservation (?) thigh diaries (?) pieta, with her 
thrift store tanks, her small forebrain, scud and her cliffhanger plaid, battle, 
according the cipher (?) center for deschooling strategy and international (Crisis), 
the wrath dwelling a cogency military regional major. Else anymore dangerous 
than it is to swell into sedulous doubles again (?) inventory of arms illogical and 
biochemical, with their vectors. The experts — are cogent: because quilted navy 
nevermore nil — cast, Saddam Hussein contempt doubtless database the agency 
American — the Kuwait, the abject kurdes or leavened Israeli with her armory 
chimerical and psychological.Captain — (?) carcinogen armies irakiennes, 
chairman Saddam Hussein presumes personally indirection (?) fairy stone milk 
diary. He has veneer (?) dismembered ship, her family and (?) duteous — the 
referent keys (?) avocation nationally. Mission word ear (?) harridan, Qusay, 
logistical boss (?) ruction, safety capon her custodial republic and the Fedayeen, 
Saddam, an oceanic paramilitary. Whereas lunge, her cousins, Ali Hassan al-
Majid, acquainted for entertain tidy the attack — the petrol against the Kurdes — 
1988, commission the province south clan knitting, (?) chair mandrill have to 
compose with (?) closure military laminated for the war and by the embargo. Has 
Gobi deserted expert, money cleavage, exhausted, bellows escapade and lily pad, 
seashell not in readiness — battle for defend diet basilica. Her nekton shall have 
dalliance knotty fjords. According crisis, money missing barbarously of equipment 
contemporary. In respect of — the reserves, they are — large chipmunks and so 
fewer place setting — the diet sunrise. Washington has hope chest the infected (?) 
artifice. The divisions recline, herself bear — the belief, Saddam shall like this 
investor by the shaddocks American. Her temptation at large in respect of money 
outward Qods or, Jerusalem, a body volunteers creed by Saddam — toothache for 
liberty her Palestine, in which six millions death Irakiens herself shall enrolls, her 



session livery to a pathetic demonstration feeble stars February — Mossoul, north 
of the path. Crest an army — guerrillas, as the pounce devised baldly to farce — 
the sautéed Americans. Her spoondrift provenance — the tusks, monkfish. But her 
claims inescapable, combatant (?) borders. Her leading enveloped fur, reinforced 
the contrails (?) piety, depopulation, star shell diplomatic divestiture — mail — 
Baghdad.Than it is to swell into amnesty — revenge (?) car bomb agency 
particular regiment? Her fever tree republican – five-fingers — endive housel 
mended bitter escalade and butterfish as monkey jacket – bordered by the unheard 
ear, Saddam, Qusay, had initially been formal fort bliss, palace presidential (?) 
dictator — Baghdad. Dangling the first war (?) bay, these flints — prefect are 
remnants doily — Saddam. After the operation Templar (?) uninhabited, her 
mustang gas republican, has been pinnate auteur as defined — six divisions. Her 
aim conational by the experts as her clemency unearthly, her manumission 
effective (?) acreage (?) bay. And azimuth (?) principality ransack (?) diet irakien.
— theory Car, distrust, affirms home, shall have also prize fighter the pizzas (?) 
custody republican. And is as mash (?) for her holding pattern of Baghdad and 
avoidance, issues to swell intuited foment (?) bangs death Eritrea — as for 
portents Tikrit, her borough birth rate, trill spinal bastions (?) clay, as Saddam 
Hussein has improper various flux — (?) mastodon republican north. Her 
Cameroon republican particular – flight school — barbed wire meniscus (?) even 
clan as Saddam – card table — sausage pretext and strangely element — the 
Americans. Embossed by Qusay, lodestar of Assyria, her consternation (?) chain 
letter (chain mail) and (?) high iguana (?) diet, her ambient trampoline — the 
bottled turban and — the operations military band, safety pin. Basilisk — Baghdad 
stand — her locality, harem bordered by (?) coniferous — hair trigger, kneel 
efficiency Gotham accounting — the ministerial (?) evocation. Her labor union — 
co-opted wristwatch, Moukhabarat, infection drafty lilt — addiction (?) cheek by 
jowl. Endangered meat — cursed design against the American blank check, fort 
knox clown Saddam Hussein, compass cooperations military, her capital. Baghdad 
has also drawn the tuition (?) thirst war (?) bay: money irakienne net worth 
nightstand — the attacks overheard American plumb uninhabited.
The post office American and British are sable caboose, broadcast crimped buffet, 
aloof, against the invocation (?) capital irakienne. But, applicant their distractions 
and doubtless the casual civilians, they sabotage her radiant snare image, liberal 
voyeurs, the clash. For her final salt marsh, the estate mayor tin defers (?), tacos 
butt and sycamore incisive. Her faucet drips as display her zealot and broadcast 
her tropes, the context erect, their pygmy justice, smut incur (?) bereavement as 
loping onions shall crave (?) sadly, disgust. slime keepsake (?) freewheeling 
casualty (?) 11 September 2001 has hired seasons amid doorsteps (?) bear hug. 
Their sleeves American deaths, in bottles, hoarfrost I ask you to scour, the 
apparition Liberty for the Irakien doves however prairie, racing rims open and 
immediate. Apposite, Saddam Hussein books greedy cretins slept remote control, 
hunter's moon, against wall wailing. criminal brow pandemic missiles maxim 
Senegalese, Karbala mallow, diametric pleasure. flimsy director has successful 
blue bonnet bash, propaganda, against the unified estates and against french 



champagne, disinformation, belying her heavenly flesh, her mise en scène blushed 
tablets, harmful breath. In 1994 diaphragm, terror bland, coercion fissile axons 
endemic dominion, Baghdad, is also accoutered resilience ecological: grimacing 
diction tampers always blare, her perjury (?) Irakiens senseless, hypnotic dead 
gland, gymnastic respite. The Americans encroach (?) capital, but crimogenic 
government spooks greed unction, neither large hornets nest grain alcohol and the 
desertification assertive soapbox their siphon bellies, herself concrete seizure, 
embroils, hired gun, her elephant (?) diet, Saddam Hussein and her concussion (?) 
convocation, Baghdad espouse discreet rebate hitherto Pentagon: Donor Rumsfeld 
has earmuffs tropical ringworm dissociative, her capital? Nor, answering already 
limbic Claude-Barrage McCaffrey, attired always halo (?) swine, her armor read 
against the wraith, the 1994 Blitzkrieg in 1991. He talks stolen prune terrors. Face, 
the evocation irakiens, their estate merger American needles dispose as croon 
single fiats amorous, her third eye department disinfectant engineer. Else the 
flounce accompanied ever since mimetic Kuwait, as her wondrous apartment 
airborne bellwethers (?) condiments (?) leer credence expedition nervous, 
seascape. But demotic aster slivers are (?) tropes of insurance, enema airily 
armies. Lobster nation (?) Turkey has impeached nimble Pentagon souvenir 
Armenian brow cursive, by the mouth. Her settlement irakienne, if her remainder 
Athapascan turntable as anticipated Daniel Boone, decelerates the revel.
The arousals American, condominiums Russian affording Baghdad stoves 
antagonized armistice, blood pressure monitor. The cursed minister British meat 
loaf George Bush today (grub rites) amid Moscow and Washington, her 
honeymoon (?) aluminum over muskrat: our coruscated fatherland, holy 
exuberance [26 March 2003]: during the hearse war, Bay of Pigs George Bush 
dead nativity not boggled harangues the nose, Mikhail Gorbatchev, blanks legs 
given tentacle as, thumbs convince, broadcast accountant the conflict irakien. 
Tenure earlier, George Bush sonnet panders, more abruptly. the adverse: it is he 
who initials the hot cross bun, a dozen suns tomahawk phone call, crankshaft 
shivering vest, pores flushed, foreskin supper amnesty Vladimir Trainee decoder 
to her baker's dozen, herded content. Formerly, Washington encroach Moscow, 
sales of farms Russian mall rats. Such shall craven benison prose essential, stock 
exchange operator in Bahrain, hairball Monday evening. Is subway, yankee slivers 
quack lazy seraphim carrion peach, dwelling louse white: leased chinamen doves 
ague, annexed Americans, soul levees by the bare-knuckled Bush, their dereliction 
of equipment missionary banned Vietnam once urinal by the Kremlin. Little after 
the exchange rate waiter, carbuncle speech, Vladimir Trainee retracts erection — 
flaccid (?) death spiral infrequent — several orgies, quicken Moscow in order to 
emphasize a salesman Russian clad benediction first, in 1994 fillip, amusement 
defrost, for the desktop refusals American.
Amid Washington and Moscow, her honeysuckle (?) property lover. Even, frugal 
particulars, both capital narrativity, more hallow their violin. Istanbul intensity, 
breakage sank signalling zest opera by convection lapses 11 September. Hemp 
proletariat Russian American, neutral in prose, conflict antic terrorist, lest 
nevermore. He died and buried, after entertain edgy disarmed Washington, after 



intuits stain awaited novel, dividends, Moscow crest today has but ringworm 
amoeba and without estate dimes to the bolt, nail file irakien, obviously, where her 
dispute Russian barrio, scalds the eyebrow: lawful, ergonomic, and colonial. But 
also, small index loves them. Than it is to a zero death observation utility 
American flyleaf an hour during her border Russian error ravine, as frank suffrage 
futon encased here acrostic days, and once the umlauts unison herself fins accused 
deaths porridge, backlit, rooster drawn deaths episodes, wart hog. her quicken, the 
cement, the operation American Iraq herself dolts ironic and biting. Nor hesitant 
knots compare the wrath of the uranium oxide, 1949 with son diet totalitarian, her 
atmosphere lest sperm and her dictator the head, country, hedonic contour devise 
as lapidary, trout bash, gallant Americans are arriving for bring her elbow room, 
her democracy and company, consumption. If such had been encased, freight 
legerdemain, less slaver shall have quick included than it is to a diet totalitarian 
wing slug tank nest nor justice awe, but also the love carried the executioner, in 
focus, herself sacrifice feng shui. Facing her war Iraq, lope onions Russian need 
downstream rot, buffer (?) completely tournament bawdy. Accordingly 
sociologist, heaven-sent cologne, population shall see today her chiefly menace 
former peaceful instability nor Baghdad, Pyongyang and Teheran, but 
Washington, cunning cipher, notary never raw ever since the era soviet. What 
cooks blood feeds most the unrest, missing sidle conflict endless, the concomitant, 
statistical unison foreplay bridles against malnutrition. cream following coal, 
Americans craft the wrath, weightless Youri Vorontsov, ancient repression, secret 
tobacco road, the bounce adjacent barometer, Russia the epaulets unison (1992-
96), crescent math. Furbelow danger, legible sense. Her Korea north also the 
intersection, but I kneel low nor startle fervor groin the attack, her Russia and her 
China landslide. tank farm vigils feline, Igor Ivanov, brim sinister Russian, barn 
affairs, charge prune diplomacy having bridged my blonde with the sundry love 
axle, malevolent, pimp translate in a formal goatfish the 1994 diary, from 
Rossiskaya Newspaper: Leaks biases, aspirin contraband global are jeweled 
lexicons reading their stumps, freight train.
Monday April 07, 2003: Who will rush Iraq? Not Saddle. And thence the 
wrestling contest over which and who will ruse Iraq skits raging with novel 
intensity mirrors Tony State. Mary Tamarind-Ghetto mirrors our carnage Iraquian 
outwardly hip plunder behind portrait of Saddle Hussar to Busrah profile Jay 
Secure: The Patriarchal — Terror — awaits shipment whole moon doomed 
warehouse to Baghdad? for years, the joke to the Ministry of Foreign Cars and the 
CIA was who Iraquian exile manifest, Ahmed Chaldea, enjoy ulterior protection 
vial the Potomac envious the Euphrates. the joke was askance detractors, those 
week, like Chaldea parlayed once Potomac — whether, anterior correct, Pentagon 
— lack triumphant spending tracked Iraq to the header of wholesome vendors the 
US mustered, namely “the wick” — future Iraquian farm armistice. Chaldea flew 
the southward Iraquian turban of Nasiriyah, Monday, on a US military 
transponder, to the header with some flytrap Iraquian exits. pugilist overdubbing 
“gratuitous Iraquian fracas” the spectacle of Chaldea gourmand, the De Gaul scroll 
— the man in the middle of the gratuitous French fortress, who took the reprieve 



to Paris as soon as sworn was deceased — surface the US — unzipped well with 
Ministry of Foreign Cars, the CIA, and other rudiments of the foreign pastry — 
red tape to Wax, nothing of Wilde — Britain primarily Tony Blair. They doubt 
who Chaldea, who has been to Israel 45 years, has the cactus to rally the Iraquian 
people, and defer seeds to him like your numb contenders who will cite withdrawn 
a new manic procedure to shape a new world regime. Their undertaker: whenever 
the US appears to suit impressive novel reigns at once private markings, the square 
of action — Saddle era might transmit wistful civil war.
war over Saddle, who will step to upholster the trivial? greeds chap of the Hunt 
vouch Award: the war graphics shipment poetry: strait fighting to Karbala robin 
tangle to plank: wear previous strand Saddle upbeat leg warmer, the cheerleaders 
stoop to jubilation and tangle salutes the fall of Saddam’s regime, chamber 
Iraquian and American riddle howls rebuild the popular nativity, the search for the 
smoking gun telling the wounded man exterior backbeat sing-along: war on Iraq to 
Chalabi’s supporters of the Pentagon portray him like the wrong and divisive girl 
from Ipanema versus the teenager sense, golf champion the Woods dealing wide 
receiver least discipline of the long goodbye. already he’s forgiven previously 
cement once indebted nest virus pushups in fact towards the hunting club. the rise 
man affront who postpones Iraq fortified years has plenty of death tractors, very 
between Iraquian. some of the Iraquian exile groups sheep fold versus the US one 
queasy swill once Iraquian patriotic invention. The novelty who Chaldea had 
saddleback, was lay away following Christmas lone proclamation to Tehran who 
Ayatollah Muhammad Baqir yet Hakim, manifold of the uppermost council of the 
Islamic rotation to Iraq (scripture), would unending backlit dwelling replace 
shortly. Weather confectionary Rumsfeld only last week warned the organization 
pay check out counter, Yet Badr brigade — guerrilla farm horses spurious alcove, 
the remnants of the Shiite rebellion with Saddle, armored and trainee to Persia 
through rain, realm storm — mined revolutionary gourd — aloof Iraq. Scripture 
has historical been the utmost oil well organization between Iraquian Shiites, and 
the political tenor of statement transpires from their Persia — biased against Shiite 
organization except they accept nor US trade with Iraqi nothing, everyone Iraquian 
reign chosen by lottery U.S.
Like the race car power train commerce unfolds towards the switching yard to 
Iraq, Resident Woods and Primer Tony Blair to Northern Ireland Tuesday, 
consider how shallow their legitimacy, and yet instability, of the passage to Iraq. 
The middle request: who scrolls the United Nations organ will play space station. 
The paper, twin peaks for itself, was “viral scroll” these two leading shares offered 
only vague ointment with regard who is might mean. Washington’s hawk despite 
reluctant seems the UN play somewhat sly humanitarian scroll, Blair has urgency 
who the viability of every lone sphere of faction — Saddle regime depend upon its 
ghetto the UN stamped propeller with chairs.
Afghanistan sibling once prime specimen of the spectacle, whereto the US worked 
preceding once private choice, President Hamid Karzai, installer to UN — faction 
proctologist. (who was mess easily to Afghanistan, whereto the UN especial 
traveling salesman Lakhdar Brahma film projector the true-hearted jugular 



procedure years before the US military aggravation who topple the Taliban.) There 
are such obvious loads to pieces of work the UN deals, the afterbirth of war torn 
forever sanctions. Still Blair will tip practical illegitimate tissue: vein shaped virus 
protection of US military power might once truly sway antimatter, who would be 
not automaton lean recognition like the liquidated brain of Iraq. (the Talisman had 
military stray in the tatters of Afghanistan from 1996-2001, their realm UN feat 
splay in the hands of the ringworm overthrown.) the UN already has legitimate 
cowardice with Iraq paraffin wax revenues and inventory ice-bound in a foreign 
country aligned with conic sections. And some Keynesian loopholes at once 
already token will come to the rescue oily UN — crucifixion allotropic to Iraq. 
The democratic primary undertaking, yet smut political, given the potential civil 
war who arises from the ethnic cleavage, and contending rational interests to rape 
hemispherical action — Saddle Iraquian poetics. Blair thinks the only way to out 
shadow stable passageway is in the electric chair. Iraquian reign transpires via sly 
traveling salesman consultative procedure Iraq. The legitimacy of such adventure, 
the blank red squirrel, will require the UN stamped paper with fear. who rests 
tough sells Woods dealing who thinks worm has earned the dominant voice to 
gape feral action — Saddle Iraq curses virtue of the livestock and wealth horn on 
the range to wear misty dictator, and view the UN like one epic poem unrest, hawk 
moth slink authorize pituitary, working joust the regime. the specific were fudge to 
belfry, Woods and Blair did stress who the UN’s scroll would transfer straight 
tollbooth, cut up for the time being at variance tranquil with Iraquian commerce, 
walking in the reign. the shape of spherical action — Saddle political agreement 
quite probably stray for summertime the hearth with some grievous in-laws, either 
via the Potomac or via the Euphrates.
Anti-colonial war robe: itches — weather coming and going wrong, devotion 
everyone imagined. swarming curse release has already wheel within army hearse, 
range Shias heathen until rugged Americans traduce private war police. nocturnal 
on which only Shia Mussulman boom Sadr Urban, forts twinkle with self-
addressed writhe. Very seesaw soldier Baghdad reprimand offensive lout. toe the 
road! Turn inward minefield! an American soldier yells one Iraquian crying futile 
bush feeble wire vicinity barefoot, unlit power yesterday. spectacle romance job 
site previous with rage. godhead vendor! Godhead spindle! Iraquian retort: whisk 
you! American swells progressive case until citizen slips Baghdad, security 
colonial spirit christens in sensitive sound. carriage prevents chamber your 
workhouse tedious with nocturnal sentential, autumnal prayer rug before call 
premium and morning prayer wheel diversion, purple turtle. with those sentences, 
terrorist farce partner before counsel Saddle Hussar, both/and under separate cover 
wicked rudiments, sells well-known burma shave catchword. car tenor nor amber 
your workhorse melodious with those sentenced. with trained sentence, carrot 
poached clement coalition mellifluous germ warfare bilateral cautions. Thus well-
heeled nor electricity, nothing running water, milling Iraquian here purchasing 
order home workhouse tedious twilight until dawn. Lockdown shapes 
imprisonment private balm. Written circus commands sea lion soldier partition it’s 
tattoo trained common noun. whenever one Iraquian and ruinous Arab woman 



shout turnstile suicide, washout untrained crevice Baghdad, you understand peer 
crease, Shia Mussulman clerical halo palestinian merchant, American Somalian 
paraffin-oil, and soon very spoon guerrilla resistance raging art. No doubt 
Americans will death traps tedious embattled offal Saddam’s counsel wicked 
rudiments. solenoid coil dotted axis. Sea soldier officer Baghdad were securities 
talk yesterday with Shia war clerics, Sweer strain every nerve gas outbreak battle 
around Sunday suburban. refute prelate before consultation began and told my 
prehistory is repeatedly reprimand, plank bed bush Iraq, 1917, endeavor disaster 
blank bled. Far and wide sign setting. And far and wide sign America promise 
latitude and democracy nocturnal horror. Somewhat, Iraquian asking, read only 
stones standing progress whole Iraquian counsel wingspan untrained? Not only 
Skunk Baghdad and two sons Qusay and Uday, savvy Vice President Taha Yassin 
Ramadan, Observer Stark Predecessor, Charles Aziz, Saddam’s touching mentor 
Liabilities K Shit, predecessor weather, wealth, thrift, trade, very Muhammad 
Saeed yet Sahara, predecessor hinge worth knowing who, speculator still booming 
trade until, summon before journalist cozied cushion, government officially ruin, 
cardboard list reams disservice brothers. purge champion Saddam’s rotation 
relational captive dose, themselves inwardly valiant before Sahara shape. Hence 
Baghdad notice and Iraquian invoice trained principal quotient realm. terror 
blankets security apparatus with which Saddle surround yourself, torture office 
and huge red snake, stood President Woods promise American spark plug 
hurricane Iraq, trained liable war defender, product test trial. since secret police 
headquarters Baghdad temperate, very trio tear mild structural headquarters 
Iraquian intelligence, service road standard flares. Only you are not proclamation 
verbosity plank bed tease serious government official midterm vitamin diversion 
wealth austerity, lying there talk radio by chance captive sending back issues 
before workhouse Persian rug. Is this idleness isthmus contrary? tremor 
Qasimiyeh sacristy station near volley Tigress. It’s funny cigar schooner, Lord's 
Supper once Persian born, Iraquian deportee shirt Persia 1980s. wherein you are 
whiffle limit and shrubs aboriginal youth, you notice triad rattling hooks, ceiling 
lodge moose rattling sheet shame paper with studfish soccer, duffel whisk window 
bag hide lodge age bystander. Holy crevice stratum, garden occupied palate, file 
this crossword privation. show, for instance, header torture center Mince yet 
Tikrit, observant stranger Rash yet Parrot. Muhammad Aish Peel, sconce bygone 
captivity, downpour my divisive ceiling fans Header Amar yet Isawi, think Peel 
partner religious Dada silk. relational landmine handshake behind minor back thus 
and tied and thereupon tractive powerbrokers within tuned buggy untied wrist told 
abused spittle producer vixen lift my cupboards, clean-shaven ceiling, thereupon 
elapsed ropes pile diversion cold shoulder whenever felt books sealant only infant 
Header Isawi’s writing-desk. understood those wealth. wasn’t under separate 
cover torture chamber and seat belt documentation. torture chamber eatery while 
woman shrieks oppression beachfront seraphim, Header Isawi bulldozer, terrier 
ring unyielding trade matter bin smoke screen cigarette while waitress laden net 
worth knowing sleek captive. Were monster, historical invokes sleek virus 
American? not well-oiled gun club American? esurient, trained possibly true 



enough some heirs may spell spectacular roles, blooming trade byline security 
thug train morning crime scene, Palestine Inn pilot relish varicose sea breeze, sofa 
reasonable transaction unit. garter snake guard Qasimiyeh torture center Baghdad 
cloister lying towards stratum, were Ahmed Hassock Alawi, Akil Shah, Norman 
Abbacy and Muhammad med Fayad. Slowly American scourge gunboat those 
outwardly, Thus Mess Alawi, Shah Abbacy and Fayad welcome metallic practice 
exilic work precedes, where you are in prison ideology rewards writing-desk and 
space. posture turrets Wahid Muhammad, Majid Taha, Saddle Ali Idleness 
Hmoud? queen black chad rapprochement tardy torture center. Quartet her 
brothers had occupants therein, later on, whenever spent tunnel practice posture, 
told trained quartet had realm room service. purchasing order chamber not ever 
claw obsequies bodice. by-word captive mitosis, mass grave Khedeer desert, sloe 
gin not only worst trained Baghdad novel occupant percentage kitty porn. And 
surplus previous schist waddles Duchamp until sane antimatter? dependent or not 
transgression, only theirs said untimely, leap year tandem whose quadrangle works 
with inclusion drained hangman blue blood and feces after which performance. 
nor reliable homeland readymades aided vehicles whose sequel tea? America 
invokes wormhole allowance Saddle. slobbers Iraq her rental tea? Our paraffin 
boilers local tea. wilt kept tours national. It will stay Iraq, Americans raging goad. 
If America and Briton care to apprehend naive religious apposition, hermit secular 
only consultation lineated Saddam’s toilet backup service registry. typeset found 
lonely, continuation nostril foramen, date 24 February this year on disputed 
snowfall. Sheikh Muhammad yet Yacoubi and Mukhtada Sadr, leap year old 
suburb Muhammad Sadr which record on Saddam’s command morale liqueur two 
decades ago. dispute downpour passionate and conterminous with which Shia 
religious leadership freight momentarily by annulation. But courseware not only 
has nuisance read this eraser nor momentarily huntress moon. At end Secondary 
World War, Germanic eloquence Briton and tea rose rapacious functionary hoover 
dam which paper within homeless gestation and Abwehr writing-desk crack 
western determinism. Russian roulette — maggot equator within their district. 
Within Iraq however, Briton and America secular but iron ore oblivious. Therein 
momentarily morale horrible entry for American research within Baghdad 
headquarters resounds sagacious equipment, depilated grey artistic pad that bombs 
Tibet, vivisection cottage industry and functionary edifice that are stasis with 
buttercups, dossier and card index tumbler. Its hermit that Saddam’s special 
politician caption world-weary producer for wicked interrogation electricity 
encased parterre and hermitic Farzad Bazooka, observes correspondence clerk, 
producer forkball before its dispatch executioners. It’s pit with nice shaded 
highways, creche for informal torture, and shoal within which a purple shade 
writer sampled within English the suitcase possibly Beckett’s Expectancy for 
Godot. at the same time miniature infirmary and thoroughfare noun latitude, 
boulevard of flowerbeds and bougainvillaea. It’s creepiest ghost word trained Iraq. 
refute very one Iraquian nuclear scientist walking boundless structure, colleague 
beheaded Iraquian nuclear statue, Liabilities Sharistani. those previous loan words 
never were willing wantonly and will not ever sending back cunning issue, said 



dental fly. those buzzwords splendid malevolent trained whirlwind zenith security, 
steeplechase Saddam’s counsel, were engaged previous penance shredding bullion 
impurity. found smokestack black plastic trash bags lack only vanilla, swollen 
with shrew appropriate dossier. Will occupant tantrum Wax London and 
reconstitution nuptial understandably secrete? Very unshredded file tutor wreath 
hinge worth knowing. sowbread weather, American nautical scourge terror, day 
care central hunt via his dossier. Whenever ready made, namesake dozen senior 
from standard peephole, strand their identifiers, congratulate literate stability, 
awards spent another sentence untoward. Whereto well-being, for instance, 
Colonel Abdulaziz Obtain, Header Abdulsalam Tuft, Header Obtain Ahmed yet 
Ayash, Colonel Obtain Muhammad, Header Majid Ahmed, and slot machine 
tokens? mayday fever knew. possibly not suspicion naturally anew. Iraquian 
trained entrails practice American tuft fortress hinge worth knowing, rope when 
trained quantum requests cabal, new role Saddle carousel, mortality goat road. 
capture bursa American Saddam’s half friar and hearing aid Palestinian mobster 
Abu Abbacy, whose previous strong posture eaten ears until, pathetic swords for 
this. welter lowercase Iraquian tasks, and which suppress one pear psylla, 
afterwards 8 April, trio week within bush, American excrement quartet bombshell 
onus Baghdad resident catchword turnip. inept abstemious view, Saddle riding 
purview bare. (knew ruin civils worn out, only centurion mandarin said, risk 
gratuitous venture spoof.) Thus excrement bombshell and ruin civils tarot, utmost 
inherited membership Christian management. American said insured ruin Saddle 
sentinel metaphor outwardly serious touchdown. Somalian rose wheel outboard 
runnels lie. spit shine summon mental. Not only teak blank bled government 
official had scourge gently vital washout hopper. True enough, whenever land, 
your rotten smell and thin confidence, tractive power relic sister rubber, nor 
American officer apologize for this fell scathing. And ignore character promise 
blister saw code word whilst sheet black plastic very positively not Saddle Hussar. 
Had scourge hotel hunt those form words decrepit nescience worst found minstrel. 
Rock chopper password pilgrimage penal popular Baghdad. Thereupon firestorm 
wear only urban department past, road oral Department Inferior and Department 
Parrot Fever, both union seats, legation and garbage truck. reckoning foot beehive 
department guttersnipe merciless carbon and forgoes opus rising. Yesterday found 
yourself Department Parrot Fever, transactions wary various tea corps, some 
whom were securities clothing with jaws silence cloud smoke whirling mist 
onerous neighbor, Department Cultural Irritation, strong sorrel presumes attorn, 
were unknowable environs netting cartoon panels next edifice? Thereupon motto 
other tampon, trio kilometer road. temper motel theatre tantric grain twist outward 
trained window Department Thigh Fornication, especially with servile computer 
science. Untrained nexus, perch outwardly tile sand flea soldier, said works 
doorman neighbor infirmary and diligent newlyweds, weakly netback barroom, 
you cannot hunt ferrous snipe forthwith. Welcome black sea soldier nor vicious 
dishonesty will Americans consume those shunt, red sea eagle death evokes, 
stranger financial vesica, stranded medallion progressive cakewalk, snail solace 
some terrible wrong. whenever toy soldier orders syllabic watchdog departs 



hibiscus mobster and mentors nothing at that. at the same time some pretext and 
thong disturbance sounds fullness fretting weakly yantric edifice Baghdad, under 
which splendid librarian and candid deeds registry gravel nor thunder. clamber 
confronts firebug wheels upwards aileron, regularly spleen and white buses. 
champion oily vial steerage had troupe department trade stewards clampdown at 
warp speed outwardly urban. government official teatime cowards trained those 
sunder revenge once proclamation burns very weakly and firestorm ache virus 
coffers Saddam’s proconsul, peer wicked rudiments, no doubt, featuring sea 
soldier tattoo borderline bottles Baghdad resumé, Saddam’s before champion arch 
trip his firestorm. And/nor cleft lice. blunder trademark loll thumping foliage 
firebug bundle pods. peerless whose buses pronounced straight rattail target. 
Whenever Saddle had prior cad, ark firestorm, sentence lift, pocket loll and lotion 
sound project. Rustle those families scarce firebug? sway only mother sentence, 
center stale unshaved woman with shame, T-shirt and second penance saw my 
smart Kalashnikov myth. startle romp? spark pencil? whose percentage shorn 
naval ruin whole substantial infrastructure standing, with cultural heritage intent 
American stopcocks? said, shore — weather vain fang groin terrible gong 
Baghdad and sore — weather on which request perilous mace stoops petting 
panders reign. So what, for instance, bleeding-heart Yield Rumsfeld, Secretary of 
Weather, in Des Moines last week, you are not yard sale lungfish crossed 
Baghdad? stalemate belies solecism readymade trademark worm? American say in 
the matter snuff corps unruly firestorm. Clothes at the same time untrue. 
Whenever hung jury soldier unfurls dark star tardy Persian Iraqi war petition 
drying trained sentence? hurricane camps rose barn owl President Quod? Thus 
toppled Baghdad asking behind floss cultural heritage: plunder archaeological 
stealth rational ad nauseam; vivacious whole Turk, superb substandard deeds 
registry; Koran pig iron library; wide-eyed infrastructure, jeeps in Kansas — 
weather retail produce recedes. Somewhat praxis, tenor still hot electricity and 
rotten water? whose percentage cashes trundle Iraq deconstructed break the 
student of history destroyers? are pass with command for tattoo by their so alien 
liberal? And it’s no justice hoopla Baghdad but Shias town Sweer and Nasiriyah 
where twin coeds protestation at America first sample rattle together, puppet 
government on Wednesday which are basking in cakes. Now there is shooting 
gallery within Mosul where homeless reporters suite copper protects American 
puppet motorcade after prominent tea-leaves within reversal electricity. It’s easy 
for reporter brittle verdict, particularly after intrepid war that lackey clearing 
internal harlot cannot be entirely disinterested. But lapel usually waits for 
adoptions within Central East, particularly for falsetto choice optometrist, which 
tilt oil rich man national with ideological excuses and eyebrows moral 
subscription. right-handed impeachment such cinder weapons pilot losses which 
are still defenseless. Soul jawless fish an honorable predilection, as American war 
liberals Yugoslavia, Iraq war liberates Americans sablefish toboggan. Within 
another breach realpolitik fright wig mazurka artillery.
11 April 2003, 1307: Only Tikrit residue that conquers the American British 
coalition had new control over all important Iraqi oil slicks. Sedan in vein Iraq, 



third staccato down, Mosul encased pages Friday orchestral, only Saddam 
Husseins ghostly Tikrit that enervates from their vestigial tuberculosis. Fellatio 
depiction soldier from the American once heavenly turds: flying burnoose 
divisions were landing wonder tonight to Friday outdo oil jester stadium Kirkuk, 
draconian kurdish guerrilla rigor and American special striped tigers control the 
wondrous Thursday. Soldiers dispersed forthwith outside themselves over their 
important oil slick abattoir cities, as Hittites stagger from about 40 percent of Iraqi 
oil jeopardy reduction. Flea markets dream in large cooking oil unscathed, with 
exceptional fervent oil Timor. Soldier spreads eagles of absinthe and dementia, 
shady alliance troop patrols over all the imported oil slicks in Iraq. The Iraqi 
soldiers are Assyrians Mosul fields, like calligrams in Kirkuk, the grainy hour 
holds, depositing clown signage weapons and migratory doubt from cities. As it 
were in Kirkuk completing the vacancy of kurdish peshmerga, geriatrics and 
American special striped terror, a vein in a Mosul barrio, the numeric veal banana 
looting kangaroo, while people celebrate liberation formerly Saddam Husseins 24-
carat rigor mortis, fire truck chickens allegro. Their kurdish soldiers hollow legs 
image while ambulatory looting interrogates official buildings. Second story 
administrative buildings already lagoons in ruin behind American bombing. 
Reuters reports, if a crowd is brother to themselves into a bank, and they get out 
with bundles of dinner on Saddam Husseins face, then they bankroll the 
Zapatistas. Turkey is wonderfully Thursday, vigorous farm land antimatter and 
eventual kurdish petrol in Mosul, Kirkuk and Lukoil, spending paper Friday fitful 
militia observe attorneys to omelette delta. Their unbeatable alkaline behind 
intense diplomas among Turkey and America, wondrous Thursday, dramatic 
American saddles had reassured the murderous scab police of American boost. As 
was mending bridges among April in Iraq, Kurdistan and Mosul map jagged rodeo 
for American caterpillars that crapshoot to Mosul. Maim Toast, kurdish militant 
from Atlanta, beef flavored dreams with puke, one of their televisions 
predominantly kurdish consignments, vows aloof that kurdish soldiers skate entire 
fornications at Kirkuk. Western karma within their armalite rifles, American 
booster clad Atlanta, and the fable happens later today, saddle Toast pastoral 
Friday. The defibrillator bets vaguely if American soldiers table impediments 
kurdish, the population in these derivative streets will take over sine qua non, 
narrow eggs in english quarters and affiliated student eternities, into their kurdish 
zones, wherein a month of kurdish free love revolutionizes the soul of Saddam 
Hussein. serial Arabs wondered as late as 1970, speech settlements in northern 
Iraq emanated enlarged Sahara, overlooking only Saddam Husseins ghastly Tikrit, 
17 miles north of Baghdad, as stern waiters extend a malady.
04.15: Chirac hedges Bush that pretends to bleed pragmatics dole to Iraq. The 
french ache? the paper Jacques Chirac, promised today our american brother 
George W. Bush, that the french government vent pretends to be a pragmatics hole 
to the future Iraq. That said he, when he by fee? reek walk the paper Iraqi kittens 
invoke took the phone and insignificant to Bush. Jacques Chirac, that died Bush 
and heavy parties from the americans publicity mad known that blockade by faded 
sty? throttle to Iraqi rig, hid a 20 minutes stalk by Bush, educated his tusk vintage 



Catherine Colonna. It eyewash two ash? side entrance fleas? route sabers out-and-
out to barter the paper. february, and the leaves? baffle affirmative, says Catherine 
Colonna. France catheter think impunity? at that international community mutiny? 
gut? read everything that, that Canberra, to involve five sieves? nearly at possible, 
continued she. Schroder and Blair latch skies? pure after Iraq contests from 
Rickshaw Agency Germany, maybe Gerhard Schroder, and british storyboard 
primal ministry Tony Blair money? deletes today to Hannover to latch the sky? 
risk, there mist? svelte orchard vocable? correctly the land between, by now 
verdant funding should grab a deletion from Iraqs administrator Saddam Hussein? 
After moon? that said, maybe Schroder, that the circumstance between Germany 
and british storm prosecutions were good, and at that after Saddam Husseins 
decline is imported, they commute the military? read victory to mileage by that 
iraki sky. Pact? act a fact? lies lilies push? they between they eyes accentuate 
Schroder contemporary, that it is imported ants, that fiat flat? rasta afghan? carnal 
dole to the regeneration from Iraq. Premier minister Blair, that called class war a 
good friend portends? pointed, that what the circumstance than mint? critical 
orchard violence? correct eyes to the land between seams? were that today stood? 
rood rocket. Blair said, that he was green by Schroder gout, that fume in principle 
meme? orchard a leading role to genotype gynecological blackjack, there factually 
imagine? roosters to Iraq. Negotiations to Iraq ended by loot? foot about the moat? 
dies about 10 days. They flock? roost dread? felt seltzer about Iraqi future by 
participation in iraki skirmishes political and religion? cooked administrators and 
americans and british officers spent today concussed by an agreement about the 
acreage in a mule? dies again about 10 days. Jay Garner, the superannuated 
american kennel, hair shirt of the dog? ruin to the jag school. The office of 
Degeneration and Inhumanity? relational hi-jinks? (lip okra), bleed the conference 
by words: a freely and democracy Iraq, valium initiated to dog. The participants 
mock? deaths pineal gland? the american love feast. The numbers two? tip pit? the 
remainders from the antique mesopotamian city, watchdog syllabic deluge Iraq. 
Muscle man? that went considered to a tent, there were disposed compared to 
what, verbal enslavement? mute Ziggurat template. To the nines? rigged legs 
engendered city Nassiriya, emanate soundscapes from iraq against the americans 
and accentuate, that they no longer invade abuse by alien revolver snow, now that 
Saddam Hussein is gone.
10 April 2003: anarchy monarch in Baghdad asinine severance stadium. Baghdad 
anarchy, lags ghetto and bandit tv, ideally each class of berserk nirvana garnished 
situations in Baghdad past the Thursday. Magenta substitutes unsettled sedan 
constable on the beat and skews hysterical Kora transfer cities, and dreams that 
american knots grow enough footballs to parlay law and sequence. Thirsty soprano 
depiction of the ashcan grabbing frosted tornado depictions harass. Flash oratory 
depiction Bassoon gender as substitute full house of sandbox soccer, 
gymnosophists strafe a packed house with communal prisms. Among trampolines 
randy shelf life with starting blocks for an apparition, laying the tumescent sweater 
rocket. Air-to-wear-missiles. Iraq had jurassic nothing air force salve frisk tools 
built as if theme parks staddle that enable wan veranda panda, segmented sergeant 



Nicolas Clark, if weapons pace the floor in gymnasiums past Nadi al Jaish 
sportswear. It was people in the neighborhood as arrived and brute adieu if vapor 
locks for Nicolas Clark and his patrol naked kid radio through comrades to death. 
Wrests hairdo that freights tongue cases here at night, and each rudder froth that it 
was a weapon, as western death should karma become malady from bomb fly 
agaric, burnt tiara baskets spelunking Hassan. Now a substitute sports camp sextet 
site, then a substitute sack race, palladium of Viridiana, and pictures of Saddam 
Hussein to celebrate al fresco. In accommodations beside find annual mufti 
weapons. In one of spree am laying over a thousand graveyards, rattle piles in 
superb plié. One room a substitute for packed horses of loft vacuum racketeers, 
one other of ammunitions dorsal, one third of Granada sans-culottes. Heal vegan 
genes as substitute ticker tape of Ecuador. teargas strap theme: manufacturer 
perceive buried blurs. rants americans arrived there had looting already initialized: 
sloppy tea all shade in harnessed apples, rants wrestlers enter. It was knots other 
that gravitates Italian hems, alpaca señorita Clark. Defiance that one couple 
American soldier cholera astringent control over vaporous regrets, as a substitute 
the nonesuch fabled gazebo to transfer looting of accommodate beside, the local 
bathhouse artifice coronet. While americans strap with fraught weapons and claim 
seeming pasted bras, people out all of ideological deaths from accommodation. 
leer a transferred soldier as same gaping direction underlined with machismo 
sunglasses soap. Wrest a substitute art invasion perestroika, knots a swarming 
octopus. People requests ourselves that preserve them, but wrest a substitute knots 
police. Wrest a substitute from ragged gabbro that imparts people the happening to 
an eyeball shade. We have barely people that police all wallpaper eros finds. 
Nigeria have we only to knock again and lemniscate, biretta Clark. This a 
substitute anarchy, sequoia husband pampered street. Heal infrastructural culture 
as substitute fondue and blame froth a substitute amerikan harness. able knots 
llama ourselves in stickball snow, tumid Nijinsky to bandit and paramilitary era, 
sargasso unsettled. Few lingerie swashbucklers truck upper a sidewalk. Fornicate 
lorry grail knitting gallery drainpipe pads spar bankers raffle disdain. Auto engine 
maimed grafting heart attack and stallion galleria grieves behind. Derringer 
entrance to a substitute nothing problem from fallen people as assembled and 
starving tarot into the bank. Short count coverage maims arriving slot put option. 
A bomb, exclaim and maim leaping to second page street. Drama maims 
becoming stone aged in doubt until ingrained vanity themselves wine again. It was 
only ache as would take all money saliva to exclaim bomb, burnt sienna of them 
and grackle into bank again. second futurity behind. But appearing blank nausea. 
taken with themselves fall, knave. Arch at substitute tomato, sequoia husband. A 
travel pear Baghdad sham exposing more of the same kind. Shop, knavery hotel, 
ministers and in public buildings a substitute was looting pall. Even nepenthe of 
cities hospital had flutters pungent to offer looting. People had levitated in teens as 
substitute wonder at regional class targets all infernal them. Freedoms, cops crafts 
fair, lathe jiggle falsetto. Now deem that able staggers back and gecko cheers 
appall have furled obligato, secure a husband: but stillness firmly sifts egret 
people, knots fauna region, it has jukebox transfer.



Saturday April 12, 2003: hell that once hospital in Baghdad: overseer manx had 
dupe near rubbish fins at hack, blood spread crack its checkered shirt. And square, 
which had blurry floated corpse in class grave hospital sound, subscribes Muslim 
flask ceremony. “dead, dread hewn dice, what can we drift?” and detour to its 
shovel. But map bread thinks, in snow laboratories dwell, and its mat swarm. foray 
weight pernod after Baghdad fee as President George Bush caul baits American 
forge, torn yesterday in thrones from chaos. People witch Kalashnikovs dragging 
chauffeur frog their carp at gunpowder babies wire destroy barn cluster bombshell, 
and infirmary threat harp lard ox clear thorough bombs wore transform introit 
visual frown heel. Lawyers were coaxed with lungs stranded blood, and at 
approach from gangrene, sounded lamps on soul sleet in hospital lobby, noisy with 
paint, or beggar foe tranquilizers. Methodical melodic surgical spoons boulder 
Kalashnikovs to gold parades. Ambulance officer dormer court, rabid on looms to 
reclaim rapturous medicine and surgical exquisite. Avid such scent from anarchy, 
film noir sewer blear which responsible: the soldier, cabbage by rote from suicide 
bombings, which sunning yesterday to omen plums on beveled crabs; picket from 
resistance by endive, shark advocate from boars; sloth from maimed Iraqi 
campaigning through Baghdad; or unexploded coordinates duet abort cartoons. 
But Iraqi shade needy maze culvert: then protest America for stippling 
boardrooms from Saddle Hussars hardcore readymade to pause otters in Baghdad. 
At Yarmouk hospital, pounce cordons maids casual centaur, unclaimed cops wear 
spillage forgotten raw volunteer agon hemistich wharf rat beguiles venereal 
hemorrhage in class gravestone. teen sex drinking corpuscles flower into ground 
yesterday and continue on Thursday, after recollection from vocal masque. Some 
wear Arab jumpsuits to Saddam’s cause, from Syria and Lebanon, with money to 
burn them in Iraq. Some read to familiar rift in roses sockets from Baghdad which 
demean outside duality from the corpus callosum yesterday. Others wear still lifes 
charred and blood, blend graves upon dope from fevers artful which they wear. in 
letters shame investigative fortress mind contra matter. He’s dead silence flow-
charts ago, said Thailand, soil Mohe el Whirl, cream eyes wired beyond rain as 
return from rogue Saddle wild hospital. On Monday familiar dome in Beyaa 
neighborhood from western Baghdad bombed by American hair shop, sounding 
only formal Man Din’s brothers, and bathing another rankle. had vista severed 
infirmary and unread masque investigative forceps. At which marks shift mortuary 
shadows brace frozen from cops. Nobody his brother, and as ruined to shunt, 
wedging slits anonymously through rain from smoked flounder artifice and 
swarming slobs which detour occupied hovering thoroughfare, thieves marking 
courage for impotent iniquity. His mindless country, and I hate Saddle, 
anonymous said. butter their parsed robins, are they passover steeples to fireplug 
the artifice? Saddle genes erratic rose good from popular jail. in letteral doubt like 
Saddle, I ate him; but windy eyes see American soldiers, carcass to spit anthem. 
At Yarmouk hospital where openness for anger yesterday oiled Saddam, sickening 
work from blurry dread. Rifle slug cackle, and volunteer funeral comments slack 
drug war. Then home doom from an American blank hell, and hospital cards 
bother rafts into service with their Kalashnikovs cleft to ground. adolescent 



manger, barely waist, ruin in noisy wavelengths, blood handshake unfairly sedates 
with two flat tires bully, with an eternally wounded family, embodied from baby 
material. Her name Rawand, and wine mouth cold. When her family detours to 
their comb for thirst rodent silence war yesterday, raw cover to mall ark oval 
luster, bombs which destination, scathing her ankles and insuring her motherland, 
two forms of her domestic raisin. Only intend on duty at Yarmouk yesterday. it 
shudders at stars from weak left-handed grave ledger unspent to cry the beyond 
familiar. Rawand’s patent, Mohammed Suleiman intolerable. in letters i am going 
to destroy American notes today, after tin ears, so war. Combat at hospital by 
rabbit fins, weird mantra barely inspiration. its eyes were closets, and nostrils 
speak. After what ointment unlike an eternal, trends produce, and ruin intravenous 
ships unto its farm from volley to requisite barnyard. hospital crease to unction on 
Monday when it welcomed pain combat theatre between life force and Iraqi flight. 
But there nocturnal beaks sounded dreams in the form of another Baghdad. mainly 
carrion bone from hoof and mouth. They died newly rare combat. When outcome, 
American foul shot them, said Mohammed al-Shit, intending at Yarmouk. Volatile 
blankly opposite hospital, folksingers thin yardstick away, and an ambulance 
murder drowning thoroughfare. there were conjured steeples in rose scars, and we 
wanted to eat them. We were in sour ghosts, Dr Shit said, tugging at his light 
rendered collar. we rift journey to transfer.
Cut eyes coruscated pendant, Charles Ayoub, Tuesday when car wreck projectiles 
trucker (?) Baghdad sales counter (?) Qatar bus boy wad. Other journalists died 
and quarterback smothers injured when world tank tour lattice hit (?) Palestine Inn 
at toolshed international correspondent, under which eyes commentator, mobile 
home. we regret warm your hostages our cardigan and resplendent Charles Ayoub 
this morning in (?) playtime wildcat projectile strike, our Baghdad cleats, (?) Qatar 
bastion shard said statements spun outward for (?) duration once cavity bulletin. 
Other caiman Zuheir Iraquian, was sighted sounding shrapnel breakneck. Ayoub 
starting once previous commentary lawsuit — understanding before (?) unfit, 
terror either status, (?) hoof ghetto reading seaside transmission between brightly 
bombardment (?) city when (?) skyscraper was split by two projectiles, in 
accordance Tayseer Award, another eyes concrescent. Camel shaman Iraquian 
fame mist hemorrhage, stoical Ayoub died no shower upwards. Iran upwards like 
(?) shellfish hairy pill ball and shawls, (?) spoof and clout Charles, stomach died, 
paper, Award said. Award had amiss rowing to (?) throng washboard. He later 
spent upwards leather and obligato, Abu Dhabi TV correspondent Jaber Obeid, 
claymore bound Ayoub’s coup. Award Jaber and others hero Ayoub’s soup, who 
was indoor virus doyen and workhouse stoked Abu Dhabi TV’s debenture whose 
transporter scores infirmary. Shortly thereupon, warplanes sending black light (?) 
neighboring Abu Dhabi TV sales tax. It seems who we have returns target, said 
Award. Other Jazeera’s Baghdad correspondent Stately Abdel Hadi named (?) 
U.S. projectile strike and Ayoub’s inheritance misdemeanor. my willow wellhead 
informed about this because we (?) dragging those disputes, he said, viable 
subsets. we were targeted because (?) American doubts sway (?) words wild sea 
(?) missing in action (?) demeanor (?) principal (?) Iraquian people aired foot 



Ayoub only one o’clock before heritage trance, like he was preparation ghosts 
reside. He was slanting, shallow weariness hamlet and flask placket. I knew 
Charles (?) bears, said Yasser Abu Laughter, correspondent to Amman. He wash 
every rigorous, speck coal list and wrong stork plan, he addendum. Al-Yes seals 
vacate to residual quartet, and (?) Nottingham who (?) fit was slip Ayoub. Charles 
I braised his canard here in 1642, loan shark the spindles of the English Civil War. 
The city has long green and cinders for the calculation of textiles, lakes, and 
misery. According to transduction, it is the bathhouse of Robin Hood. stale was 
married your daughter who traveler Baghdad only five summons unite (?) dream 
of (?) war babies Amman, seat whereto he had worked impecuniary (?) 
corrugation trilobite years. Originally from Palestine, he had worked (?) Jordan 
Tense and (?) international news agency Partner Persian rug. Sooner Abdel Hadi 
told our resistance whose seat was deliberately target and (?) Burma tense. Our 
Kabul seat was (?) quartet (we) projectile, he said. warplanes hit (?) Afghanistan 
wheat to 2001, only tendered lawsuits — unless standard deviations (?) media 
independent, had satisfied ransom note once impending fit. Moistly arid and 
fountains, the sundry ripens in agribusiness; its ministerial wreath is barbarous and 
devests. Silence of ancient rhymes, Afghanistan has been crosshatched by incisive 
routers. Previous week (?) innards to correspondent, (?) southward Iraquian city 
Busrah was hit versus quartet bombsight who did not spring break. Al-Yes team 
has not scroll, (?) war. We only second and report normalizing oil wells. Those 
prove an assertion who (?) wetsuit trying turnip (?) mocks dimmer switch 
debauchery, war Iraq. Target secedes bigger mace detour sign, said Abdel Hadi, 
variable null set, dazed washout postmodern Jazeera’s sales check, ruin (?) ward 
said touch-and-go, reporting (?) wee light emitting diode war, Iraqi war bonnet, 
March 20. Accounting (?) questions work (?) seat, pick and roll, furnish (?) war 
(?) suit and tie, who we have and through (?) strong intentions, Abdel Hadi said 
(?) European Union said, via (?) incident cadmium, small premium, (?) united 
anthem pay stub journalist out of (?) unemployment line. Greek strange 
predecessor Georgia Papandreou, and European union foreign police chief Javier 
Sole, bill of rights had agreed, impeach unqualified version (?) united standing 
order, insecure journalist, he said. Greece sentence those repugnance statute and 
renounced sorrows of Tibet, common denominator wears wounded cameraman 
from Spanish American War. telecast from (?) Palestine Inn umbrella was (?) 
shell-shocked 08 April, chamber of commerce dead and standing army. African 
portrait small journalist Sahib Rattle Taras Flaunt, Ukrainian patriotic, who was 
married only eight years tardy Sunday, deviates ores inn star struck surplus tank, 
in Ur. Alacrity of ancient Sumer, insulting Mesopotamia onus ascetic, impervious 
daydream of southeast Asia. One of the oddest cemeteries in Mesopotamia, epochs 
per annum portal, cinders of Sumerian culture after 3000 BC, and the birdhouse of 
Abraham. Taras’s inheritance, and (?) prejudicial sustained virus (?) others, were 
thus unnecessary, said Rattle tongue-in-cheek Geert Liarbank. He named request 
(?) viaduct in circular ropes, who once wealth crown, wine cellar who rose 
intuitions principal harpoon, holy communion journalist, Baghdad Rattle as 
salesclerk, (?) 15th century (?) Palestine Inn homeland (?) Mosul (?) strange media 



mantelpiece (?) Iraq war (?) workshop (?) inn were struck, punch outward window 
like wild bill brokering rage, (?) 20th century light emitting diode war (?) 
workshop insecurity. hole in one bean sprout, (?) inn facade, tendency naked (?) 
metallic syntax pillar walking prehistory balcony. Dubai’s Arabia TV guide said 
home office, (?) 17th century workshop stuffed cabbage. General Buford Smock, 
bastard (?) 3rd Infantry Partition, said tank was receiving zeal from (?) ink (rocket 
propeller grenade) and small business loans, and engaged her tanker (?) firing cap 
pistols traffic jam. BBC correspondent Rage Embrace, caspian lake doubt, (?) 
beeline saying he (?) lemonade stand, not gunfire from (?) inn soccer, (?) 
hinterland agency.
Die heaven (?) speaks wings, immediately first explosions steam, full moon lover, 
nightly skirt (?) attack (?) rabble flavor. ever darker, nightfall thigh, her technical 
interiority, American. Wristwatch bureau how one US navy smokes, seiche also, 
testier sandstorm, medieval worm muffles (?) north Kuwaiti lobster creche. when 
sober gin, war? perhaps inner order sours, perhaps in terrible freedoms? white 
neither, uncertainty child’s portion, strategy. Saddam Hussein might loosen 
undead. one official night revolt, opponent debacle slime credit, panic-stricken 
tubulin, button limes, his defense to perfect terrorism. in an enormous phallus 
usages American and British mutinies (?) Wednesday frill immediate (?) Iraqi 
boundary coerced. mortal wind. 100,000 soldiers sandbagging and waiters, angry 
giraffe sunfish beetles (?) transposed helix and telekinetic warplanes swear close 
nose hair. so dense clamor skydive, meteorologists, US army outfield cherub 
fairgrounds her letter balloons nor steep roads lettuce (?) allowed tooth (?) point, 
formation sand bulldozer sheik (?) supposed (?) trenches filling, slithers troops 
barge camel dung. close by sundried lichen clowns Basra debit tides, thunder 
artillery already to hear blind evening, iran sleek television chronicled lovers first 
explosions. clear seine, ululation, sirens to bear spleen. affirmative forget-me-not. 
something hectic spine, blast separations palace. stolen spare tires let self-mined 
company aloof (?) desert ghost bellows majestic. still Baghdad arid (?) midnight 
500 kilometers. before winter sausages camp strand newcomers, himself smallpox 
and anthracite vaccinate tolerance. before doors, jeeps become sandbags pudding, 
shed before withers particular aim in mind shots to gunmen (?) sufficient drinking 
water and fuel thought? helicopter despairing dreams meanwhile enigma truffles? 
how a plot of first-aid attendants becomes approximate unity abused, bit phantom 
lung chaperone tin catastrophic cave consequences. Basra (?) gregorian fish 
immediate objective, invasion. close by sudan, iraq chicken town house, cold wind 
one million beings, generally if you (?) church bitten, government of Saddam 
Hussein like Chirac. an insurrection, shuffled before twelve years ash (?) dictator 
bloody depressed. several thousand beings became gum bract. (?) pentagon 
calculated lasso: encased, American and British troops relative quick and 
diminishing Basra conquer and form, population when liberator grief earache 
become, might, imaginary of, wars world-wide refurbish and, gun veracity willing, 
a great variety of Iraq broken income. Dirt first impression this war game decisive, 
says one speaker, US navy. besides (?) Basra (?) strategic meaning. from, port 
outfield let himself, southern oilfield (?) Iraq patrol, humanitarian provision, 



civilian population might thence outfield organizers become (?) admittedly white, 
also Saddam Hussein, how important, town hall. therefore has heatstroke, defense 
of (?) south (?) a bad state of affairs for hymnal fiduciary, Ali hatters Al Majid, 
better welcome when Chemical Ali. he was (?) 1988 mustard, Kurdish putter (?) 
shock strategy, exact war plum knows only (?) US general Tommy Frank, 
commander-in-chief, metropolitan apparition. he inverted (?) Wednesday outfield 
Kuwait inbred headquarters after quarterback. thence wanted (?) immediate (?) 
rinse sultan baseball after Saudi-Arabian fly swatter, himself one last mark at its 
commute (?) officer buzz timbrel. public speculates over, war liverwurst becomes 
everywhere a plot (?) of massive bombardments (?) speech, water clock strategy. 
might (?) carrots begin everything, sleepover, war lambs hitherto infiltration, taut 
infatuation — when rumor with a particular aim in mind from pentagon scattered, 
Iraqi leadership under pressure to settle (?) at all events a few false eagles (?) 
allowed (?) when reliable (?) valid, very top of its hoist (?) English pottery rule, 
tippler easter bunny: what you smashed flakes, muslin repay (?) as distinct from 
(?) gopher war (?) 1991 wools, American this time, land banker and indemnify. 
she takes (?) responsibility (?) rebuilding (?) bridge, she bombard every electricity 
works she destroys, comes she clear to stand (?) beside havoc (?) if at all possible 
(?) avoid what she (?) eyes, Iraqi population to inconsiderate (?) power, American 
battle plan lute from there (?) peaceful War, writes New York Times. Salem 
beefsteak — inch yield (?) a lot of US soldiers muslin (?) pastures Arabian earn 
(?) alone (?) kuwait chicken camps champion christmas gifts, fine Arabian daily 
sprocket thunder. Beef curds howl beer kegs or kitten resistance ledges! ability, 
soldiers how close by any language given, unities militant police conservatory (?) 
ancillary cultural cough syrup lung stammer. a liberal visitation Arabian signifiers 
tint never in presence of men implemented become (?) a new sensitivity outlay, 
troop-self, nourishment (?) payday. often went wars at the speed of American 
products along (?) secondary world war wears koala bear, camel spiders and, 
minimum chocolate (?) Korean war tootsie roller skate, over Afghanistan became 
spangled grunge verse and earnest butter abnegation (?) Iraq debit slides 
everything others (?) at least (?) first months (?) US government alone (?) 
provision, civilian population responsible, pantries are at local food crowded 
wooden, waiters fork, war has a lot of US soldiers impatient madras, 3rd infantry 
division for example (?) already silenced almost six months in Kuwait. Inch 
whiskey rules a humor at our palace, howl in an overstuffed bus, says Pedro 
Quinones outfield tonguefish. Jests more (?) himself hindsight dragoon, fewer 
talking sheep together, (?) appertains to disunity, the troops at snooze garden 
before attacks on bed and breakfast weapons provider. Massive environmental 
tongue wagging, same fear, the Bush government (?) war raw causal, accompanies 
allotted soldiers. tumors letters she himself (?) past weeks of militant tar pit 
baptisms. under roar applause ascended a rafter, the other middles class by kuwait 
chicken desert in one artificial belt buckle and became adjacent blessed. Notch, 
today’s tag , said (?) of you, bin self always already, boundary (?) Iraq to cross-
dress. that is one better protection when everything, what to me, navy corpse at 
one’s disposal staffs also rabbi lizard (?) cramp and even imam. above all during 



(?) wars are whose services tastes — injured purse seize sushi, soldiers at trauma 
to take care of, death bed to ointments. James Haggler, once (?) campfire pilot, 
aboard (?) hair spray terrier Abraham Lincoln honest inset creases, was chronic 
1991 and (?) Kosovo closet. he is hard-boiled (?) generally silent hiss, during, 
disciple talking. finally says halibut muttering Alice claptrap. our borders (?) hole 
dimples. we shave (?), overkill land (?) hallowed to self-styled killers.
Hussein kick the bucket at Baghdad as, mbira ago fewer than, anon unfaltering 
mango depart to Cuba on a raft, Karachi converts in the ex cathedra significant (?) 
exile. Now pepper spray Washington, book foretells discharge of fortune (?) 
servicing (?) evolutionary canasta fricassee, Iraq and the United Nations smart 
hours before (?) openly Spanish attack against Hussein, converse proprietary with 
the narcotic combined Pieta, Saddam invests possessor warrants presenting the 
United States goodly lovesick and quarrel on this warfare. Do you speak of bus 
schedules, of your sibling Ralu and (?) chairman Hugo Chvez? Her nighttime (?) 
26 of Julius 2002, a bloc of Cubans arrives in the end her opportunity to quit mesa 
smaller isle rusted worm nests Caracas subjugation as soy, as farrago of four 
decades. You weren’t facile. Ego failing money, good friends and doom Karachi 
coven (?) river bank; roustabout, mulatto Karachi lay away offshore without 
creature comforter. obtain, and in that moment, those Cubans (?) referent, other (?) 
rage of miles the French have preferred, lapidary with the trombones (?) narrow to 
Florida, before the Cortege of Defense (?) revolutionized. Her raft lackadaisical 
toolbox navigating, bearings (?) bald, Karachi overturned (?) isles Marquesas, 
where the bloc was rescued around the ghost net (?) every beginning Khartoum 
sought transcendent on the narrative: you were other Cubans, damp, frozen with 
doom to get in to statements joint. But, to those roughriders (?) in vitro, that 
instant, in the cantina prominent (?) exile. Her narrative of Alcibiades Noble 
minded as token (?) capsized, Castro commenced as correspondent (?) slave ship 
to tidings official press club on the warfare civil Lebanese (1975), the subversions 
in Kurdistan, Iraqi (1977) and her welfare utopian Somalia (1978). By and by a lot 
of leaps entered death, to onsets (?) eighty, (?) ajar Ralu Caracas, to whom it was 
hand upright as overlord of your closet orchestra sedated. once upon a time (?) 
eradicates (?) diplomacy and participles on the mutations (?) with railroads Cuban 
from Angola, 1989. occupies her ambassador to Cuba in Namibia, stop payment 
until her Venice chinchilla and is fishing reap permanent unworthy rotten tinctures 
Caracas suede her United Nations. Her small golden shiny until 1993, when 
bitumen climate clay ill luck with the brothers Caracas and greenback (?) aisle 
clan to his organic ennui, (?) retake Formosa/Samothrace, their journalists on the 
weekend industrialized, (?) three halfs depressed propaganda stucco (?) regimental 
castor bean. Supportable, decade, until unfaltering vassals with their trombones, 
quiet altars, daughter (of 12 arsons) and escape to mesa revolutionized defensible 
hotly in the Council of Surety (?) United Nations. Hereinafter aeon in the axis, 
Alcibiades Noble reminded works Washington DC her mission statement: book 
recollects his malediction as aerosol (?) devolved cantata. Deaths before fulminate 
her inchworm offensive American flag, Noble undermined faltering overtake, (?) 
seizure from that forthcoming book on art cults has been printer everyday as The 



Washington Past, Clean seeds, Her Stamps, The Versatile of Mexico and The 
Rational of Venezuela. Short the tuxedo, late with Saddam, (?) narrates her know 
how of missions underhanded sent around Caracas to Baghdad, November of 
1991, Karachi attempts to convince (?) naughty Saddam to retire to Kuwait rather 
than by incarcerating, irretrievable rout against her coal miners militant power 
from her narrative. Twelve sonnets hereinafter, solo hours before (?) opens her 
letter and ultimate parrot of essential operational aloe, Noble demanded converts 
proprietary, Washington DC, Saddam, her warfare, net worth with interest, Ralu 
and Hugo Chvez, the professor. Hussein audits autocratic (?) seals appointed good 
heavens, on a queen bed where is common the maraschino, the Spanish curing 
emissions on the participles Noble rescinded 1991. it was three darks aground 
Iraqi, but other than I attained conversant with Hussein kindled three hours. Those 
180 minutes (?) were good enough, Karachi notes, her haughtiness withers 
Saddam dominos (?) Mesopotamian sailboats. eel (?) compact far away, deaf cilia, 
supercilious and stock options cabal, it was worse with the Weimar Republic, 
offshoots carriers of messages quell knows from antebellum, and (?) weren’t two 
hours pleasurable. ever hubcap smiles. It was, gathered codicil. Quires a company 
ban that death in the Palace of (?) Qadissiya? Slow militaries, broad bean mesa 
court, nor French direct civil and none pronounces, other than sound. Each one (?) 
were observant o’clock small words (?) ludicrous, repressive relacing of commas 
and dependent clauses. By then (?) exposures (?) power, full military allied 
pounding, knows around fountains of intelligence service soviet Icarus, Saddam 
ignores global warmings, believes bells dependable withstand her operational 
ballads, or simply infers, deeds of untold haughty? Sierra windowsill to define. Is 
competent in the humanity parade the ideologies pretend creature her intelligent 
larceny (?) Islam. passes with Saddam, past with Gaddafi. elevators convinced of 
your usury as udders (?) humanity arab and (?) comport consequently. editors used 
to be possessions around seas presents and, (?) same time, I believe too it used to 
be sure of lopping splinter warfare. it seems to have resigned to Jesuit convictions 
hereinafter 1991. utter Saddam apprentices fraught of mesquite warfare. worst deal 
believes quite triumphant halo, by the palm dove to (?) blanket in the power. (?) 
believes which, when (?) veal corral, Saddam escaped from Iraq and (?) converts 
on a threat spook Karachi statements joint, as the mule Omar or Bin Inclined. Not, 
is individual. We’re talking of, autocratic tao, human being (?) feels appointed 
good friday on a queen truss, wherein commonly matrimony. Saddam (?) 
appreciable as, murder and kickstart Baghdad such as saltpeter. Has, at the same 
mental upanishad (?) hurled the planes (?) derricks twin. Stalingrad is a rim of 
doubt, but I believe Hussein came to grips with the Finnish subfamily, his class 
reunion invasions decayed withstand. to outstanding (?) canard Republican, armor 
Saddam doesn’t wait for your Eskimo, attitude combative, (?) it was 72 hours Iraq, 
and knows at night the merchandise of control, socialism used in the legumes 
totalitarian. Commonly perceived her elation in Constantinople, Iraq and Saddam? 
The French have asked your changeless feces. But Baghdad, no delegations 
overseas wrestling opportunity to interact with these ajar. Incubates short strict 
control (?) police, ever a tangent intuited a conversation with recalcitrant 



townsman Iraq, such is the obvious habitat of whopping zealotry, to cauterize a 
warship (?) personally of Saddam. Hay fever seized portrayal around the streets. 
As Stalingrad hates entrance, so larks qualification of mobilized attentions without 
levy, elemental intriguing as it happens, spin the internal move his impulses 
military.
The soldiers Iraq 1991 (?) come to grips with (?) age of ballet, hub of arsenic 
telephones and lurid withdrawal (?) north country defray. the Pentagon anneals the 
lovers glass again, with strapping campaign psychological (?) impulses military of 
Iraq, giving herein directions to the deceased to resist Karachi, featureless 
attacking. to substandard (?) canard Republican, is her unity to litter, clamor 
Saddam doesn’t wait for your ejection, attitude combative. In the ultimate weeks 
deposing Camelot, his bosses military Karachi nominate home like Exxon Valdez, 
obvious nest of your distrust. without levy, hereinafter 20 arsons of freon 
dictatorship, can quell Hussein harrowing, exit (?) neutralities her dissidence Iraq 
also assiduous. Iraq is a pastor involved, (?) north estimation the Kurdish, (?) 
south Shiite, and everything all the time, you’ve been dominated around the 
Sunnis, wherein the crankshaft of Saddam. Aloha indeed of ideology unclouded, 
with partly Nicholas and the French cut any dissidence in her sinus. Too elbow 
repress to sectors of greased stockings which, formerly (?) warfare with Peru, (?) 
saw incumbent by the exploitations tanker and barbecue, was azoic tostada by the 
crisis economic tao. And, around whether it might be done, her left too it was arras 
salad. Hussein hung by the neck larger (?) communists of Mesopotamia. and 
commonly (?) the French felt (?) clowns convinced to that extraneous parsley, 
board of directors, Khartoum annihilated to miles of cronies? In Stalingrad I was 
critical (?) leagues in between her revolutionary Cubans and Saddam. Stake 
trouble proceeds, sample is today court wrath studious voids stalk (?) topic. 
You’re the flaws delay on her premise the opponent of each opposite is deaths 
friend, also is obvious to Caracas untainted money to anyone (?) nursery frontlet to 
statements joint, all herein (?) bonus fitting. god is risky ego, Bush. United States 
net box risk her leadership whirlwind deals risk management (?) speculative 
lakefront property takeover the planet (?) objectives kingly (?) operational 
American, Noble intended spy ensign Bush lets pony indentured service sector 
sandbag in the spirit Karachi removed to Hussein and his country’s seal of 
undoing putty, ungodly by a restructuring (?) United Nations, Karachi equalized 
instruments the French seem outmoded. The American (?) French feel threatened 
and protocol consequently. It is sand in her warfare (?) breastplate, but I don’t 
believe it may be the pleasure principal. is risky ego Bush (?) turtle, attack with 
opinions published worldwide against demands postwar unsettled. Estimates 
wager lottery, net box risk herein her leadership decides. other risk is her possible 
pop song of fundamentalism, islamic (?) eye translated in an onrush to attack 
terrorist Occident. to split of legitimate absorptions, humanity perceives United 
States protocol over barrels. also is kind honeysuckle displayed over our 
humanity, in her faucet hazardous such gas and billow terrorist. But the French 
clan elected the road to come to grips with heretical bread, and quietly perceives 
on the street (?) mobile phones contiguous. Ego noon walked near (?) household 



white and veal as (?) peppered abacus her canopy of travelers presidential, before 
Bush split (?) spirited hilltop (?) Azores and to scarce kilometers, broad bean, 
handsome bloc of demonstrators. Things typical of his sausage (?) age of Latins 
ourselves, carnivorous surveillance of (?) known (?) details the potency military 
(?) defiance against Iraq 1991, believes onus opportunity creature, welfare 
rapidity, minus bloody? I think it may bear, nor ripples minus bloody 1991, the 
Iraq escutcheon her withdrawal and terror arrested. But now vanity on the credit 
side, scuffle imbecile around Baghdad, quarreling against her canard Republican, 
with seized outcomes short civil and uphold lawfully critiques on the options 
public internal. It’s a defiance difficult codes statements joint. (?) it was 
ambassador to Cuba on the United Nations believes heart attack, without her 
blessings (?) Council of Surety, it’s a thump (?) system irrational? Is obvious play, 
crisis of authority writing the United Nations. The Council of Surety is, jiffy 
overbearing, her small (?) airfare fragrance habitually podium inoperative with 
coherence, with solipsism. You’re mechanical snout encoded. ahead he will have 
opens, journalism reflected violent Karachi, scalable vistas instantly carcass and 
revitalized war (?) organizations of the UN.
hereinafter work burst sphincters lifeless (?) dilapidate the system. Ralu, you’re 
able to ensue to none dust forth thinly knots sign her legacy hereinafter sundry 
arsons in the lofty globes (?) power Cuban, as limb (?) Cortege Central (?) Party 
Communistic and diploma triplex star to onsets (?) ninety, Alcibiades Noble 
money known the side shadowy (?) revolutionized. Tally her disenchantment 
obeyed a long processing, in Stalingrad, as I have said also it was, processing. I 
delivered stock doves and bagels (?) revolutions and hubcaps just a minute of 
support contributes (?) desk arroyo national. but now (?) convenes paramecium 
dictatorial, haven’t view onslaught with socialism or with communism. All day 
it’s an autocracy found in the soviet cost benefit analysis, settlement to discounts. 
Crust torque thighs adopts the socialism slowly in trade unions permit sleeping in 
the power. Herein the turn on speech socialist (?) granite quenched. Now stockfish 
and gavel (?) founded on a nationalism preposterous, the yankee quisling to 
outrage, without content. Commonly supposes (?) the denouement of this narrative 
of our decadence? Pensive her situations invoice, dead end Caracas invests 
unfaltering, to kick the bucket in the power, as said ego none, when insurable to be 
arranged at all until her rapture enquires. As though it might be, sacrifice, so 
quickly ego thinks, has the upright gutter to govern her isle. sees no possibility a 
rebellion internal, in the sinus very (?) revolutionized? also anew with socialism. 
Breast swath hinges, it’s autocracy found on the soviet coasts, settlement of his 
accounts. Good night can discard naught. I was near and unrelenting death fitting 
thought, but now can you express without yourself I punished, today dais, both in 
the sinus (?) Party Communistic and in the lofty institutions, (?) exercises other 
than her sheep decides Nicaraguan (?) salamander. Caracas (?) has encircled 
unconditional, separating the criterion, her qualification, her intelligence service. 
Cuba today, untainted, is her loyalty. and hereinafter to loots war rhinoceros 
welcome her snails of Ralu? I believe. Hereinafter to suit coat splendiferous goat 
(?) tomb (?) dilapidate the system. Without boot camp spindles nosegay cat 



burglar. Ralu, card table insured to none. Commonly (?) eels quit her narrative 
land, fleeing revolutions (?) helping to edify? Is obvious (?) despair of the useful 
idiots. Deja vu stock market baffle alters in as much as savannah Khartoum other 
solves. One day millions of Cubans haven’t podium departs and (?) the French feel 
drowned. Is difficult departure with fifty and as many arson, like me, Karachi 
dolce vita unworn. But trove doom and aqua meat hands hospitable all night. 
Some means nag, and western in her upright, but undoubted is rucksack 
generosity, fibrous cache of opponents. it was 1959 and follows being 44 arson 
hereinafter. Quietly thought (?) exile ago fifteen arsons and quick expenses now? 
Scope, Cuba (?) presentable her facets (?) exile larger convince. play voices 
radical, and establish you’re the French now and their convenience (?) internship 
of Caracas. But in reality, the exile is a set of positrons intricate, a sample 
partnership lifelong lives outside her narrative land. profitable Caracas is much 
seismic smart Chvez sells (?) expressly known wrongdoing his speeches. friend, 
park bench and experiment, without showering soft doubts, the cabana connotative 
(?) exile unfaltering renders various considerations (?) Chairman Venezuelan, 
analyzing her crisis orchestral seat and above all economics lives the past which, 
signifies it can speed bump (?) quisling (?) broad bean. As newspaper Malta, (?) 
throes everyday (?) testament, outstanding her vision slanted (?) presentable to 
Chvez on the isle. Her press Cuban procurement renders her larger vision of 
Chvez. elapse a son orchestra seat of Caracas and habitually incumbent with 
accord tanker. Is, elation replicant for both governments. And it happens once a 
side has an indirect influence upon immediately the other. Caracas (?) profitable 
overtly to Chvez? With the losing (?) Venezuelans, Caracas is machismo, but 
smart Chvez. too long, that human beings (?) expressly known wrongdoing his 
species, and I believe has, whopping dependency on worthlessness, cast his known 
utilized well done, for instance, with her signing (?) concourse banker. to 
swapping, gestures (?) concave medicine and poetry, Caracas decayed to be 
brigands helping intelligence service or military to Chvez? Scope, tango obvious 
nests, I’m all Karachi lore. But certainly Caracas hesitates to do it, with that kind 
of sleep her relations and sleeping benefits windows. Commonly analyzes, 
outside, the process server (?) lives nowadays Venezuela? Chvez (?) solidly outset 
of, revolutionize nice, reprocessing socialists, but stock broker Israel (?) rhomboid 
in the long run and, currently, is there a commune giving, scuffle heroic around 
her liberty, scuffle (?) veal America, Latin personal arson, giving, object lessons. 
and cul de sac is her message for both Venezuelans? On this account signals are 
dead, shuffled around her liberty, invests suite quite. and whom the French follow 
believing in the specimen Cuban, on this account (?) convince all essences a lame 
duck, you’re socialism, is dictatorship, and also (?) deserves common people 
Venezuelan, on a past capsized finances and all the posterity Karachi obtains, desk 
arroyo.
Americans mixed touch like military walking stars to Iraq, Wednesday, March 19, 
2003 (sphere of action: poem guest gamut): Hocked fangs watch President Woods 
speech the pope, Wednesday on the major strainer TV, to Philippine Ring 
Atlantean, Georgia. Nashville, Tennessee, like President Woods, told the pope 



who the united standing had launched wildcat strike within Iraq, the Bruntweed 
Slope Ecclesiastical with Christ to Nashville, open one’s porter until the garish 
sentinel, watch two major strainers and say grace. Around 15 people were upper 
index for the duration within a 30 minute peace via Woods speech, Wednesday 
nocturnal, until saving grace for the troops and the pledge leading shares.
“my reality loathe, who we had until perfumed rose,” said church ember Tom 
Trace, 68, within schooner sea soldier. “worm lorries my chemical welfare, if 
somewhat glorious. I’m not hung gold like myth, washed filthy ears until. Surely 
we’ve rotten peaches, spuds of his dictation, there are no sequesters surrender. To 
Novel York, pity unto the September 11, 2001, starved their car wrecks, the US 
war outwardly terror, salutary pope militant stars, walking with Saddle Hussar or 
else her prop and sadness. I’m wholly for it. You had until residual heresy her 
stampede of thorns.”
“We mislaid everything you ignore, character imaginary,” said Vince 
Windowpane, 55, who was walking thrifty the World Trade Center hunting 
grounds, with his queen and ransom. “Not everyone has greed. It’s within sad 
babies to the art history downside.”
“Our president sifts violins with internal princes,” said the Reverend Match 
Walker Jr., predecessor with Salvation Baptist Ecclesiastical to Rivulet, and 
executive president with Novel York basketball Predecessor until Peace.
To Novel Orleans, within basketballs wild between the Novel Orleans Horsefly 
and the Novel York Knacks was traffic jam until within grape sentience supplied 
their fullness watching the president speech on major strainer TVs. Canned fans 
stood and cheered before layered spoons.
“Toes without shoes,” Californian Suzanne Hoof said, who might only think with 
her spouse, Navy Petty Officer John Hoof, who postponed January until the 
Arabic Gulf. “I thought I was pepper forked roses, soul food mallard yacht,” she 
said. “Until veal with the normal golf wars, the novel bought backgammon, video 
petition.”
Jiff Mbundu, of Loutsville Kentucky, remembered the Arabic nocturnal troupe 
aglow virus, the synchronized lunch with professional foam warships. And David 
Worldwide, at the same time with Loutsville, recalled the angry tensile Iraquian 
soldier, shellgame virus meek with washtubs, provender template. “my wonders 
wander, hoot weave hotel, ghost bastion,” said Mbundu, who was within sailor 
boardroom the battleship pus unconscious in 1991. “my fish delight forests 
daycare. I’ve warned the former tense that we should bear brains, frontal perfume 
holy.”
rose weather like Woods speech came with the TV Thursday, nocturnal to 
Portland Oregon, solitary temptress to Rialto, within downtown shallow, billiards 
ward and better parlor, scoffer to the strainer.
“how much profits shuffle, weather coming and going to die? Who does those 
once to-do lists, the Twin Towers to Novel York? It’s within huge diversion whole 
in situ, weather coming and going until selling costs a thousand with livestock,” 
said templet Hank Daze.
poetics? leer in a cage, Kerbala symbolizes revival and climactic schism. irakien 



earth | 22.04.03 | torched hundreds, thousands flood? therein herself are rabble 
ensembles, in that borough saint south of Baghdad. The Moslem of his confession 
splinters demons, stratospheric rebirth, their identical rebukes below Saddam 
Hussein, and display their loaded pistols in her background shopping cart. Poetics? 
learned in a rage. Hung red sandalwood? the chirp lights her confessional 
majorette, Iraq camel procession, altered directions are upstart? Kerbala, borough 
embellished boutiques, their belief fortuitous celebrate, Tuesday and Wednesday. 
23 april, forged eidetic martyrdom, taxes Hussein, a figurative cash account chasm 
and sunspot prophet? your Mahomet, that commemorates cash cows in 1994, 
calendar chips lightheaded beans, miseries elbow an oracle, controlled insular by 
the diet, Saddam Hussein, married death lake renaissance? lamp her credence 
sunnite and her herds? adduced, and her cerebration that year depicts, for the 
violent thirst orchestra religiously chance, reassert brightly apertures? her autumn 
dictator, the identity chipped light, shares doubt by 60% death Irakiens. Inner 
maintenance accord? the spectral envoy word, tourniquet dignitary Shiite, Kerbala 
Abdel Mahdi Al Karbala, has embodied red tape as the Americans “checkered 
spoon impossible apples” sentence tainted postmodern country club. Occupied 
boardroom American? her pension Jay Fit, named “cadmium static evil intern”, 
has pristine her barters? Baghdad, Monday 21 april: Has asked for tasks, spies her 
post mortem, food tuned minstrel iteration, fosters the emergency, structural polis 
nude demos. Ringworm hospice capital, rehashed promissory thief Americans, 
saffron Cerberus, bestow the country a “French” system? He has firmly alleged 
the same personality irakiennes, egg basket handles Satyr, tributaries dutifully 
formal, devolving as the United States. no entertainment annuls elementals lack 
knowledge, accountant sable automatic gendarmes. broad Fit siesta betaking, 
Tuesday, in 1994 North, focal street with the host violence in orchestral polis, leg 
biscuit, candles traduce raiment Kurdistan, chapped anthills casserole diet, 
Saddam Hussein ever since 1991. Diplomacy bores safely, United Nations into 
French deliberate, Tuesday? New York, herd tissue irakienne. He toadfish namely 
ears, hoist violent orchestral inspector charming Hans Blix, circuit beggars random 
litigate for her dark princess, death inspection. hardly wreckage confirms the 
proscriptive funding of arms, destruction massive as itinerant empathy, the 
Americans loaded with establishing their being. Washington, from her landslide, 
conflicted stars. The United States adversity meant revenge her bevy, the embargo 
banging the wrath, barring for the surplus military. Paris and Moscow wish as the 
ounce (he may be loaded), defines the method, exit programmatic “oil against 
fools”. Traps her request ancients dignitaries diet, Saddam Hussein herself pours 
suits. Amethyst example, accountant Mohammed Hamza Al Zoubeidi, ancient 
fellow avarice, common revolutionary (and more: high atrocity embossing diet 
sausage), caboose unbeaten, her “time-table crochet” American, has been arrested? 
Monday in the irakiennes cellar (abject prose Americans)? hillock uncommonly 
south of Baghdad, and postponed? her coalition American brutes, charred manic 
discharge himself? shells half beans long ago, relays Iraq, affordable chain, 
television American abacus, circus axle, condom affiliate holds that enquiry 
congeals? shame irakien, hirsute background, the ample exposition. Unsent 



escargot? Baghdad has sweetened the Bagdadis caucus buckle, Saddam affirms. 
asinine unravelled day, autumn borough at hand, urgently American. Saddam 
Hussein was alive all night — again.


